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FOREWORD
The Strategy is a necessary reaction for the need to capitalize Bega Canal navigability
potential for touristic, leisure and recreational functions. The Bega Canal is from
several points of view one of the key links of Romanian and Serbian communities. With
a total length of 116 km (44 km in Romanian territory and 72 km in Serbian territory),
the Bega Canal could be considered as a living boulevard connecting the two
countries.
The strategic planning documentation was formulated by the project partnership
composed of Timis County Economic and Social Development Agency, Regional
Development Agency – Banat, Zrenjanin and Regional Chamber of Economy from
Zrenjanin, during the implementation of the project ”Joint development of RomanianSerbian Bega Canaltourism potential capitalization study and promotion of crossborder foreground investments”, financed within „Romania-Republic of Serbia IPA
Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007 - 2013”.
The Strategy emphasizes the main bottlenecks in developing the Bega Canal as well as
possible solutions. The main problems of the Bega Canal that needed resolving through
this strategy are the lack of touristic facilities, the degradation of canal banks, factors
that, in the absence of joint strategic vision and joint investments, will further
decrease the Canal tourism, esthetic values and the value of life itself. Also,
considering that the Bega Canal is one of the significant waterways for Zrenjanin,
Zitiste and Timișoara, its revival concerning navigation, even if only in line with the
original parameters, would mean connecting Banat, both to the Black Sea and the
North Sea, through the existing system of canals in Serbia DTD (Danube – Tisa Danube) and the Rhine-Main-Danube Canal.
Taking into account its historic heritage and touristic potential, the local responsible
actors and authorities have started to jointly analyze and adopt steps necessary for
the revitalization of the Canal area. To this end, project partnership alongside all
relevant institutions have defined strategic directions and priorities in order to
revitalize the Bega Canaland improve touristic potentials and offer in cross-border
area.
The common tourism development strategy of Romanian – Serbian Bega Canal area
formulation provides coordinating support mechanisms for tourism, local and regional
organizations and agencies by creating the proper framework for debating and
reaching agreement on joint projects, joint business opportunities and even joint
leisure activities, under its specific strategic vision:
”By 2030, Bega Canal is an internationally recognised tourism destination known
for outstanding experience in boating, sports and leisure, diverse cultures,
integrated communities and protected nature”
Slogan: „Just feeling good”
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1. BEGA CANAL CURRENT SITUATION AND POTENTIAL ANALYSIS
1.1. BEGA CANAL SYNTHETIC CURRENT SITUATION
1.1.1. BANAT AND BEGA CANAL HISTORY
Banat History
The Banat no longer exists as a political entity, but it remains a general term of
reference for a geographical and historical region in Central Europe currently divided
between three countries: the eastern part lies in western Romania (the counties of
Timiș, Caraș-Severin, Arad south of the Mureș, the western part of Mehedinți), the
western part in northeastern Serbia (mostly included in Vojvodina, except for a small
part included in Belgrade Region), and a small northern part in southeastern Hungary
(Csongrád county). The whole Banat is populated by Romanians, Serbs, Hungarians,
Romani, Germans, Krashovani, Ukrainians, Slovaks, Bulgarians, Czechs, Croats, Jews
and other ethnicities.
The Banat is geographically referred to as a part of the Pannonian Basin bordered by
the River Danube to the south, the River Tisa to the west, the River Mureș to the
north, and the Southern Carpathian Mountains to the east. Its historical capital was
Timișoara, now in Timiș County in Romania.
The first known inhabitants of present-day Banat were the various Thracian tribes Agathyrsi, Getae, Dacians and Singi. In the 3rd century BC, Celtic tribes settled in this
area. The region was part of Dacian kingdom under Burebista in the first century BC,
but the balance of power in the area partially changed during the campaigns of
Augustus. At the beginning of the 2nd century A.D. Trajan led two wars against the
Dacians: the campaigns of 101-102, and 105-106. Eventually, the territory of Banat fell
under Roman rule. It became an important link between Dacia province and the other
parts of the Empire. Roman rule had a significant impact: castra and guard stations
were established and roads and public buildings built. The public bath establishments
of Ad Aquas Herculis, modern-day Băile Herculane were also established. In 273 A.D.
Emperor Aurelian withdrew the Roman Army from Dacia. The area fell into the hands
of the Sarmatians and later the Goths, who also took control of other parts of Dacia.
The Goths were forced out by the Huns, who organized their ruling center in the
Pannonian Basin (the Pannonian Plain), in area that included the northwestern part of
today's Banat. After the death of Attila, the Hunnic Empire disintegrated in days, and
the previously subjected Gepids formed a new kingdom in the area, only to be
defeated 100 years later by the Avars. One governing center of the Avars was formed
in the region, which played an important role in the Avar–Byzantine wars.
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Banat was administered by the Kingdom of Hungary from the 10th century up until
1552, when the region of Temesvár was taken by the Ottoman Empire. The Banat was
incorporated into the Ottoman Empire in 1552, and became an Ottoman eyalet
(province) named the Eyalet of Temeşvar. The Banat region was mainly populated by
Rascians (Serbs) in the west and Vlachs (Romanians) in the east. In the 17th century,
northern parts of the Eyalet of Temeşvar were incorporated into the Habsburg
Monarchy of Austria, but Banat itself remained under Ottoman administration.
In 1716, Prince Eugene of Savoy took the Banat region from the Ottomans. It received
the title of the Banat of Temeswar after the Treaty of Passarowitz (1718), and
remained a separate province in the Habsburg Monarchy under military administration
until 1751, when Empress Maria Theresa of Austria introduced a civil administration.
The Banat of Temeswar province was abolished in 1778. After the Revolution of 1848–
1849, the Banat (together with Syrmia and Bačka) was designated as a separate
Austrian crown-land known as the Voivodeship of Serbia and Banat of Temeschwar. In
1860 this province was abolished and most of its territory was incorporated into the
Habsburg Kingdom of Hungary.

Location of Banat (dark green) in Europe (territorially-involved countries light green)
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In 1918, the Banat Republic was proclaimed in Timișoara in October, and the
government of Hungary recognized its independence. However, it was short-lived.
After just two weeks, Serbian troops invaded the region, and that was the end of the
Banat Republic. From November 1918 to March 1919, western and central parts of
Banat were governed by Serbian administration from Novi Sad, as part of the Banat,
Bačka and Baranja province of the Kingdom of Serbia and newly formed Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (which was later renamed to Yugoslavia).
In the wake of the Declaration of Union of Transylvania with Romania on December 1,
1918 and the Declaration of Unification of Banat, Bačka and Baranja with Serbia on
November 25, 1918, most of the Banat was (in 1919) divided between Romania
(Krassó-Szörény completely, two-thirds of Temes, and a small part of Torontál) and
the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (most of Torontál, and one-third of Temes).
A small area near Szeged was assigned to newly independent Hungary. These borders
were confirmed by the 1919 Treaty of Versailles and the 1920 Treaty of Trianon. At
the dissolution of Austria-Hungary, the delegates of the Romanian and some German
communities voted for union with Romania, the delegates of the Serbian, Bunjevac
and other Slavic and non-Slavic communities (including some Germans) voted for union
with Serbia, while the Hungarian minority remained loyal to the government in
Budapest. Besides these declarations, no other plebiscite was held. The territory of
the Banat is presently part of the Romanian counties Timiș, Caraș-Severin, Arad and
Mehedinți, the Serbian autonomous province of Vojvodina and Belgrade City District,
and the Hungarian Csongrád County.

Map of the modern Banat area
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The Banat region spreads over the 30000 sqkm and it is divided among three countries:
Romania, Serbia and Hungary. The Serbian part of Banat region is placed in the northeastern part of the Republic and, with the area of 8997 sqkm presents about 12 % of
the total area of the Republic of Serbia. It is the largest of the three administrative
districts that the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina consists of.
The Serbian part of Banat is divided into three administrative districts: North, Central
and South Banat, with seventeen municipalities and two communities with the status
of a town, Pančevo and Zrenjanin. The Serbian part of Banat region is a plain with
Deliblatska pescara and Vršac mountains (elevation 641m) in the south, bordered with
the natural waterways, Danube and Tisa, to the south and west respectively. The most
important economic branch is the agriculture, still the industrial facilities are rather
present. These facilities are oriented mostly to the food industry, ceramic
manufacturing industry and the oil and gas production and processing industry. There
are several protected areas in Banat: four Special Nature Reserves (Deliblatska
pescara, Slano Kopovo, Pasnjaci Velike Droplje, Carska bara), one Area of Exceptional
Natural Values (Vrsacke mountains) and a few natural parks (Ponjavica, Rusanda,
Beljanska bara) and more than twenty natural monuments.
The Romanian part of Banat, with 18966 sqkm is divided between four counties: Timiş,
Caraş-Severin, Mehedinţi (only small area in South-West) and Arad (only small area
south of Mureş River). The main cities are: Timişoara, Caransebeş, Lugoj, Reşiţa and
Orşova. The Romanian Banat region is mainly formed by plain (Timiş County) and wild
mountains and forests (Caraş County).
Bega Canal History
Bega River is 254 km long, of which 178 km are in Romania and 76 km in Serbia. It
springs in the Poiana Rusca mountains to the northeast of Timisoara, part of the
Carpathian Mountains, and it flows into the Tisa in Serbia and thereafter into the
Danube.
Bega Canal is located in the West part of Timis County and is one of the few artificial
waterways in Romania. It is 44 km long in Romania and was the first navigable canal
built in the country. The navigable part of the Bega Canal starts in Timisoara, then
flows to Southwest, crosses the Romanian Serbian border, and continues 72 km in
Southwest direction, to the river Tisa.
The canal has been in operation for more than 250 years. The Bega Canal works
started in 1728, and it was used as a transportation route for construction timber and
for the drainage of the surrounding marshlands. In 1760, the construction of the
double connection Bega - Timis Rivers and the related hydro-technical works at Costei
and Topolovat were completed and almost continuous navigation was established. The
Dutch engineer Maximilian Fremaut made the project plan for these works. From the
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very beginning, the canal fulfilled an important hydrological and economical function
in the Bega – Timis system, which covers a great part of the Banat Region. Over the
years the Canal has been extended and always repaired. In 1931 a peak of volume in
navigation on the Bega Canal was reached. After World War II the traffic fell below 50
tons per year. This downward flow of navigation combined with the absence of regular
maintenance led to cessation of the traffic on the Bega Canal in 1958. This resulted in
a serious deterioration of the environmental situation, especially of the water quality.
The Bega Canal was revived after 1990, as an opportunity for regional and European
interest. The feasibility study on the rehabilitation of the Bega Canal developed with
the financial support of the Government of the Netherlands, has identified, the
necessary work to revitalize the ecological, hydrological functions and the navigation.
A similar study was conducted on the Serbian side. Although the Bega Canal represents
for Timisoara an opportunity for sustainable economic development, this study
remained at the project stage.
Currently, within Timisoara city limits, with the exception of several small and leisure
boats, only the dredges of Banat River Administration are moving on the Canal, with
the purpose of cleaning it. Also, consideration was given to the idea of connecting
Timisoara to the navigation system Rhine-Main-Danube, which connects the North Sea
with the Black Sea. In order to reopen the navigation on the Bega Canal and to boost
the tourism in the area, there are some measures to be taken and these are part of
the current project.

1.1.2. MAIN FEATURES OF THE CANAL AREA
The Banat Basin is bordered by Serbia to the west and Hungary to the Northwest. It
covers an area of 18,320 km2 which is approximately 7.7% of Romania and includes
seven smaller river catchment areas: Aranca, Bega, Timis, Caras, Nera, Cerna, and
Danube (littoral areas), all sub-basins of the Danube river. Of the 7 sub-basins, the
Timis River and the Bega River sub-basins are the two largest. The Timis river has a
length of approximately 240 km and covers an area of about 5,673 sqkm. The upper
reaches of the Timis River are generally steep, flowing for approximately 120 km
through the mountain area and the lower reaches of the river from the City of Lugoj
to the Serbian border are flat and low-lying in character.
GEOGRAPHY and CLIMATE – The geographic positioning of Bega River alongside the
complexity of the county natural conditions determine the climate main features.
Bega Canal in Timisoara lies at an altitude of 90 m on the southeast edge of the Banat
plain, part of the Pannonian Plain near the divergence of the Timis and Bega rivers.
The waters of the two rivers form a swampy and frequently flooded land. Timisoara
developed on one of few places where the swamps could be crossed. These have
constituted a natural protection around the fortress for a very long time, however,
they also favored a wet and insalubrious climate, as well as the proliferation of the
plague and cholera, which have kept the number of inhabitants at a relatively low
number and significantly prevented the development of the city. With time, however,
the rivers of the area were drained, dammed and diverted. Due to these hydro
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graphical projects undertaken in the 18th century, the city no longer lies on the Timis
River, but on the Bega Canal. This improvement of the land was made irreversible by
building the Bega Canal (started in 1728) and by the complete draining of the
surrounding marshes. However, the land across the city lies above a water table at a
depth of only 0.5 to 5m, a factor which does not allow the construction of tall
buildings. The rich black soil and relatively high water table make this a fertile
agricultural region. This is a relatively active seismic area, and earthquakes up to 6
degrees on the Richter scale have been recorded. The climate is moderate
continental, with slight Mediterranean influences. Climate in this area has mild
differences between highs and lows, and there is adequate rainfall year round.
COMMUNITIES CROSSED BY THE BEGA RIVER CANAL IN ROMANIA
TIMIŞOARA: is the capital city of Timiş County, in Western Romania. One of the
largest Romanian cities (the third most populous city in the country, as of 2011), with
a population of 319,279 inhabitants, Timişoara is considered the informal capital city
of the historical region of Banat. It is the main social, economic and cultural center in
the western part of Romania. The city is a candidate to become, in 2021, the
European Capital of Culture. It was the first mainland European city and second in the
world after New York City to be lit by electric street lamps in 1884. It was also the
second European and the first city in the present-day territory of Romania with horsedrawn trams in 1869. It is said that Gustave Eiffel, the creator of the Eiffel Tower in
Paris, drew the projects of one of Timisoara's footbridges over the Bega Canal, the
"Metal Bridge", however, it was actually planned by Toth Robert, the head of the
Bridge Department, at the Resita rail factory. After the war, the People's Republic of
Romania was proclaimed, and Timisoara alongside with the whole country underwent
a painful Sovietization process followed by its urbanistic equivalent, the
systematization. The city's population tripled between 1948 and 1992. In December
1989, Timisoara witnessed a series of mass street protests in what was to become the
Romanian Revolution of 1989.
Economy – Timisoara has been an important economic center since the 18th century
when the Habsburg administration was installed. Due to Austrian colonization, ethnic
and religious diversity and innovative laws, the economy began to develop. The
technicians and craftsmen that settled in the city established guilds and helped
develop the city's economy. Notably, in 1717, Timisoara became host to the first beer
factory in Romania. During the Industrial Revolution, numerous modern innovations
were introduced. It was the first city in the Austro-Hungarian Empire with street
lighting, and the first city in mainland Europe illuminated by electric light. The Bega
River was also transformed in a canal during this time. It was the first navigable canal
on current Romanian territory. This way, Timisoara had contact with Europe - and
even with the rest of the world - through the Danube to the Black Sea, leading to the
development of trade. In the 19th century, the railway system of the Hungarian
Kingdom reached Timisoara.
Timisoara was the first city in the country with international connections via the
International Airport, so a quasi economic boom as a result of foreign investment,
especially in high-tech sectors, has taken shape.
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Industry – Industrial activities developed historically in the Middle Age - when
Timisoara was the marketplace and headquarters of craftsmen and small tradesmen to the large industrial units existing today. Despite the decline, after 1989, some of
the industries well represented in Timisoara continue to provide about 5% of the
industrial output of the country. These include traditional sub-sectors - such as light
industry, textile and footwear - but some new, dynamic and modern - the software
industry, telecommunications, and automotive manufacturing. According to a Net
Index Report from the end of the first half of 2013, Timisoara is the city with the
highest download speed in the world—89.91 Mbit/s.
Culture And Contemporary Life - The city center largely consists of buildings from
the Austrian Empire era. The old city consists of several historic areas. These are:
Cetate (Belváros in Hungarian, Innere Stadt in German), Iosefin (Józsefváros,
Josephstadt), Elisabetin (Erzsébetváros, Elisabethstadt), Fabric (Gyárváros,
Fabrikstadt). Numerous bars, clubs and restaurants have opened in the old
Baroquesquare (Unirii Square).
Education - Timisoara has four public universities and three private universities:
Public - West University, "Politechnica" University of Timisoara, "Victor Babes"
University of Medicine and Pharmacy, Banat's University of Agricultural Sciences;
Private - Dimitrie Cantemir University, Tibiscus University, Ioan Slavici University
Sports - Kayak-canoe, rowing, rugby, football, handball, basketball, volleyball,
athletics, gymnastics, swimming, judo, karate, boxing, kick-boxing, wrestling,
bicycling and many more.
SÂNMIHAIU ROMÂN, comprising also Sânmihaiu German and Utvin; Area: 7.526 ha;
incorporated area: 564,54 ha; unincorporated area: 6.961,46 ha; population: 5.596
inhabitants; Specific activities: agriculture, livestock, food processing industry,
building material industry, trade; Tourism attractions: Thermal Baths in Sânmihaiu
German: http://www.strand-termal.ro/ with accommodation facilities for the summer
season; Sânmihaiu Român lock on the Bega Canal, Orthodox and Catholic churches;
Local events: Ruga, Sorocarilor Festival.
Cenei, comprising also Bobda; area: 6.013 ha; incorporated area: 275 ha;
unincorporated area: 5.738 ha; population: 2.537 inhabitants; Activities: agriculture,
livestock, trade; Tourism attractions: Cenei: Serbian Orthodox Church, Roman
Catholic Church - 110 years old; Private Ethnographic Musem – Biliana Rankov; Bobda:
Ruins of the Roman Catholic Church and the Mausoleum, Romanian Orthodox Church,
the house where the painter Stefan Jäger was born; Dušan Vasiljev Memorial Plaque
(poet), Bega Veche River: fishing canals and pools; Local events: Ruga Cenei and Ruga
Bobda.
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UIVAR, comprising also Răuţi, Pustiniş, Sînmartinul Maghiar; area: 10.816,08 ha;
incorporated area: 441,78 ha; unincorporated area: 10374,3 ha; population: 2.718
inhabitants; Activities: Agriculture, Livestock, Electrotechnic Industry; Tourism
attractions: Archaeological Sit Uivar: Neolithic, bronze and iron age, daco-roman
vestiges; Early medieval vestiges: 2 medieval graveyards from XII-XIV; Museum point;
Uivar lock; Roman Catholic and Orthodox churches; Local Events: Ruga.
Otelec, comprising also Iohanisfeld (Ionel); area: 8.314 ha; incorporated area: 272 ha;
unincorporated area: 7.042 ha; population: 1.737 inhabitants; Activities: Hunting,
Agriculture, Trade, Fishing; Tourism attractions: Roman-catholic Church Otelec,
Roman-catholic Church Iohanisfeld,Secui gate in the catholic church Otelec; Local
events: May 1st – May Tree, Ruga Iohanisfeld, June 29th , Ruga Otelec, September
14th , Football Cup ÚJ SZÓ.
COMMUNITIES CROSSED BY THE BEGA RIVER CANAL IN SERBIA
ŽITIŠTE – is a municipality located in Central Banat District of Serbia. It has 16.786
inhabitants and a surface of de 525 km2. Zitiste area includes the city of Zitiste and
the following communes: Banatski Dvor, Banatsko Višnjićevo, Banatsko Karađorđevo,
Međa, Novi Itebej, Ravni Topolovac, Srpski Itebej, Torak, Torda, Hetin, Čestereg. The
area development pole is represented by the city of Žitište. The administrative
neighbouring areas are: Kikinda, Nova Crnja, Zrenjanin, Sečanj and Romanian border
in the Eastern part. 10 primary schools function in the area. The main economic
branches are agriculture and processing industry. There are also companies dealing
with water resources management, civil engineering, transport and communications.
ZRENJANIN: (Becicherecu Mare in Romanian language) is the administrative center of
the Serbian Central Banat District. In 2002 the city’s population reached 79.773
inhabitants, while Zrenjanin area was populated by 132.051 inhabitants. Zrenjanin is
the biggest Serbian Banat town, the third biggest town in Vojvodina, after Novi Sad
and Subotica, and the sixth town in Serbia. It has seven centuries of history being
historically mentioned in 1326 as Becskerek. The economic, scientific and cultural
cooperation between Zrenjanin and Timisoara is actually at its peak, the two cities
being recognised as “twin cities”. In 2007 it was declared the city of the future, and in
2008 the World Bank classified Zrenjanin as the first city in Serbia for business sector
organisation and development. In just two years Zrenjanin managed to conclude over
20 contracts for foreign green industries investments, valuing over 400 million Euro.
Various and numerous industrial branches are developed, such as food, textile, metal,
chemical, oil and gas, civil engineering, transport industries. New industrial areas
emerged in Zrenjanin perimeter and various products are sent from here towards
European and world destinations.
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WATER RESOURCES RELATED INFORMATION REGARDING THE BEGA RIVER-CANAL
BASIN
The Romanian Case study is an example of one of the most challenging scenarios in
integrated water resources management – managing widely conflicting socio-economic
and ecological needs. The City of Timisoara is located in the Banat Basin in the flat
reaches of the mid Danube and includes wetland areas that have been drained since
the 17th century. Social and economic needs are driven primarily by agriculture (with
its low-lying fertile soils) and inland waterway transportation (located on the DanubeTisa-Danube Canal System). However, as a fertile flood plain it is highly susceptible to
flooding; but drainage and flood defenses have reduced the amount of natural water,
increasing the need for irrigation in the future and further degradation of remaining
wetlands.
The Timisoara Water Service Provider (WSP), AQUATIM, does have economies of
density in its main urban service area of the City of Timisoara however it has now
been mandated to expand its service area adding the surrounding towns and villages in
the County, reducing its prior economies of density. It does not have access to high
quality fresh water resources and all water resources require treatment and pumping.
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The Autonomous Province of Vojvodina covers an area of 21 506 km 2 , it is located in the
Pannonian Plain, where the natural landscape consists mainly of low-lying flat land, except for
Srem which is dominated by the Fruska Gora Mountain (the highest peak 539 m) and the
southern-east part of the province dominated by the Vrsacka Mountains (the highest peak 641
m). Vojvodina is intersected by three navigable rivers: Danube, Sava and Tisa, dividing its
territory into three geographic-historic areas: Backa, Banat and Srem.The Public Water
Management Company Vode Vojvodine was established by the Autonomous Province of
Vojvodina to conduct the integrated management of Vojvodina's water resources.Canals of the
Danube-Tisa-Danube Hydro-system run through almost all settlements in the Province, or in
close proximity. The navigable canal network in Vojvodina forms an integral part of the
unique hydro-engineering system Danube-Tisa-Danube covering the Backa and Banat districts
and connecting, as its name denotes, the Danube and Tisa rivers. The Backa section of hydrosystem is fed either by gravity or by pumping water from the Danube river, depending on the
Danube water level, and crosses several smaller natural water streams flowing from Hungary.
The Banat section of hydro-system is entirely gravity-fed, for which purpose the dam on the
Tisa river near Becej was built, to allow gravity feed of water to the canal. The primary canal
in Banat also crosses several natural water streams flowing from Romania.

Dnube-Tisa-Danube Hydro System
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The Legal & Regulatory Arrangements For Water Management In Romania
Romania’s main law on water is the Water Act No. 107/1996, enacted in 1996 and
(with its amendments) remains the centerpiece of water legislation in Romania.
Specific to the management of water resources, the next most significant piece of
legislation is the Emergency Ordinance No. 107/2002, setting up the national body for
the administration of waters (‘National Administration of Romanian Waters’,
hereinafter referred to as ‘Romanian Waters’), where this Emergency Ordinance was
subsequently confirmed by Act 404/2003 on the establishment of the National
Administration of Romanian Waters in 2003.
Emergency Ordinance No. 107/2002 and Act 404/2003 established Romanian Waters as
an autonomous legal public entity under the Ministry of Environment & Forests, and
allocated it the following main tasks:
•
The implementation of national policy and strategy for the quantitative and
qualitative management of water resources and the implementation of the national
programmer of legislation or its harmonization with EU directives in the field of the
sustainable management of water resources;
•
The management and operation of national public water infrastructure systems;
and,
•
The management and use of surface and ground water resources within their
natural potential and the development of the national body of knowledge for the
water industry.
Romanian Waters organizational structure includes 11 Basin Management Directorates,
responsible for the management of Romania’s 11 watershed areas (sub-basins), and
within the context of the EC Water Framework Directive, a Basin Management Plan
was prepared and adapted by law for each of the 11 basin areas and thereafter a
synthesis of these 11 individual Basin Management Plans was completed to form one
National Water Management Plan (adopted in 2011).
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Banat Basin Map, inclusively Timis and Danube rivers

Topographic Map of
Banat Basin

Land destination Map
in Banat Basin

The Legal & Regulatory Arrangements For Water Management In Serbia
According to the Water Act ( Serbian Republic Official Law Journal, no 30 / 2012 and
93 / 2012) water use includes:







Surface and subteran waters for potable water needs covering, sanitary and
domestic waters, industrial and other purposes waters;
Irrigation waters;
Electric energy producing hydro facilities;
Fishing waters;
Navigation waters;
Sports, leisure and tourism waters.

Water consumption must be economic and efficient. Each user must exploit water in
an environmental friendly and non obstructive manner. Water use priorities are fresh
water provision towards the inhabitants, sanitary and domestic, farming and national
defense.
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According to the Water Act the overall use of water is performed without initial
treatment or without special devices ( pumps, vacuum units and other) or without
water towers build up for:







Fresh water supplies;
Domestic and farming waters;
Sanitary waters;
Leisure waters;
Fire extinctions;
Navigation.

Water Master Plan – the judicial settlement no 11 / 2012 from the Serbian Republic
Official Law Journal defines water use strategy, water protection and fllod prevention
over the Serbian teritory, which is considered an unique water management area.
The National Strategy for Sustainable Natural Resources exploitation ( Serbian
Republic Official Law Journal, no 33 / 2012) defines the strategic planning for residual
waters and natural resources management.
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WATER MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN THE BANAT WATER BASIN
The lower Timis River basin is the most flood-prone area in Banat region (as shown in
Figure below). This zone used to consist mostly of swamps and marshes, however in
the 18th century civil engineering works were built to provide drainage, flood
protection and facilitate inland waterway navigation. Later, in the 1970s, another
series of major civil engineering works were built consisting mostly of dikes, reservoirs
and polders to retain waters in view of flood control.
In recent history, Timis River has had 5 serious flood events (in 1966, 1999, 2000, 2005
and 2006). The flood of 1999 (caused by a combination of snow-melt and heavy
rainfall) and the flood of 2006 (due solely to heavy rainfall) both had a return period
of 20 years (occurrence of 5%) but the floods of 2000 and 2005 were more severe and
caused major flooding both in Romania and Serbia.
The 2000 flood is calculated to have had a return period of approximately 100 years
(occurrence of 1%) and was caused by a combination of snow-melt, saturated soils and
heavy rainfall. The flood surge breached two dikes (one around Lugoj and one near
the Serbian border) which were subsequently strengthened.
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However in 2005, very heavy rains in combination with saturated soils caused a series
of five dike breaches where water levels did not drop for almost three weeks causing
extensive flooding across Timis County (as shown in figure below) with an area of
30,000 ha flooded for a period of three months.

AGRICULTURE, IRRIGATION & DRAINAGE IN TIMIS COUNTY
The total area of Timis County is 869,665 hectares, 80.4% (699,470 ha) of which is
agricultural land. The remaining non-agricultural areas are: forestry (12.5%) or
109,059 ha; urban areas (2.7%) or 23,312 ha, and 37,824 ha or 4.4% for other uses
(i.e. water courses, roads, rail etc.).
The use of the Timis County’s 699,470 ha of agricultural lands:
•
530,781 ha (76%) are used for crops (cereals, oil plants, potatoes, vegetables,
fruit (watermelons and cantaloupes) and fodder;
•

13,703 ha (2%) are used for vineyards and orchards;

•
154,986 ha (22%) are used for livestock pastures and meadows (supporting in
2010: 49,461 cattle, 729,284 pigs, 645,803 sheep, 22,552 goats, 9,732 horses, 133,818
poultry)
According to the National Society for “Land Reclamation and Improvement”, Timis
County has 2 types of irrigation arrangements (see Figure below):
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•
15.870 ha from which 9,745 ha are large systems organized with user’s
agreements, plus 6125 ha with local arrangements,
•
100,000 ha of irrigation and sub-irrigation effected by the flooding of parts of
the surface drainage network (which covers 450,000 ha – see below) during the
growing period in periods of water deficit.
The County’s surface drainage arrangements covers 450,000 ha out of which 2/3
require pumping and only 1/3 is gravitational; where the system was designed to
evacuate excess surface water from agricultural areas in times of excess and to
facilitate flood irrigation of part of this area in times of water deficit as described
here above.

Today’s water supply of Zrenjanin is based on exploitation of underground water out
of basic water-carrying horizon of artesian groundwater, wells at the water source in
the northwest of the town, with the total of 34 wells. In the northwest, in the
immediate town zone, there is a group of 30 wells, and four more wells are at other
locations in the vicinity of the town (Bagljaš, Mužlja, Mlekoprodukt, Zeleno polje).
AGRICULTURE, IRRIGATION & DRAINAGE IN VOJVODINA
Vojvodina agricultural land is 1.747 milion of hectares, almost 35 % of the Serbian
agricultural land. Vojvodina’s agricultural land is comprised of 1.578 million of
hectares of arable land and gardens, 18.000 hectares of orchards and 10.000 hectares
of vineyards. The predominant cultures are the cereal crops (66 %). They are followed
by oleaginous cultures ( 22 %), vegetables ( 5%) and fodder (5%). Last decade signaled
an increase of the oleaginous cultures ( especially soya) and a decrease in cereal
crops, alongside fruit and fodder, mainly due to the zooculture issues.
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Vojvodina gathers 53,24 % of the total cereal crops, 91,81 % of the total oleaginous
crops, 25,36 % of the total vegetables crops and 16,26 % of the fodder crops from
Serbia ( Statistical Institute 2010).
Irrigation has become compulsory, not auxiliary measure in Vojvodina. The region has
a relatively dense hydro network, but a very important feature is nevertheless the
high quantity of transit waters. Almost 40.000 hectares are actually irrigated. The
areas rich in water sources, primar surface waters and basin / water barriers are
playing a major part in the increase of cereal and vegetables cultures.
Canals digging for rivers adjustement facilitated the transformation of a third from
Vojvodina’s surface in agricultural land. The Vojvodina’s canals network is dense and
developed, mainly used for collecting and canalising regional water excess, although
they are frequently use for irrigation purposes. 60 % of the drainage arrangements are
gravitational, while the rest are designed to evacuate excess of collected waters
inside Primary Canals network of the Danube – Tisa – Danube Hidro System.
INLAND WATERWAY TRANSPORT
The Bega Canal was built between 1728 and 1760, for the purposes of inland waterway
transport and connects the City of Timisoara to the main waterway of the DanubeTisa-Danube Canal System.
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The Bega Canal is 115 km in length and was designed for barges of up to 700 tons and
an annual transport capacity of 3.000.000 units, and flows through the center of
Timisoara. Its construction began in the 18th century, together with the associated
drainage and flood protection works. It drained the original swamps and marshes of
the area and changed the nature of the area to suit the socio-economic development
uses for which are still used today.
The Bega Canal is classified as part of the UN Economic Commission for Europe
Agreement on Main Waterways of International Importance as a branch of the ‘trunk
waterways’ E80 and E10, connecting Le Havre/Rotterdam to the Black Sea.
The Bega waterway can be classified as follows:
•
The lower section from Tisza to Klek (including Stajicevo locks): PIANC class III
waterway (up to 1000 tons). In comparison, the Danube is a class IV waterway;
•
The upper section from Klek to Timisoara: PIANC class II waterway for 500 tons
ship.
Depending on the short- and mid-term development of the volume of cargo transport
along the canal, the canal can be enlarged to accommodate ships with a transport
capacity of 1,000 tons or more.
The navigation facilities (docks, loading sites etc) along the canal are small, derelict
and need to be modernized. There are no markings in the canal and the km-signaling
along the canal is mostly missing or hidden behind the vegetation. The turning basins
for the boats are too small and need to be deepened.
The upper parts of the canal banks in the city have slope protections consisting of concrete
slabs (tiles). The quality of the bank protection varies. In the older parts, the concrete tiles
have a thickness of 20 cm. In recently (re)constructed bank protection parts the tiles have a
thickness of only 8 cm. Sections of the Canal provided with 8 cm tiles show considerable
damage.

The canal banks downstream Timisoara are provided with an "environmental friendly
river bank protection". Scrubs of willows and bushes keep the soil of the canal bank
together. The bees and reed not only stop erosion they even give way to siltation of
the sediment carried by the Begs canal water. This is why the width of the canal has
decreased considerably in some parts over the years. However, this kind of natural
bank protection should be kept in order to give the river a tourism friendly look.
ENVIRONMENT ISSUES ALONG THE BEGA RIVER – CANAL
The environmental aspects regarding the Bega River / Canal have been analyzed in a
series of studies, which all underline the advanced state of pollution. A short
description of the results of those studies is presented in this chapter.
Surface waters are becoming increasingly polluted due to anthropogenic factors such
as industry, wastewater discharge and waste water, wastes and chemicals, but it's also
due to natural factors such as floods and deforestation.
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Bacterial indicator of sediment quality in the Bega River varies depending on each
sampling point. It has values between 1,701 and 2,049 on the river Timis and 1,6782,047 on Bega River. Large amount of urea found in the village Costei show that the
area presents fecaligenic pollution from animal manure stored in the area.
There are many causes for water pollution. One of them and the most important refer
to industry and all its branches. Second important is the wastewater discharged into
rivers, manure and chemicals. The Bega River pollution comes from discharges of
wastewater. The causes of the contamination of water with these compounds are: the
intensive agriculture, animal waste, rainfalls and levigation of the nitrogen
compounds. Over-fertilization contributes both to the entropization of surface waters
and accumulation of the nitrates in the underground waters and acidifying of the soil,
at the same time with emanation of gases.
Examples of the actual pollution of the Bega Canal downstream of Timisoara are given
in the following recent taken pictures.

Sânmihaiu Român

Sânmihaiu Român

Uivar

Itebej
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Sedimentation of the Canal bottom and sediments pollution
Since the flow in the Begs Canal is generally slow, the sediments carried by the fast
flowing affluent rivers to the canal settle here and have considerably decreased the
water depth. An artificial source of sediment is the sludge from the drinking water
plant of Aquatim. The sludge from the filters contains canal sediment, combined with
elements from the purification process, foremost Aluminum-sulfate. The sludge could
not be removed in an environmental friendly way and was discharged into the canal.
In the past, heavy industries and agricultural activities have contributed significantly
to the pollution of the Bega Canal’s water and sediment. Nowadays, the pollution
from these sources has diminished whereas the pollution from Timisoara, untreated
sewerage and sludge from the drinking water plant, has become the main
contributors. Due to the fact that the sewerage plant of Timisoara has been
rehabilitated, the corresponding component of sludge is supposed to be reduced.
However this aspect has to be quantified.
As far the project team could find out, the dredging works have been completed
around 2011 and no periodic maintenance activities for cleaning the canal are being
performed. Clear evidence of sedimentation can be observed along the Bega Canal in
Timisoara and downstream.
Sediment enters the Bega Canal in Romania through tributaries from the hilly areas in
the east of the river basin and from anthropogenic sources such as the drinking water
in the city of Timisoara. In the Serbian part of the canal, there is a limited inflow of
anthropogenic and natural sediment into the canal. Flow velocities in the canal are
low enough for sedimentation.
In Serbia, because of long pollution the canal not only is too small for navigation, but
also is dangerous to the bathing. The ministry of protection of environment of Serbia
included it in the list of «three black points» the countries. Pollution of the channel
began in the second half of the 20th century with plumes of waste in its waters.
According to a number of researchers, the canal is considered one of the most
polluted reservoirs in Europe and poses threat for the human health, living in nearby
settlements. At the bottom of the canal is to 400 000 tons of silt which contains heavy
metals and an oil waste which also get to the rivers connected by the channel —
Danube and to the Tisa. In 2008 the minister of protection of environment signed the
Memorandum of channel cleaning.
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1.1.3. ROMANIAN – SERBIAN BEGA CANAL AREA POPULATION AND
DEMOGRAPHY
Romanian – Serbian Bega Canal Area current situation analysis, in the view of the
zone’s tourism potential capitalization, must be completed through the area’s
population and demography analysis.
By analysing the Canal area’s population and demography the following data
categories are presented:



the current demographic basin and its geographic distribution in order to
highlight the population density rate around actual communities from the
defined area;
actual demographic basin structure analysis, in relation to various ethnic and
age groups in order to underline the area’s population features and diversity.

Bega Canal flows south – westernly from Timisoara to Zrenjanin and crosses the
following communities:


on the Romanian territory:
o Timişoara;
o Sânmihaiu Român;
o Uivar;
o Otelec;



on the Serbian territory:
o Zitiste, with proximities;
o Zrenjanin, with proximities.

According to last census, performed on both neighbouring countries in 2011, Bega
Canal Area has a total population of 469.555 inhabitants.
The population geographic distribution within the Canal area, upon crossed
administrative territorial units, reveals major statistical weight on the Romanian side,
70,14 %, while on the Serbian side we have 29,86 % of the inhabitants.
- inhabitants Romania

Serbia

Timișoara
Sânmihaiu Român
Uivar
Otelec
Zitiste
Zitiste Proximities
Zrenjanin
Zrenjanin Proximities
Total

319.279
6.121
2.453
1.499
2.903
13.938
76.511
46.851
469.555

329.352

140.203
469.555

Source: Census processed datas, 2011, from Romanian and Serbian National Statistics Institutes,
http://www.recensamantromania.ro, http://webrzs.stat.gov.rs/WebSite/Public/ReportView.aspx
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The highest population density, in share of 68 % from the area’s total population, is
represented by Timisoara. The next urban agglomeration is Zrenjanin and its
proximities with a share of 26,27 %.
Zrenjanin
16.29%

Proximities
Zrenjanin
9,98%

Proximities
Zitiste
2,97%
Zitiste
0.62%
Otelec
0,32%
Uivar
0,52%

Sânmihaiu
Român
1,30%

Timișoara
68.00%

Source: Census processed datas, 2011, from Romanian and Serbian National Statistics Institutes,
http://www.recensamantromania.ro, http://webrzs.stat.gov.rs/WebSite/Public/ReportView.aspx

The Canal area’s population geographic distribution in terms of urban vs rural criteria
underlines the major statistical weight of the urban areas – 84,91%.

Source: Census processed datas, 2011, from Romanian and Serbian National Statistics Institutes,
http://www.recensamantromania.ro, http://webrzs.stat.gov.rs/WebSite/Public/ReportView.aspx
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The Canal area’s population structure analysis on age groups underlines that Timisoara
has a 78,54 % active population, followed by Zitiste with 70,31 % and Zrenjanin with
69, 33 %.
The active population percentages within rural zones of the Canal area are presented
below:






69,71%
68,80%
66,16%
65,98%
65,65%

for
for
for
for
for

Sânmihaiu Român,
Zrenjanin proximities,
Uivar,
Otelec,
Zitiste proximities.

The highest statistical rates of the young population, under 15 years old, occur in
Romanian rural areas: 19,08% in Otelec, 17,81% in Uivar and 17,35% in Sânmihaiu
Român.
The lowest statistical rates of the young population occurs in Timisoara, just 9,95%,
followed by Serbian rural areas, 13,34% in Zitiste proximities, respectively 13,80% in
Zrenjanin proximities.
The highest statistical rates for over 65 years population occurs in the rural area of
Zitiste, 21,01 %, followed by Zrenjanin rural area, 17,40%.
On the Romanian side the lowest rate for over 65 years population can be found in
Timisoara, 11,51%.
The ages groups analysis strenghtens the importance of the 2 development pillars of
the Canal area’s, namely Timisoara and Zrenjanin.

Total

under
15

15 - 65

- inhabitants over
65 ani

Timișoara

319.279

31.784

250.748

36.747

Zrenjanin

76.511

10.979

53.048

12.484

Zrenjanin proximities

46.851

6.466

32.234

8.151

Zitiste proximities

13.938

1.860

9.150

2.928

Sânmihaiu Român

6.121

1.062

4.267

792

Zitiste

2.903

422

2.041

440

Uivar
Otelec

2.453
1.499

437
286

1.623
989

393
224

Source: Census processed datas, 2011, from Romanian and Serbian National Statistics Institutes,
http://www.recensamantromania.ro, http://webrzs.stat.gov.rs/WebSite/Public/ReportView.aspx
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The Canal area’s population analysis in which regards ethnic groups shows a great
diversity on both sides of the border.
On Romanian side 21 official ethnic groups are cohabiting.
- inhabitants Timișoara
Total

Sânmihaiu
Român

Uivar

Otelec

319.279

6.121

2.453

1.499

Romanians

259.754

5.387

1.810

858

Hungarians

15.564

150

394

567

Germans

4.193

32

17

12

Serbians

4.843

18

5

3

Rroma

2.145

45

114

-

Bulgarins

859

5

-

-

Ukraineans

556

4

3

*

Slovaks

385

7

-

-

Italians

199

-

*

-

Jews

176

-

-

-

Czechs

124

-

-

-

Ceangăi

130

*

-

-

Turks

102

4

-

-

Croats

101

-

-

-

Lipoveni russians

70

-

-

-

Greeks

63

-

-

-

Polish

51

-

-

-

Macedoneans

24

-

-

-

Armenians

23

-

-

-

Chinese

16

-

-

-

Tătari

14

-

-

-

Other

1.208

11

-

*

28.679

457

108

57

Unavailable info

Source: Census processed datas, 2011,
from Romanian National Statistics Institute, http://www.recensamantromania.ro
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On Serbian side 21 official ethnic groups are cohabiting also.
Zitiste Zitiste proximities Zrenjanin

- inhabitants Zrenjanin
proximities
46.851

Total

2.903

13.938

76.511

Serbians

2.511

7.925

54.648

36.931

Albanians

5

1

82

28

Bosniacs

-

-

29

1

Bulgarians

2

15

77

107

Bunjevci

-

4

18

4

Vlasi

-

-

3

2

13

-

19

-

1

37

467

125

58

3.313

10.000

2.350

Macedoneans

1

7

315

97

Muslims

-

4

66

20

Germans

4

9

108

31

175

657

2.109

1.301

24

1.388

635

1.526

Russians

-

1

59

20

Ruteni

-

1

16

9

Slovaks

1

4

329

1.733

Slovenians

-

3

61

33

Ukraineans

-

1

15

11

Croats

6

57

373

154

Montenegrians

5

17

225

55

Other

1

13

176

66

71

338

3.669

1.026

16

100

2.338

1.028

9

43

674

193

Gorani
Iugoslavi
Hungarians

Romi
Romanians

Not willing to
declare
Declared in
regional terms
Necunoscută

Source: Census processed datas, 2011, from Serbian National StatisticsInstitute,
http://webrzs.stat.gov.rs/WebSite/Public/ReportView.aspx
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The main conclusions of the Bega Canal demography and population analysis are:





population is concentrated within the 2 main urban centers Timișoara (68%) and
Zrenjanin (16,29%);
the highest statistical rates for the young population occur in Romanian rural
areas: Sânmihaiu Român, Uivar and Otelec;
the highest statistical rates of the over 65 years population occurs in Zitiste and
Zrenjanin proximities;
the area has 31 cohabiting ethnic groups, 11 of those being present on both
sides of the border.

The rate of the active population in the Timis County was between 72,3% and 75,1% see Table below. There are certain differences between rural and urban area.
Timisoara concentrates 66,35% of the total Timis county population and produces 8385 % of the total economic result of it.

A Pareto law perspective is confirmed and also the huge role that Timisoara has to
have in the development of the Bega Canal Area. From the labor force perspective,
nowadays, there is an increasing demand for workers in industry and in special in the
urban area. The unemployment rate is decreasing (2014 is around 1%) but in the rural
area is much higher than in the urban area.
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In the 1991 – 2011 period, population of Žitište declined by 23.1%, while population in
Zrenjanin declined by 8,2%. In the same period the population of Serbia declined by
6%, while the population of Vojvodina declined by 2.7%. Annual rate of growth in
Zitiste was -0.7 (1991-2002) and -1.7% (2002-2011),while in Zrenjanin was -0.2% and 0.6% respectively. Same indicators for Serbia are -0.1% and -0.3% respectively.
Zitiste and Zrenjanin has 20% and 16.72% of population over 65 years, while in Sernia
it is 17.4%. The municipality of Žitište has older population then Zrenjanin and Serbia.

Age groups population structure
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%

Zrenjanin

Jitiste

Serbia -national

83.28%

80.00%

82.60%

16.72%

20.00%

17.40%

40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
over 65

under 65

Employment rates in Zrenjanin are higher than the corresponding rates in Serbia; the
share of the number of employees in the total active population in Zrenjanin is higher
than in Serbia, and the rate of unemployment in Zrenjanin is lower than in Serbia. On
the other hand, employment rate in Žitište is lower than the corresponding rate in
Serbia, the share of the number of employees in the total active population in Žitište
was significantly lower than in Serbia, and Žitište has a higher unemployment rate
than Serbia.
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1.1.4. INFRASTRUCTURE CAPACITY
TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE DATA
Compared with the general situation in Romania, Banat has a good infrastructure.
Timis county is crossed by:


European Roads in the Bega River – Canal Area: The European Road E 70; The
European Road E 671; The European Road E 673, linking Lugoj, Făget, Ilia and
Deva;



National Roads in the Bega River – Canal Area: The national road DN 6; The
national road DN 59; The national road DN 69; The national road DN 59.



Railway Network in the Bega River – Canal Area: The railway network in the
area is 787 km long and has the highest density in Romania with 91 km of
railway for a surface of 1.000 sqkm. The most important railway hub is
Timisoara followed by Lugoj, Gătaia, Buziaş, Sânandrei, Jebel, Voiteg, Periam,
Lovrin, Sânnicolau Mare and Jimbolia. The proportion of electrified railway is
only 14% from its total length compared to the de 34% at national level.

Timisoara has a complex system of regional transportation, providing road, air and rail
connections to major cities in Romania and Europe. It also features a public
transportation system consisting of bus, trolleybus and tram lines. Timisoara is at the
crossroad of two European routes (E70 and E671) and four national roads: DN6, DN69,
DN59 and DN59A. The Romanian Motorway A1, currently under construction, will link
the city with Bucharest and the eastern part of the country. The Timisoara Bus Station
(Autogara) is used by several private transport companies to provide bus connections
from Timisoara to a large number of locations from all over the country.
The city is served by Romania's third busiest airport, Traian Vuia International Airport,
located 10 km North East away from the city center. There are regular flights from/to
numerous major European and domestic destinations. Starting in 2015, RATT intends
to offer public transport by means of vaporettos on the Bega Canal.
Road network at the territory of Zrenjanin Municipality consists of highway, regional
and local road network. According to the Law on roads, the Republic direction for
roads takes care of the constructions and maintenance of highway and regional roads,
and local roads and streets are taken care by the organs of local government.
However, most roads have not been covered by the layer of concrete asphalt that
wears out, and that, together with insufficient maintenance, led to the fact that 95%
of roads are in extremely bad condition. When you add to that the fact that many
roads do not meet the criteria for their category, concerning geometry (roadway width
and curb radius) for modern transportation vehicles, than it is obvious that the whole
road network needs reconstruction
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Railway tracks are in extremely bad condition, regarding both allowed speed and
allowed axle load. For the railway tracks on the line No. 46 Zrenjanin – Kikinda, which
goes from Kikinda further on towards Romania, there is a paper on economic
justification for the reconstruction that dates back even to 1992.
A general overhaul has been done at the railway section Kikinda – border with
Romania, so that now it is prepared for the speed of 120 km/h and the axle load of 22
t. Unfortunately, it has been stopped at that. It would be necessary to do a general
overhaul of these railway tracks along their whole length. By doing that, it should be
taken in consideration that there is complete technical project documentation for the
overhaul of the section from Uzdin to Kumani, but there is none for the section from
Kumani to Novo Miloševo.
''Ečka'' Airport was built during the Second World War. After the war, the airport was
handed over, for management and use, to YNA (Yugoslav National Army). The Municipal
Assembly of Zrenjanin and Aero club ''Žarko Zrenjanin'' during 1988, started an
initiative for the construction of an airport of ''B'' category for the economic-sports
purpose. Since that time there have been constant activities on the realization of the
program for the construction of airport ''Ečka'', which occupies the area of 1,158 ha.
At the area that gravitates towards airport ''Ečka'' (50 km in a diameter) there lives
about 350,000 inhabitants and economic capacities have been developed considerably.
By the revitalization of the existing runway for taking off and landing, together with
finishing and equipping of already built up building for the reception of passengers, we
would create the conditions for the transportation of the passengers by the planes
type ATP-72.
The cycling track from Timisoara to the Romanian-Serbian border, which is currently
under construction, has a major relevance for the ongoing definition of the joint
Romanian-Serbian Tourism development strategy along the Bega Canal.
Fig: Bega cycling track General Site Plan
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The project official name is: “Improving the Cross Border Tourism demand including
bicycle trail among the Bega River downstream of Timisoara”, Beneficiary – Banat
River Basin Administration.
The track starts in Timisoara, near the railway bridge, continues downstream passing
Utvin, then crosses the Bega Canal through the existing metal bridge and continues on
the shore, up to the border with Serbia. The track crosses also the territories of the
boroughs Sanmihaiu Roman, Uivar and Otelec and has a length of 37 km. There are
also foreseen 8 modern designed stations for resting. The track will be finished in
March 2015.
Hydro-technical infrastructure of the Bega Canal

Bega Canal, one of few artificial waterways in Romania, is located in the west part of
Romania in the County Timis. The navigable part of the canal starts in the city of
Timisoara. From Timisoara, the canal flows in southwest direction. The first 44 km is
on Romanian territory, then crossing the Romanian-Serbian border the canal enters
the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and continues, in southwest direction, for
another 75 kilometers to the river Tisa. The canal has been in operation for more than
250 years. The excavation of a new Bega river bed started in 1728. In 1760, the
construction of the double connection Bega-Timis and its hydro-technical works was
completed and Bega became a navigation canal.
The beginning of the twentieth century was characterized by the construction of the
hydro-technical complexes (weirs and locks), paving the way for modern navigation on
the canal. Ships up to 500 ton sailed between the Danube and Timisoara. In 1958, due
to political and economical developments in the region, the Bega Canal was closed for
navigation, which led to a serious deterioration of the environmental situation,
especially the water quality.
In the 1990's, this became a great concern for the parts of Romania and Serbia. In the
spring of 2000, Romanian, Serbian and Hungarian representatives agreed to support a
revitalization of the Bega Canal to improve the water management and navigation in
the Euro region DKMT (Danube – Cris – Mures - Tisa).
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Earlier, in 1998, Serbia and Romania made a draft agreement "Establishing cooperation for the elaboration of a feasibility study on restoring Bega Canal to its
navigation function". However, this agreement in which also German parties
participated was not followed up.
In December 2000 the city of Timisoara completed the pre-feasibility report, named
"Sustainable development of Bega Canal and adjacent areas". The report reflects the
vision of all stakeholders with an interest in the Bega Canal. An expert from the
Netherlands Management Cooperation Program assisted the Town Hall of Timisoara to
elaborate the study.
In 2002 was founded a Public Private Partnership for Rehabilitation of Bega Canal. The
study “Repair and Rehabilitation of Bega Canal” was released on July 24, 2002. This
comprehensive study has been financed by the Dutch Government and had been
permanently used as a reference work ever since. Although the Bega Canal flows in
Romania as well as Serbia, the pre-feasibility study was done first for the Romanian
part and 2 years later for the Serbian part.
As a follow-up, two studies were formulated based on the conclusions of the
prefeasibility study: Bega Canal Repair and Rehabilitation and Bega-Timis Basin Water
Management Plan.
The activities and results of the first study are presented bellow. The reason that the
canal study was undertaken was the imminent danger of collapse of a key-canal
structure, heavily polluted canal sediments, the inability to operate the canal for
water management and navigation and the direct availability of study funds.
The objective of this project is a sustainable development and use of the Bega Canal
for several functions (water supply and discharge of treated water, environment,
irrigation and drainage, navigation, hydro-electricity, tourism and recreation).
The problems identified hindering this development, are:
•

water quality: below standard and not complying the agreement with Serbia;

•

water regime: problems with high and low water;

•

canal bottom covered by a thick layer of contaminated silt;

•
blocking of one of the shipping locks and the bad condition of the adjacent
weir, (breakdown could cause an environmental disaster).
The Bega Canal nowadays plays an important role in the water management for the
city of Timisoara. lt provides drinking water for the citizens, cooling and process
water for the industries and via a hydro-power plant electricity is generated and
added to the net. The canal is also used as a discharge Canal for domestic and
industrial wastewater. Currently this wastewater is completely treated. Outside the
city, the Bega Canal collects excess drainage water from the lands in times of heavy
rains. Normal canal discharges are between 10-20 mc/s.
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The water management function of the Bega Canal will remain one of the most
important functions in the future, as it is nowadays. Canal conditions are to be
controlled through:
•
Water levels: not too low for navigation, but not too high to prevent flooding;
•
Sufficient discharge, also in dry periods to provide drinking, industrial and
irrigation water.
The Hydro-technical complex Sinmihaiu Roman
An important future function of the Bega Canal is navigation. The canal has the
capacity of receiving ships up to 500 tons.
The hydro-technical complex at Sinmihaiu Roman consists of a weir and a navigation
lock. The complex dates back to 1910. Rehabilitation works were planned and started
in 1988 but stopped in 1995 due to the lack of financing. The navigation lock is about
10 m wide and the effective lock chamber length is 68 m and can handle ships up to
500 tons.

The actual situation plan of the Sinmihaiu Roman Lock

All steel elements for rehabilitation are stored on site since 1989. The condition of
these elements has considerably deteriorated whilst the structure of the elements
remained unchanged. All coating and paintwork has to be renewed. The rolling gate of
the weir is degraded and might collapse if used for control of the water level by lifting
it from its foundations. Collapse will lead to a drop in water levels in Timisoara and
polluted sediments will be flushed downstream. Rehabilitation of the weir is the first
priority. The present state of the construction is critical, the rolling gate, dating back
from 1910, is in a very bad structural condition and might collapse anytime. The
rehabilitation works will be carried out by building pits with the dewatering of the
ground water. The works will include extensive rock and concrete surface
replacements and strengthening with anchor rods. Gates and lock doors will be
replaced. Wooden pile foundations are in good condition and should remain under the
water during the construction process.
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HYDRO-TECHNICAL COMPLEX SINMARTINU MAGHIAR (UIVAR)
The hydro-technical complex at Sinmartinu Maghiar (Uivar) consists also of a weir and
a navigation lock, which dates back to the same period. Rehabilitation of the complex
has been completed in 1995. The weir is of the "Poiret" type. A number of frames are
erected on and attached to a sill. In general the construction is in good condition.
There is some backlog in maintenance (especially corrosion). The navigation lock is
the same type as in Sinmihaiu Roman. The lock is in good condition and ready for
operation, although some backlog in maintenance exists.
The actual situation of the Uivar Lock - satellite image

Presently the Serbian part of the Begej Canal is mostly used as a discharge channel for
(untreated) domestic and industrial wastewater and to collect excess drainage water
from adjacent lands during heavy rains. The maximum flood discharge is 83.5m 3 /s
(formalized in a joint Romanian-Yugoslavian agreement).
The dikes along the canal are based on a maximum discharge volume of 100m 3 /s.
They also serve as an internal transport route used in defense line maintenance and
control. Based on a short visual inspection, it seems that the dikes are in a fairly good
condition. The banks along the canal are mostly natural embankments. Due to lack of
maintenance, trees and tall shrubs have grown on these embankments enhancing
sedimentation on the fore-banks and decreasing the navigational cross-section.
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Bega-Timiș hydrographic basin

In the future the water management function of the canal will remain one of the most
important functions, controlling canal conditions so that:
•
Water levels should not be too low for navigation, but not too high to evoke
flooding;
•
There should be sufficient discharge to provide drinking, industrial and
irrigation water, also in dry periods.
•
Navigation: the canal had the capacity of receiving ships up to 500 tons and by
restoring the various hydro-technical lock and weir complexes in Romania and Serbia.
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ITEBEJ COMPLEX PRESENT CONDITION

The complex near Itebej dates back to the period 1910-12 and consists of a navigation
lock (9.7 m wide and 72 m long for 500 ton ships) and an adjacent weir.

Layout of the Itebej Lock

There is considerable backlog in maintenance, especially concerning the treatment of
corrosion. Movable parts need to be replaced or treated against corrosion, the
masonry needs to be repaired and the area in and around the weir and locks must be
dredged to an appropriate navigable depth. All the woodwork must be replaced and
the guiding structure should be repaired and modernized. Electrical area lighting and
navigational signaling lights should be installed for safe and continuous navigation.
PRESENT CONDITION OF THE KLEK COMPLEX
Like Itebej, the Klek complex dates back to the period 1910-12 and consists of a
navigation lock and an adjacent weir. In the 1960s a new shorter lock was added
downstream of the old lock to compensate for the lower water level which occurred
when the section of the canal below Klek was integrated into the DTD system.
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Layout of the Klek Lock

At Klek there is a slightly less but similar backlog in maintenance as at Itebej. The
water levels related to the locks of Itebej and Klek are shown in the figure bellow:

The water levels related to the locks of Itebej and Klek

The lock and weir complexes at Klek and Itebej are in fairly good condition
considering that they are almost 100 years old. Although the facilities are not
operational, the basic main structure of the locks and weirs is in such a condition that
the structures can be rehabilitated at a reasonable cost.
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1.1.5. REGIONAL ECONOMY
Bega Canal and Timis County economies are dominated by industry and agriculture.
After the 1989 Revolution, the industry has declined, some of the state own
companies being closed, while some were privatized and changed main activity field.
Very few companies, privatized in MEBO system, kept their activity profile and are
actually active. The new area’s industrialization started in 1996 when more foreign
investments directly contributed to the development of the industrial sector in
Timisoara and its proximities, attracting thousands of employees from the old
Timisoara factories. In 2000, as a consequence, the contribution of the industrial
branches within county’s gross domestic product changed esentially, thus food and
textile industries were surpassed by automotive, electronic and electrotechnic
industries.
Timis County industry is known for producing automotive articles, inclusively specific
automatized software for brands like BMW, Mercedes, Audi, etc.
Vertical development of the industrial local providers networks generated the increase
of active SME’s in services, production and commerce sectors.

Timis County is nevertheless a pole for industrial development in the latest years.
Industrial parks and areas development have polarized the western part of the country
investments. The geospatial positioning of Timisoara ( 10 european capitals in the
reach of 600 km), as well as the existence of the international airport and qualified
working force, have attracted an increase of foreign investments in the area.
According to National Trade Registry, active companies number in Timis County is
more than 70 % higher than the national average. Timis County active companies
number increased constantly until 2008, when, affected by global crisis, a part of
them have collapsed, or have been reorganized. The national average of active
companies has declined also, as a result of the economic crisis. The active companies
county average is still positively higher than the national average per county.
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From the companies with foreign social capital point of view, Timis County is
registering 170 % more companies than the national average.
This situation shows the concentration of the foreign capital within Timis County.

From the subscribed foreign social capital point of view, it can be stated that this is 41, 68 %
superior to the national average:
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FOREIGN TRADE
According to Romanian National Statistics Institute, Timis County plays an important role
within Romanian foreign trade. The annual exports volume of the Timis County is constantly
higher than the imports, balancing thus positively the national foreign trade.
The main exported products are automotives, electronics and electrotechnics articles. The
foreign investments influence the county’s exports. These are raw material importers and
final products exporters.

In 2000, the Economic and Social Development Zone Timisoara was created, which
provides sustainable development of the area based on the implementation of high
technologies in all areas of economic life. The concept was approved and appropriated
by all major political forces in Timis County and was implemented by the main local
institutions. The existence of a fair and consistent development concept has increased
the confidence of foreign investors in the local business climate and the volume of
foreign investment increased year by year.
Currently, Timisoara ranks second in the country after Bucharest, in terms of total
volume of foreign investments, the amount per capita is five times higher than the
national average. Lately, especially due to massive foreign investment, large
companies active in "high tech" industries like software, or telecommunications have
developed hubs in Timisoara. Around them were developed domestic SMEs, suppliers
or their subcontractors. This development, which has seen strong growth in recent
years, has reduced migration of young professionals towards Western Europe and the
Americas.
According to life standard indicator Timisoara is placed 4 th on national level. Apart
from domestic local investment, there has been significant foreign investment from
the European Union, particularly from Germany and Italy. Like most of Romania,
Timisoara experienced economic slowdown in 2009, due to the global economic
downturn.
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Between Zrenjanin and Žitište there are huge differences regarding level of economic
development. According to the Governmental Act Zrenjanin is classified in the first
group consist of self government units whose level of development is above Serbian
average, while Žitište is classified in the fourth group among 46 extremely
undeveloped local self-governments whose level of development is under 60% of
Serbian average.
Zrenjanin's economy consists of 31 industrial sectors, and the biggest contribution to
GDP is provided by: food processing industry, oil and gas industry, textile industry,
chemical industry, automobile industry and metal processing industry. Also, agriculture
is very important for local economy because its products are a foundation for several
industries. Significance of agriculture for Zrenjanin can be seen from the fact that,
according to the Census data for 2011, 83.5% of total Zrenjanin's land is agricultural
land. Main economic sectors in Žitište are agriculture and manufacturing industry.
Agriculture is especially important due to very favourable natural conditions.
Economic development on the Bega Canal area is analyzed from various perspectives,
such as the number of enterprises and entrepreneurs, regional balance of export and
import activities, foreign investments, labour market, etc.
Between 2010-2013, the number of active entrepreneurs and enterprises in Zrenjanin
slightly decreased from 3,495 entrepreneurs in 2010 to 3,361 in 2013 and from 1,100
enterprises in 2010 to 1,087 in 2013. The same tendency in the dynamics of the
number of entrepreneurs and enterprises can be seen in Žitište. The number of active
entrepreneurs and enterprises in Žitište slightly decreased from 238 entrepreneurs in
2010 to 234 in 2013 and from 99 enterprises in 2010 to 97 in 2013. Entrepreneurial
sector in Zrenjanin and Žitište is less developed than the Serbian average. However,
entrepreneurial sector in both municipalities is more developed than corporate sector.
Zrenjanin's both entrepreneurial and corporate sector are more developed than those
sectors in Žitište.

Entrepreneurship indicators
2010-2013 Zrenjanin
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Export - import activities are concentrated in Zrenjanin. According to the Regional
chamber of commerce data, Zrenjanin's economy in the first three quarters in 2013
had a total foreign trade turnover of more than 356 million €. Zrenjanin’s export import ratio is significantly above Serbia and Vojvodina average, and its foreign trade
deficit is relatively low. Its share in Central Banat District and Serbian foreign trade
turnover was 85.6% and 2.1%, respectively. Total value of investments in Zrenjanin is
estimated to be 174 million €. Total number of jobs created due to those investments
is estimated to be 6,450.
BUSINESS INFRASTRUCTURE
On the Romanian side a number of incubators, industrial parks and industrial areas
have developed after the Revolution. Located in Timisoara and its proximities these
are human resources poles of attraction and also added value producers. By offering
more or less facilities, being owned by public or private actors, being managed by
private entitites or local / county public administration, these occupy a total surface
of 200 hectares and host valuable companies but also start up SME’s. The results
achieved by these companies are confirming the supporting and dinamic role of these
areas.
Timisoara Industrial Park Freidorf, founded and owned by Timisoara City Hall, lies
over 60 ha in the south-western part of the town. The park is inhabited by
corporations that have invested millions of euros and created thousands of jobs.
Timisoara Technological and Industrial Park, is a project coordinated by Timis
County Council and Timis County Economic and Social Development Agency, financed
through PHARE SIF 2001, National Fund for Regional Development, local funds and
other sources, in the purpose of faciliting SME’s development in the following sectors:
software, IT and communications, elctronics and electrotechnics, automotives and
other types of industries that are using advanced and green technologies, other
production activities, design and engineering, research and logistics.
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The investment value is 3,7 million euros. The Park is located in one of the most
dynamic economic areas of Romania, nearby Timisoara, on Torontalului Road, 6 km
away from the city center, on National Road No. 6 which is connecting Timisoara with
the border with Hungary ( Cenad – Kiszombor).
Taking into account the number of Investors indicator the Park has 3 foreign investors
( RB, Willy Kreutz, Hemofarm) and 13 local inestors (Iorom Industry, Twin Motors,
Tecnoimp.Ro, Trim Line, Prospero, Maxx Ing, Wally Junior, Pop Glass, Pan Sarmis, Ssm
Prest, Pro Samac Construct, Frei Fordertechnik, Transatlantika, Genuine Advertising).
From its total surface of 107.883 sqm a surface of 88.329 sqm is occupied (82%).
INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Incontro Industrial Park has a total surface of 1.000.000 sqm and permitted investors
either to build upon leasehold lands, either to rent production units built by the
owner. The area is recognized for relocations of companies from the city center or
from abroad, especially from Italy.
Buzias Area, without being judicially organized as an entity, gathers an important
number of production, commerce and and services units from Timisoara. Green field
investments and post revolution companies privatization helped this area in leading
the south –eastern economic outfit of Timisoara.
LOGISTIC CENTERS
Dunca Logistic Park Timișoara: private park, located on the Timisoara road belt,
connecting the highway A1; it is specialized on goods logistic activities and has a total
surface of 34.500 sqqm;
Log Center Timișoara – (Remetea Mare ): private logistic center, located in Remetea
Mare, east of Timisoara, having a total surface of 113.000 sqm.
Olympian Logistic Park Timișoara: situated at 4 km from Timisoara towards Remetea
Mare, private park, with 170.000 rentable sqm for various types of goods A category
deposit.
Timişoara Airport Park: private logistic park, 260.000 sqm surface, for various goods
deposit renting.
BUSINESS INCUBATORS AND CENTERS
City Business Development Centre is built nearby Timisoara historic 700 Market. This
modern structure dedicates to SME’s and innovative startups 7.000 sqm of A class
office spaces, a modern conference center and 1.000 sqm of equiped offices.
City Business Conference Centre is the most modern and fully equiped conference
center of Timisoara. It has 7 conference rooms, the largest capacity being 250 people.
The built surface is 12.140 sqm.
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The Regional Center for Economic Activities promotion, owned by the Timis County
Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture, has almost 5.200 sqm built surface
and facilitates economic promotion activities.
INCUBBOX – Timisoara City Hall newly established business incubator , is dedicated to
IT sector startups and consolidating companies.
The cluster is a geographic concentration of companies, research centers, public
authorities, NGOs and facilitators (e.g.: consulting companies), that have the common
goal of promoting and developing an industry. The European Union considers that the
clusters will contribute significantly to the objectives of 2020 and therefore during the
financial years 2014-2020 will allocate more funds in this direction. In the West Region
of Romania are established 6 clusters in different fields of activity: IT, automotive,
tourism, packaging and printing, green energy. More than 12.000 companies with
foreign capital are registered in Timis County.
The Automotivest Association is a, non-governmental and non-for-profit body,
established in June 2007, with the mission of helping the members of the cluster-type
network in the West Region to increase their market competitveness. The
Automotivest Associatian is the first automotive cluster in Romania.The Association
was created when the members of the Automotivest initiative committee joined
forces , namely: the West Regional Development Agency, Timis Chamber of Commerce,
Arad Chamber of Commerce, Timisoara Municipality, Arad Municipality , Polytechnica
University Timisoara, “Aurel Vlaicu” University Arad, Interpart Production, Inteliform
and Neferprod.
Romanian Sustainable Energy Cluster – ROSENC – is an association created for the
promotion of Romanian and Western region in the fields of renewable energies, energy
efficiency and sustainable energies. ROSENC acts as project partner or leader in
national and international networks in order to raise its members competitiveness.
APP CLUSTER (Advertising, Printing, Packaging) has 13 members and participates in
local and european project.
CLUSTURBANAT was founded by Timis County Council in order to tackle tourism sector
needs and to build a local / county tourism identity.
Regional Cluster for Information and Communication Technology - West Region
Romania was created on July 1, 2011, following the initiative of 26 founding
members, public and private organisations in the regional ICT sector, namely: county
councils and cityhalls, universities, enterprises of different sizes, Romanian and
multinational, business support structures. The Regional ICT Cluster - West Region
Romania was setup with the aim of promoting and supporting the regional ICT
enterprises in becoming global market players, with their own products, under a
strong regional brand.
IND AGRO INVEST – The agriculture transnational cluster – it is the first transnational
agricultural cluster from Romania, founded in Timisoara, with the active involvement
of Maschio Gaspardo România. It groups sector universities from Romania but also
profile universities from Bari and Padova, alongside Timis and Arad counties providers.
It is an innovative, research and development cluster, aiming to achieve modern
agricultural equipment adapted to Romanian soil specification.
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Along the Bega Canal in Serbia business infrastructure is located in Zrenjanin and
Žitište.
The City of Zrenjanin has developed a particularly good business infrastructure.
Business infrastructure in Zrenjanin includes: Regional Chamber of Commerce,
Business Incubator Zrenjanin, Regional Centre for Socio-Economic Development
“Banat”, business associations, General Association of Entrepreneurs, Business
Advancement Zone, Zrenjanin Business Circle, etc.
Zrenjanin has three industrial zones, all of them fully developed, while Žitište has
none. Free zone Zrenjanin is one of 13 free zones in Serbia. It was established in 2005
and in 2012 the free zone is extended to the areas Bagljaš (40 ha and 43 areas) and
Ečka (51 ha and 32 areas). Free zone is fully equipped with roads, gas connection,
electrical wiring, sewerage, water, telecommunications, etc. Based on different
criteria, such as business infrastructure, incentives for investors, liquidity etc.,
Financial Times feuilleton classified south-east free zone Ečka as one of the 50 best
free zones in the world in 2012/13.
Between 2007 and 2013 total investments in Free zone Zrenjanin amounted to more
than 150 million euro. Due to free export from zone and import to zone and fringe
benefits, firms hosted by free zone are able to substantially decrease their costs – up
to 40%.
Business infrastructure in Žitište is less developed and includes the Office for Local
Economic Development. There is no industrial zone in Žitište yet, but there is a plan
to build one with total surface of 1,078.42 ha.
Along Bega Canal there are two clusters, tourist cluster “Banatska ruta” and
“Panonska rakija”. In other industries there are no formal clusters organizations,
although there are significant concentrations in food processing industry.
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BEGA CANAL TOURISM ECONOMIC IMPACT

Tourism has a variety of economic impacts. Tourists contribute to sales, profits, jobs,
tax revenues and income in our area. The most direct effects occur within the primary
tourism sectors: accommodation, restaurants, transportation, recreation and retail
trade. The tourism industries convert a high proportion of sales in income and related
jobs. Through secondary effects, tourism affects most sectors of the economy.
The tourism industry, in turn, buys goods and services from other businesses in the
area and pays out more of the income in taxes, wages and salaries to its employees.
This creates secondary or indirect effects in the local economy. Generally there is a
key to evaluate the multiplier effect of the tourism in a region, a K factor. Each Euro
as tourism income generates at least, another euro in the related businesses. This is a
minimum of 3 point value for K indicator. These secondary effects create additional
incomes and employment, resulting a total impact for the region of minimum triple
the initial figures.
As jobs creation impact, In Timis County, in 2012 were 4.461 employees in hotels and
restaurants. The estimation of the tourism impact in the Romanian Bega Canal area is
based on the official registered figures for tourism (source of data: National Institute
for Statistics, Romania).
The percentage was approximated, taking into consideration the tariffs of
accommodation, restaurants and recreation in Timisoara due to the fact that
Timisoara is at this moment, the main destination for tourism in the Romanian Bega
Canal area and also in the Timis County.
Region
/County/year

Accommodation
capacity

Arrivals
(thousands)

Overnights

Existing1)

In
operation
(accommodation (the l.p.places)
days )
Timiş
2010
2011
2012

6857
7472
8250

2142,5
2412,1
2618,5

Net (in
function)
capacity
utilization
indices
(%)

(thousands)

216,2
260,4
281,2

506,3
560,6
600,2

23,6
23,2
22,9
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When evaluating the tourism impact, it is important to see how much of each euro
spent in the area will stay in the area or will get out from the area. Rough figures for
leak out the Bega Canal Area tourism income based on national statistics:
•
Retail: 80% (generally the merchandise sold in shops is not produced in the
area. Timis County industry produces mainly for export)
•

Restaurants: 80% of the cost of the food

•

Amusements: 20%

Taxes - VAT amount:
•

9% for accommodation:

•

Restaurants: 24%

•

Amusements:24%

•

Retail: 24%

mil euro, 2012
Distribution
E2v20 %
of E2v2012
12

VAT

Lodging

29,71

55

Restaurants

18,91

35

Amusements

2,70

5

Retail

2,70

5

Total

54,0
2

10
0

2,6
7
4,5
4
0,6
5
0,6
5
8,5
1

E2v201
2-VAT

Leak
out
2012

27,04

Other
taxes,
salaries
,
profits
6,76
20,28

Multipli
er
effects:
K

14,37

5,75

8,62

2,05

0,41

1,64

13,6
1
1,94

2,05

1,64

0,41

1,94

45,51

14,5
6

30,95

25,5
2

3

Edi

162,0
5

VAT

8,02

K= Multiplier effects tourism indicator -estimated
Edi = Estimated direct and indirect tourism income
The indirect effects are that the direct tourism income returns to the local economy.
E.g.: the hotels buy goods and services and through this they stimulate the horizontal
economy (industry of linen, etc.). The employees receive the salary and then they buy
local goods and services, they pay taxes, utilities, local transportation and so on. Only
a small amount is spent outside the area, when they travel for holidays, etc. From the
paid taxes (an example VAT) an amount is coming back in the area and the local
authorities use it for infrastructure, salaries, utilities network improvement, etc. The
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employees of the authorities receive salaries and again they buy goods, services, local
transportation and other.
The profit of the companies generally remains in the area, and the company owners
invest to develop the company, to modernize or to increase the capacity.
There is a local culture influencing the Edi: in Romania the people have a high sense
of property, and in Banat this is higher than for the rest of the country. As material
values, for them the priority is the house – to own a house – then a car or cars, and
then the rest. Everyone, when having some money, invests in a new house or
modernizes the existing one. They pay for construction materials and the labor for
construction. So the workers in construction receive salaries and again they pay taxes,
utilities, food, different goods and services. Therefore, the amount of money that
remains in the area is multiplied.
Negative impact of tourism


traffic congestion in towns



environmental impact: pollution (due the tourists’ cars), waste



increase of the cost of leaving for inhabitants

Conclusions
Tourism is a great opportunity for the Bega Canal Area. Almost 162,5 mil euro per year
(through multiplier effect) remain in the area. The retail, the restaurants and the
hotels make good money from tourism.
There are enough capacities for accommodation and restaurants in Timisoara, but in
the rural area it is still more to be done. It is needed to increase tourism in Timisoara
to ensure the utilization of the existing capacities, to do more marketing for city
tourism and to establish more entertainment possibilities that will attract tourists.
The rural area has to be stimulated to develop tourism of the Bega Canal area through
growing of local natural food products and the manufacturing of local souvenirs for
tourists. This will stimulate the local industry, it will increase the multiplier effect
and the retail will raise their figures.
In order to minimize the induced effects (environmental impact) it is needed to
promote that types of tourism that do not use cars so much and to encourage travelers
to use plains through Timisoara Airport and transportation in the area with alternative
solutions (electric, bike, etc.).
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1.1.6. TOURISM DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
Tourism is a social, cultural and economic phenomenon which entails the movement of
people to countries or places outside their usual environment for personal or
business/professional purposes. These people are called visitors (which may be either
tourists – visitors staying at least 1 night - or excursionists – same-day visitors;
residents or non-residents) and tourism has to do with their activities, some of which
imply tourism expenditure. Tourism is a dynamic and competitive industry that
requires the ability to adapt constantly to customers' changing needs and desires, as
the customer’s satisfaction, safety and enjoyment are particularly the focus of tourism
businesses.
In the context of this project and Bega Canal area, we are looking at tourism from the
following perspectives:
 A strategic sector for sustainable development and business revival
 A vehicle for environmental conservation and cultural heritage preservation
 An engine to improve the quality of life of local communities, by creating
alternative livelihood and employment
Currently, Romania does not have a national tourism strategy. In 2006 the Romanian
Government together with the UNWTO (United Nations World Tourism Organization)
elaborated The Master Plan for the tourism development for 2007-2026. At local level,
the development strategies of Timis County, Timisoara City and other boroughs in the
Bega Canal area, contain SWOT Analysis for tourism, some of the measures being
implemented others remained in a project stage. We are going to use these data in
the SWOT Analysis phase of this project.
Statistic data in tourism are important in monitoring progress, measuring the
contribution of tourism to the economy, developing new tourism products, strategic
marketing, planning investments and in facilitating comparison across
countries/regions. They allow policy makers and investors to optimize the tourism
potential of an area, to assess whether tourism policies or activities are effective,
sustainable or progressing, help clarify goals and foster accountability and raise
awareness for action.
As sources for the Bega Canal tourism statistics we have analyzed data collected and
published by the National Institute of Statistics and the Timis Regional Direction of
Statistics. According to the National Institute of Statistics, by the end of 2013 in Timis
County were accommodated 262.118 persons. 80 % - 209.963 persons were
accommodated in Timisoara. On average in Timisoara were accommodated 19.000
persons monthly, the best month for the hoteliers being September with 22.433
persons.
The statistics indicate also that only 21 % are foreigners, the big majority of
tourists/visitors in Timis County being the Romanians. Nevertheless this is more than
the ratio of 18 % at national level.
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More recent data, as of April 2014 shows that compared with the corresponding period
of the previous year, arrivals in the tourism establishments with functions of tourist
accommodation fell by 1.6 % and overnight stays increased by 16.5 %.
Net use index of accommodation places was in April 2014 24,6 % on total tourists'
reception with functions of tourist accommodation, towards 22.2 %, in March 2014 and
20.9 % in April 2013.
There was a growth of the number of accommodation establishments from 67 in 2007
to 107 in 2013. The number of hotels grew from 32 in 2007 to 49 in 2013 and the
number of hostels doubled from 3 in 2007 to 7 in 2013.
By the end of July 2013, in Timis county were registered the following accommodation
establishments:
1. 72 hotels
2. 60 Boarding Houses (Pensions)
3. 16 Agro tourism Pensions
4. 7 hostels
5. 2 motels
6. 2 Youth camps
7. 1 camping
8. 1 Inn (Han)
Most of the accommodation facilities are in Timisoara. Alongside the Bega Canal the
accommodation facilities are practically inexistent. In 2013, most of the visitors chose
to stay in hotels. Second place on their preferences were the Boarding Houses
(Pensions) and then the Hostels.
From the statistical data results that the medium overnight stay is only 2,3 days which
is under the medium per Romania: 5,3 days.
The area surrounding the Bega Canal in Serbia has a range of accomodation and
hospitality capacities required for the development of tourism, with a significantly
larger part of the facilities located on the territory of the City of Zrenjanin.
According to the 2013 data, the total number of beds on the territories of Zrenjanin
and Žitište exceeds 500. Zrenjanin accommodation facilities include hotels, motels,
private apartments, overnight accommodation and private accommodation in the
wider city area. The largest hotel is Hotel Vojvodina, offering 76 rooms and 15 suites,
which together with hotels Sibila and Kaštel Ečka host majority of foreign guests.
The structure and quality of accommodation capacities has been significantly
improved in recent years by modernization, expanding the offer, and changing the
focus of promotional activities. The Municipality of Žitište, on the other hand, has
only several accommodation facilities that are all restaurants with overnight stay.
Regarding catering and dining faciltities that support tourism industry, Zrenjanin hosts
plenty restaurants offering traditional dishes or international cuisine. Numerous
confectioneries, cafes, disco clubs complement the offer. In the Municipality of Žitište
there are several restaurants, and most of the catering facilities are bars and cafes.
Tourism activities and tourism offer in this area attracts domestic and foreign tourists,
with Zrenjanin accommodating a huge majority. Based on the 2011 data, a total of
16,059 tourists stayed in this area, approximately 40% coming from abroad. 62,685
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overnight stays make a total composed of 38.826 domestic, staying for 3.45 days (3.7
in Žitište and 4.2 in Zrenjanin) and 24.132 foreign tourists, spending 2.7 days (1.8 in
Žitište and 3.6 in Zrenjanin) at average.
The number of visitors is significantly larger and is attracted by a range of tourism
activities, primarily by the events organised here. It is estimated that approximately
200.000-250.000 people have visited the Bega Canal zone in 2013, the number which
speaks for the region's attractiveness and huge potential for tourism development
which would gradually turn the visitors to tourists.

BEGA CANAL TOURISM TYPES
Nowadays, people are more aware of destinations and attractions, have money to
spend, and need breaks from their routine stressful life. Tourism service providers
need to understand what motivates a person to travel. Various purposes have been
categorized and these have led to different forms of tourism. A key component of the
tourism industry is attractions, which offer visitors a chance to explore the sights,
facilities and wonders of their destination.
Attractions generally include historic sites, heritage homes, museums, halls of fame,
art galleries, botanical gardens, zoos, water parks, amusement parks, casinos and
cultural attractions. Identifying the types of tourism in an area is significant because it
shows where tourists go, why they go there and what they do while in vacation.

A. BUSINESS AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION TOURISM AND MICE (Meetings,
Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions)
Business tourism is concerned with people traveling for purposes which are related to
their work and can be divided into:


traditional business traveling, or meetings - intended for face-to-face meetings
with business partners in different locations, training courses



incentive trips - aimed at motivating employees



conference and exhibition traveling, participation at product launches

As stated in the Socio-Economic Analysis, Timisoara and Timis County are among the
most successful regions in Romania in attracting foreign investors therefore business
tourism is one of the main types of tourism, mainly in Timisoara. Annually in Timisoara
are organized conferences and congresses for a large number of professionals. In order
to accommodate and organize the MICE in Timisoara the hotels have increased their
level of service and equipped the rooms with high tech equipment for presentations.
Also the catering and the restoration services have increased in quality and variety.
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The main









domains of this type of tourism in Timisoara are:
Business
Medicine
IT
Law
Psychology and Sociology
Research
Economy
Public Relations

Event tourism is developed in the Serbian area since the territories of Zrenjanin and
Žitište offer a large number of events, some of which are nationally recognised, while
others are regionally and locally important. The events have a huge capacity for
attracting tourists and visitors whose numbers grow each year, and carefull planning,
programme implementation and small-scale investments in this kind of tourism can
make it one of the most developed products of the region.

B. CULTURAL TOURISM
The rich cultural tradition gained throughout the centuries, gives Timisoara a distinct
identity and a degree of civilization and makes it part of the European cultural area.
Timisoara is a model of harmonious coexistence between the various cultural groups
that inhabit it, thus gaining an important multicultural character, making the town on
the Bega Canal, the second cultural center in the country in terms of size and
diversity of the cultural offer - the first being Bucharest. Timisoara is a powerful
national and cultural center, ensuring its inhabitants and visitors a cultural offer
extremely valuable and diversified.
Timisoara city is a candidate to become, in 2021, the European Capital of Culture.
Throughout the year in Timisoara are organized festivals and cultural events covering
the following areas: visual arts, music, cinema and film, theater and drama, dance,
students’ festivals and other events.
Zrenjanin has a network of cultural institutions and organisations as guardians of the
cultural identity. The major institutions are the National Theatre Toša Jovanović, the
City National Library Žarko Zrenjanin, the National Museum, the Gallery of
Contemporary Art of the AC Ečka, the Cultural Centre, the Association of Amateur
Cultural and Arts Ensembles, the Amateur Theatre MADAČ, the Historical Archives and
the Cultural Monument Protection Institute. The City of Zrenjanin is also known for its
long and respectable arts tradition, with a special focus on music. Zrenjanin choirs,
orchestras, soloists, and independent performers have won numerous international
recognitions. Finally, the position given by the City of Zrenjanin to culture is best
witnessed by the initiative to become the candidate for the European Capital of
Culture – the 2020 Capital of Culture. In 2010 Zrenjanin signed the Agenda 21 for
Culture, the first document globally promoting the responsibilities of cities and local
self-governments for the cultural development of communities.
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Cultural resources and historical sites such as Zrenjanjn National Museum, National
Theatre Toša Jovanović, Contemporary Gallery of the Art Colony Ečka, The Historical
Archives, the Rogendorf Castle, etc. present a huge potential for shaping tourism
offer and adding value to the destination from a tourist's or a visitor's point of view.
Žitište Municipality preserves tradition and culture with the Cultural and Educational
Community (KPZ), numerous cultural and arts ensembles, cultural centres and the
Library Branko Radičević with its branches in all villages of the municipality.
School and excursion tourism is especially developed thanks to the Special Nature
Reserve Stari Begej – Carska bara, but the region's cultural and natural resources offer
additional options for this tourism product development.
C. MEDICAL TOURISM
In Timisoara, there are medical companies that have included in their offer the
medical tourism. According to The Economist, for a European citizen, involved in
medical tourism, the savings would be between 25-40%, especially for dental services
and cosmetic surgery.
Medical tourism is defined as the movement of patients to other countries for medical
purposes. Among the reasons are:


investigation or treatment at lower prices than in their country of origin



investigations or treatments that may not benefit their country of origin or
because waiting lists are very long



do not have health insurance

The main axis of medical tourism in Timisoara: dental medical tourism and cosmetic
surgery are the most popular medical specialties now. Unexplored areas of the
Romanian medical tourism: high performance imaging investigations, prosthetic
cardiac, prosthetic orthopedic and ophthalmology.
In Sânmihaiu Român, Sânmihaiu German village, in 1977, it was discovered the first
geothermal well. From 1990 there is functioning an aqua amusement park which
includes 3 basins, 1 garden and small vacation lodges. The average water temperature
in the basins is constantly 38 - 40 Celsius degrees. The vapors have relaxing properties
and the water is used for treatment of rheumatic and neurologic peripheral traumatic
affections. The geothermal water is bacteriologically clean, has a low content of salt
cells and it is rich in silicon. The thermal park is a destination for the inhabitants of
Timisoara and other Banat tourists.
In Serbia, Banja Rusanda Spa is situated on the nordic bank of lake Jezero Rusanda,
part of Melenci village, Zrenjanin area. Banja Rusanda offers treatment for more than
130 years being known for the healing mud of Jezero Rusanda. The resort has also a 32
Celsius degree mineral spring. The treatment is performed within Melenci Specialized
Hospital in cooperation with Medical Center Zrenjanin and medical schools from Novi
Sad and Belgrade.
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D. ETHNIC TOURISM
Banat region is a territory of inherited structures, very old, but renewed permanently
by the succession of influences and domination that has incurred in its history. Banat
identity is given by its ability to absorb and integrate values of different origins and
harmonize them into a harmonious composition. All these constitute powerful
arguments for the development of ethnic tourism in Banat, heir of a material and
spiritual heritage of multicultural valuable, yet least known and not included in
national and international circuits.
Although there are no statistical data about the ethnic tourism in Banat region, it is
aknowledged the fact that people who left Romania to live and work in other
countries from around the world, come each year to revisit their families, towns or
villages and to show their new friends or their children (who were born abroad or left
Romania when they were too little to remember) where they come from.
E. RELIGIOUS TOURISM
Religious tourism has existed for centuries, often manifested in the form of
pilgrimage. It involves tourists from a certain level of education and culture to
appreciate the objectives in terms of architecture and significance of the spiritual
values. The scope of this type of tourism, beyond the need for knowledge and
aesthetic pleasure is to have a divine experience. Whatever the reasons behind it,
whether it is of historic interest or just spiritual devotion, religious tourism draws
large numbers of tourists.
According to WRTA (World Religious Travel Association) 1 of 4 tourists are interested in
religious tourism, 10 out of 10.000 agencies sell religious circuits, 6 millions religious
camps were initiated around the world in 2014. There is also an increase of esoteric
and spiritual workshops, events and fairs organized in Timisoara: evangelical and
protestant, yoga, esoteric festivals, spiritual development and others. The existence
of the tourism objectives with religious character in the Canal area can be used in
order to develop tourism products or religious circuits.
F. SPORTS TOURISM
Timisoara - leisure navigation on Bega Canal: life on Bega Canal was animated after
the dragging and consolidation of the banks, in 2011. Until the public transport will
commence on Bega, dozens of boats and pedal boats share the water surface for
recreation. Timişoara’s citizens and tourists have the opportunity to discover the city
on the water, or to relax in an unusual way. In July 2014, Timisoara attempted to
entered the Guinness Book of Records with the construction of a plastic bottles bridge
- over 104,000 PETs.
Rowing on Bega Canal: Romanian rowing elite gathers in Timisoara every year for
various championships. 2014 is a special year for the rowing movement in Romania
because it is celebrating its 150th anniversary of the first rowing club, in Timișoara,
Societatea de Luntrișoare, that has established the official basis of rowing in our
country. Timisoara has national and international champions and they all train on the
Bega Canal.
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Further we present the sports that attract tourists in Timisoara at tournaments,
matches or other meetings, at International, national and regional level: gymnastics,
rugby, swimming, badminton, karate, sport dance, motocross, boxing, judo, brazilian
Jiu Jitsu, football, basketball, volleyball, athletics, marathons, etc.
Bicycle track alongside Bega Canal: from the infrastructure point of view is described
in detail on Chapter Infrastructure. Starting in Timisoara, the track crosses the
territories of the communes Sanmihaiu Roman, Uivar and Otelec and has a length of 37
km. There are also foreseen 8 modern designed stations for resting. The track will be
finished in March 2015. The cycling movement in the region is in full expansion.
Although the track alongside Bega Canal is not yet finished, each weekend tens of
cyclists, of all ages, already cruise it and, following their comments on social media,
they are excited about it.
Organised sports tradition in Zrenjanin dates back to 1855 when the first informal
sports competitions held were in water sports thanks to the town's position on the
Bega River. Ever since, sports have been developing in Zrenjanin, so nowadays over 30
sports are practiced in the city with 143 sports organisations. Thanks to the existing
sports infrastructure (sports hall Kristalna dvorana, sports hall Medison, sports and
recreational centre Jug Bazen, the City Stadium, martial arts centre Partizan, sports
centre Mala Amerika, sports and recreational centre Partizan, firing range and tennis
courts at the picnic site of Motel, etc.), the city and the surroundings feature good
conditions for sports, recreation and physical exercise for individuals, teams, and
organizations. This has also provided the conditions for organizing sports competitions
of world, national, regional and local level, and influenced great successes of local
and regional sportsmen and athletes.
Sports tourism is one of the best developed tourism products in the area, i.e. in
Zrenjanin which has earned the epithet of the 'city of sports'. Hosting a number of
sports contests and sports and national teams both in preparation and competition
period have influenced overall tourism development, and have significantly
contributed to the number of overnight stays.
In this regard, it is clear that sports tourism is a product that has a sound basis for
upgrading, and that coordinated activities of tourism and sports industry can result in
turning sports into an important economic generator of the Bega Canal area.
Žitište Municipality also nourishes sports tradition, with 35 sports organizations
funded from the municipal budget and around 10 kinds of sports dominantly practiced
here. All the settlements have football fields, and most of them have minor sports’
courts, but they are in critical conditions, so current role of this municipality in the
sports tourism development is scarce.
FISHING AND HUNTING:
Bega Canal is connecting natural resources with urban facilities, thus making them
accesible for the tourism offer. Tourism activities around the Bega Canal are organised
around several products that have been developing at this territory for the last
decades. Although there is still room for improvement in these fileds, the products
present the generators of tourism turnover and certainly deserve to have a significant
role in the further planning process. Among these products there are hunting and
fishing tourism, health, sports, school, excursion and event tourism.
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AJVPS Timis, http://www.ajvpstimis.ro/ is the official administrator of the hunting
and fishing funds in Timis County. Following our research, alongside the Bega Canal are
the following hunting funds: Timisoara, Sanmartinu Sarbesc, Dinias, Otelec (Ionel),
Uivar (Bobda and Pustinis). The main hunted animals are: Deer (cerb) and fallow deer
(cerb lopatar), boar, rabbit, pheasant (fazan) and partridge (potarniche).
According to Romsilva Timis, http://timisoara.rosilva.ro, there are no organized
fishing competitions alongside Bega Canal. There are some fishing ponds where the
passionate for fishing can spend their time. Currently there are forms of urban fishing
in Timisoara for chub (clean), broad snout (scobar), barbell (mreana) and roach
(babusca).
In Serbia, hunting and fishing tourism is one of the most developed segments of
tourism offer in the area surrounding the Bega Canal. This product whose added value
lies in the fact that it is very interesting for foreign markets is developed due to a
number of well-maintained hunting grounds and fishing ponds, but suffers due to
inadequate supporting accommodation facilities and services.
In the zone near the Bega Canal and in its surroundings, both on the territory of the
City of Zrenjanin and Municipality of Žitište, there are abundant resources which are
utilized for tourism purposes to a certain range, but with a potential significantly
higher than presently used.
Natural resources around the Canal include the Special Nature Reserve Stari Begej Carska bara (Old Begej-the Emperors' Pool), highly rated as the habitat for 250 species
of birds and as an IBA area – internationally Important Bird Area, covering the surface
of 11.570 ha, with numerous other unique characteristics, and the surrounding
territory is the home to the Special Nature Reserve Okanj bara (the Pool of Okanj),
the Special Nature Reserve Ritovi donjeg Potisja (the Marshes of the Lower Tisa
River), the Nature Park Potamišje (Tamiš Surroundings), the Area of the Lake
Rusanda, Žitište Park, Park in Banatski Dvor, Mineral Wells in Torda Village, and many
others.
G. INDUSTRIAL TOURISM
An extraordinary tourism development potential within the cross-border area is
represented by Vojvodina’s hydro technical heritage.
During the “5th European Conference on INDUSTRIAL Tourism” held during 16. 20.06.2014 in La Coruna / Spain, Mr. Marko Vuksanovic presented “POTENTIALS FOR
DEVELOPING HYDROTECHNICAL HERITAGE ROUTE IN THE PROVINCE OF VOJVODINA”.
The facts presented by Mr. Vucsanovic at the above mentioned conference are of high
relevance for this project (RO-SRB Cross-border Tourism Development Strategy).
The Touristic Route Concept:

an open air museum intersected with water route concept;

sites are connected into thematic tourist route;

starting point of the hydrotechnical route - water management museum;

regional starting points.
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This Study conclusions are presented below:

hydrotechnical heritage route in vojvodina has a great tourism potential;

could improve economic and demographic conditions;

creation of hydrotechnical heritage route in vojvodina has to go throughall the
stages of creating a new product;

the issue must be considered with a social, economic, legal and ecological
approach;

special attention must be given to the education of the youth.
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL CONCLUSIONS
When we look at the tourism alongside Bega Canal, we can see that all of the
communities which are part of this analysis have in common the following:

Main tourism attractions are the churches of various ethnicities

The main events held once or twice per year are Rugile and some local festivals

There are some historical and archaeological sits and ruins of old historical
buildings that are not enough exploited

There is a private ethnic museum and memorial houses of the local personalities

There are also natural resources that are not promoted and used: Saraturile
Dinias, the thermal waters or the herbs

There are no accommodation facilities and restaurants, only small local bars
The current situation analysis shows a significant potential and the existing capacity
for tourism development which can become one of the important socio-economic
drivers in the area around the Bega Canal. Resource-based planning, enhancing the
existing producsts both on the content and technical sides, small-scale infrastructure
investments and development of integrated tourism offer through a destination
management approach could quickly result in the overall enhancement of regional
tourism offer and impact the flow of tourists to the area. Linking the offer with the
cross-border partners in Romania who have similar products developed would be an
additional step forward, but a necessary prerequisite for the recognition of the Bega
Canal zone both on the domestic markets of the respective states, but on the foreign
target markets as well.
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1.2. INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
1.2.1. PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
In Romania, due to the Romanian national administrative organization, in each county
the Government is represented in the territory by the Prefect which is named by the
Prime Minister of the country. He is coordinating the activity of the decentralized
national institutions and ministries in the territory (county). In general, these
decentralized institutions have their own manager and they are in a subordination
relation with the national institution or ministry and in a cooperative relation with the
Prefecture.The most important institutions in which regards the administration and
the environment protection of the Bega Canal Area are Banat River Basin
Administration and the Regional Agency for the Environment Protection.
At county level, in accordance with the public administration law no. 215 / 2001,
Timis County Council is organized as main coordinator of the county economic and
social development actor. Timis County Council is led by the President of the County
Council who is elected for a 4 years mandate. The county councelors are also elected
for a 4 years mandate. At the county level there are different institutions under the
authority of the Timis County Council:


Timis County Economic and Development Agency,



Directorate of Roads and Bridges Management Timis County



Art and Culture Center of Timis County



Banat Museum,



Museum of Art Timisoara,



Timisoara Banat Village Museum,



Theatre for Children and Youth "Merlin" Timişoara



Timis County Library,



Timis County Agricultural Chamber.

Timis County Council is also the founder member of more NGO’s and Intercommunity
Associations like:





“Timisoara Development pole” Intercommunity Association;
Timis Tourism Promotion and Development Association;
Tourism Banat Cluster;
Timisoara – European Cultural Capital.

The main important local institutions are the city halls. Each town and commune has
a city hall. Generally a commune has more then one village.
For the Bega Canal area the list of the city halls potential stakeholders of our strategy
is compund of 3 town city halls and 21 communal halls .The mayor of the locality and
the councelors are elected by the inhabitants of the locality and they represent the
community for a period of 4 years. In Serbia, Municipalities are headed by Mayors
elected by local parliament members and controlled by an elected Municipal Council.
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According the Law on Local Self-Government the position of city manager is abolished
and replaced by the position of Assistant to the Mayor. Advisory Council consisting of
Mayor, deputy and maximum 9 people, 11 total. The Municipality is responsible for
communal services and usually handles this by one Public Utility Company (PUC),
regrouping all the various services concerned.
National and Provincial institutions
Tourism and Tourism Inspection are sector in Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Tourism. Responsibilities of this Ministry in the area of tourism related to Bega Canal
are strategy and policy for tourism development; integrated planning and
development of tourism and related activities; development, proclamation and
sustainable use of tourist destinations; categorization of tourist sites; etc.
Ministry of Economy responsibilities include development of economy, fostering
development and structural adjustments and preparation of policies and strategies of
economic development. It proposes measures for investment promotion and
coordinates the implementation of those measures. Ministry is responsible for
economic policy related to craftsmanship, SME and entrepreneurship.
Ministry of Transport is responsible for the spatial plan as well as activities in the
sectors of construction and transport excluding telecommunications. In the sector of
transport the most important aspects are water transport, transport system, property
relations, obligations and inspections in the area of transport, as well as spatial
planning and urbanism and setting the requirements for construction activities.
Water management is the responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture. The Republic
Water Directorate provides all activities as a constitutive part of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management of the Republic of Serbia Government.
The Directorate is topmost state authority that deals with water problems.
The Ministry of Public Administration - is also indirectly involved in tourism
development. It is responsible to monitor the functional performance of municipalities in
service delivery.
Ministry of Finance The Public Companies and State Aid Sector of the Treasury
Department (Ministry of Finance) monitor the performance of the PUCs. The PUCs are
monitored for salary levels and are given remarks and instructions on their annual
plans.
The National Agency for Regional Development The National Agency for Regional
Development is public agency for performing development, professional and
regulatory tasks of regional development. Agency participating in the preparation and
implementation of development documents and monitoring their realization;
monitoring and enforcing the measures and implementing development projects for
infrastructure improvement, development of enterprises and entrepreneurship.
Agency for Environmental Protection of Serbia. The Agency for Environmental
Protection is a separate authority and a constitutive part of the Ministry of Agriculture
and has status of legal entity. The Agency has the task to gather existing institutions
in the means of human resources and equipment that would enable faster exchange of
information on status of the environmental protection systems, setting of status
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indicators in compliance to the European agency in order to enable comparison and to
provide reliable information to decision makers and public.
“Vode Vojvodine” “Vode Vojvodine” from Novi Sad, has authority on the water
resources in Vojvodina. The basic activities of the enterprise include water use (water
supply of inhabitants, irrigation, water supply of industry, navigation, fishery,
recreation and tourism), water protection (pollution sources, waste water treatment
plant) and protection from waters (flood and ice protection, drainage and protection
from Hydropower “Đerdap” backwaters).
Provincial Secretariat for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development
The Provincial Secretariat for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development
is a constitutive part of the Executive Council of the Autonomous Province of
Vojvodina. The Provincial Secretariat for Environmental Protection and Sustainable
Development has an attitude that specifies characteristics of Vojvodina as
multicultural, multi-ethnic, territorially, geo-morphologically and hydrologically
distinctive region in Serbia, impose need for specific approaches in establishment of
sustainable development strategy. Its attitude is that functioning of the centralized
system for monitoring and inspection was bad.
Vojvodina Investment Promotion is official regional investment promotion agency
with a mandate to provide support to foreign investors and facilitate their business in
Vojvodina.
Development Fund of the AP Vojvodina The Development Fund of the Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina focuses its activities on long-term and short-term crediting of
profitable programs which shall be aimed at development of the Autonomous Province
of Vojvodina.
Secretariat for Economy, employment and gender equality Sector of Tourism and
Regional Economic Cooperation participate in preparation of tourism programs in
order of increasing tourism offer of AP Vojvodina. It monitors and analyzes
development of sectors of tourism, trade and prices. It is involved in categorization of
tourism facilities.

1.2.2. NON GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS
In Romania,the major identified actors are:
West Regional Development Agency
Established in 1999, West RDA is a non-governmental institution, nonprofit and public.
It is part of the financial instruments and bodies, regional and national described in
Law. 315/2004, as amended by Ordinance 111/2004, as the national regional
development.
Local Action Groups
The local action group was established through the EU program Leader. They are NGOs
which elaborate and then apply the development strategy for the covered region.
Also they are financial institutions from the point of view that they receive funds from
EU for economic and infrastructure development, and they give financing support to
NGOs, local administrations and companies to implement their projects.
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In the near future 2 more Gals will be established in Timis county: one will cover the
Recas and north of Recas area, and the second will cover the west-central area - with
Buzias as centre.
Timisoara Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture
The chamber is an association of companies established by the law in each county of
Romania. It is an NGO with its own strategy for development that promote the interest
of the group of the member companies.
The German Economic Club of Banat, established in 2002 is a non-profit organization
that promotes economic relations between German-speaking countries and Romania.
But most of all it actively supports the exchange of experience among their members
and maintain intensive contacts with the socio-economic environment of the region.
The Intercultural Institute from Timisoara is an autonomous non-governmental,
non-profit organization, with cultural, civic and scientific activity, without political
goals, that accepts and promotes the values and principles of the Council of Europe in
the intercultural dimension.
Universities
State and private universities in Timis County are concentrated in Timisoara and in
Lugoj (a town at aprox.50 km from Timisoara). The main universities are: University of
Polytechnic Timisoara UPT, West University, USAVM Banat University (agriculture) and
UMF Timisoara (medicine). Dimitrie Cantemir is a private university that has a Faculty
of Tourism focusing on tourism development.
In Serbia, Regional Agency for Socio-Economic Development - Banat is a regional
development institution with leading role of coordinator of development activities in
Banat. It is one of twelve development agencies in Serbia, established in order to
contribute to building of sustainable capacities aimed at socio-economic development
in Banat through creation of firm partnership of Banat municipalities.
Regional Trade Chamber Zrenjanin is an independent, expert business association of
firms, banks and the other legal entities and entrepreneurs that conduct business
activities in Municipalities: of Middle Banat, an organization which represents their
members’ interests through branch associations and centers.
General association of entrepreneurs Zrenjanin The main goal of this association to
contribute to increase of business strength of members by providing different services
like: Influencing on the creation of regulatory milieu by advocating interests of private
capital; Organizing seminars, trainings, round tables; Through the cooperation with
relevant organs, institutions, chambers of commerce and NGOs; Legal Services;
Lobbying etc.
In Romania, the institutions in the Bega Canal area are in their majority under
national state authority. The local and county level institutions are the city halls and
the county council with their under authority departments. The main actors in
development, for potential decision in the area and financial possibilities are The
Timis County Council and the 3 towns’ city halls (Timisoara, Recas, Faget). The other
21 communes are important as natural resources for tourism development and labor
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force in the area, also for local infrastructure, but they can not develop large projects
in terms of financial resources.
In Serbia, low quality and standards of tourism facilities have been identified as main
deficiencies in attracting the numbers of local and foreign tourists, which would
otherwise be expected considering the natural beauty offered by the country.
Compared to neighboring countries, Serbia receives substantial lower number of
tourists while Serbian tourists often travel abroad.
The project and its institutional setting are in line with the relevant legislative
framework in Romania and Serbia, in compliance with national strategies and policies
and involve institutions that will continue to exercise their legal rights and duties in
respective sectors such as the tourism development sector and the provision of
services.
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1.3. MAIN INTERNATIONAL TRENDS IN TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
Successful tourism development and marketing is research-based because travelers
and travel behavior continually changes and trends impact success. Competitive
tourism business models have changed from a primary focus on the product, to a focus
on the competition, and now to a focus on the customer.
According to the ETC (European Travel Commission) “Report of Trends and Prospects
Q2 2014”: strong growth in international tourist arrivals and nights has continued
across most of Europe throughout the first half of 2014, reflective of an everimproving macroeconomic environment in key source markets. And while some
downside risks are foreseen, there is nevertheless room for optimism given current
trends in the wider economy. Sustained recovery in economic growth is expected to
support further growth in tourism demand within the region.
The identified and further detailed trends constitute the basis for strategy and joint
development projects formulation.

1.3.1. DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
Older age groups: in Europe older age groups will continue to grow in size in the short
to medium term. Older people will continue to be healthier and benefit from early
retirement schemes and well-financed pensions. However, in the long term there is
likely to be a decline in the value of pensions and a rise in retirement ages. The age of
retirement will not only be affected by state pensions entitlements, but also by the
attractiveness of retirement itself due to the growth of affordable and reduced cost of
transport and communication with the families. People are also likely to become more
active in their retirement as life expectancy and health improve.
Here we talk about the “retired” who start to get used with the Seniors programs of
the Romanian government and are more and more interested in the social programs
with lower prices the off season, and about the seniors who have a social status that
allows them to travel wherever they want. Both these categories of seniors are
expected to travel more in the years to come. The seniors who travel with Social
programs will look for new destinations, and the seniors who have time and money to
spend will look for quality and custom experiences. On long term the Romanian seniors
will become a group of travelers with more money and more expectations.
Taking into account Bega Canal population structure, and also the proximity of the
Bega Canal with the 2 urban centers – Timisoara and Zrenjanin, the seniors represents
a specific tourism target group, for which specific project will be defined. Although
older people will continue to be important in numerical terms, the youth market,
which accounts for 20% of global tourism, is an important factor to take into
consideration. Rising incomes among the young, the growth of single person
households and new social structures which favor extended social and professional
networks are all leading to more travel among the 16-35 age group.
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Millennials - Young people between 18 and 30 years will be large consumers of the
next decade. They were born with new technologies, so expect to always get speed
and efficiency. They are always connected with the Internet and mobile phones in
order to plan and book their travel experiences. They are the generation of "right
away". They are looking for speed and real time experiences. They were born between
1980 and the mid-90s; their world is interconnected, technological and global. They
seek information in real time, do reviews, see 10.2 different sources before booking,
they like local experiences and ask for free and high quality WiFi. This new tourist, as
explained wants to integrate into the local culture in search of authentic experiences.
They are people who expect to participate in activities instead of being mere
spectators They are constantly looking for positive, intense and challenging situations.
They also feel the need to feel free when evaluating their options, to enjoy also a
greater flexibility in their travels, seeking the best price possible, but demanding, also
leading technology available. Millennials grew also "bombarded by traditional
advertising," which does not have more impact on them. They trust more in other
online users and, therefore, looking for answers in the comments on sites such as
TripAdvisor. Thus, they maintain the idyllic image of adventurers who visit
destinations that were not visited by friends and acquaintances, but going to safe and
ensuring a comfortable stay based on the experience of those who were there before
them. Although their work is mainly taking place in the online world, they also
socialize offline. They appreciate social group work and co-creation and they
appreciate open spaces for collaboration. Proof of this is that 36% of Millennials prefer
to work in a hotel lobby or in a common area, compared with 17% of older
generations.
Many of the Millennials are employed by the corporations therefore they travel for
leisure but also for business (“bleisure”). They have a medium to high income and like
short and intense trips, city breaks or exotic destinations. Projects will be defined in
order to meet this generation needs and demands and to present them the reference
area tourism offer.
Not only there are more single-person households, but family structure has changed
too, moving away from the traditional two parents and two children. Thanks to
globalization, many families have moved from their original home to other countries –
a development which especially affects the levels of VFR (visits to friends and
relatives) movement.
An important aspect regarding the families is the Multi-generational travel. The
statistics show that:
 40% of families go on multi-generational vacation per year
 77% planned it around a milestone event
 Grandparents travel almost 25% more than the average leisure traveler
 Today’s seniors are living longer, healthier and more mobile lives and are eager
to make up for lost time and long distances away from their beloved
grandchildren
 Attracting the multi-generational market is about memories, convenience and
value
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Projects will be defined in order to meet this multi generational travel needs and
demands and to present them the reference area tourism offer.
Active public
People between 30 to 50 y.o. can also be segmented according to revenue, lifestyle
and life priorities. Foe example, the couples who used to travel a several times a
year, after having a baby, they take a break from traveling and then, according to
their lifestyle, they radically change their expectations and preferences regarding the
holiday destinations.
The active public, according to their revenue, also looks for leisure, wellness, exotic
destinations, and also for “adventure” or “active” forms of tourism, which is a new
traveling philosophy that combines adventure, nature and culture. Active tourism is
low-impact, ecological, exciting and high-quality. This category includes highly active
outdoor sports enthusiasts, hunters, fishermen, campers, boaters, hikers, and bikers.
For families with children, more and more hotels and boarding houses advertise “free
for kids” or “family friendly”, kids’ menus, playgrounds, etc.
The consequences for the tourism sector:
 There is likely to be an increased division between time-rich and money-rich
markets. Those currently retiring on good pensions generally have no time
constraints on their ability to travel – a fact which creates more opportunities for
the development of off-season products. But for many of working age, the
growing shortage of leisure time means that they are increasingly willing to spend
money in order to save time. This is creating a growing demand for special
services and more convenience in shopping and purchasing services.
 Globally, leisure time appears to be growing but for key groups, particularly the
wealthy. While seniors have more leisure time, the working people have less. In
Europe, pressures on leisure time are likely to lead to more but shorter trips.
There will be a greater requirement for more products and experiences, cultural
events and attractions. Short breaks will be taken more frequently throughout the
year, particularly in the European market. This opens up for developing lowseason festivals and events.
 Recent reports indicate that people all over the world suffer from “time poverty”
– a generalized sense of not having enough time to do what they want, when they
want. In travel, they report people’s desire to simplify their lives, by buying allinclusive events (one price for transport, food, accommodation and visits to the
attractions). Yet, at the same time, time poverty prompts many people to save up
time to spend later. There is a growing trend towards “sabbatical” holidays, which
often feature personal challenge or self-development, including long distance
walking or cycling, taking cookery or painting classes and visiting remote or
unusual destinations. The lack of time for v=creative development in many
peoples’ lives will lead to an increase in “creative tourism”. With tourists
developing their creative skills on holiday, and destinations vying to improve their
creative offer.
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 The aging population and an increasing concern for health are likely to drive a
growth in demand for health tourism products and spa services. There should
also be growing interest in cultural tourism and specially designed programs for
the older traveler.
 On the other hand, the youth market will seek more active holiday products –
particularly various forms of “adventure tourism”
 These general trends are, in turn, likely to lead to increasing demand for
independent holidays, with a relative fall in demand for traditional package
holidays.
 There will be an increase for experiences with local specific. More and more
tourists will look for authenticity, to discover local traditions, to understand
and experience the locals’ lifestyle and to enjoy custom experiences according
to their own expectations and preferences. Rural tourism, agro-tourism and
gastronomy tourism are expected to grow in the following years.

1.3.2. ENVIRONMENT TRENDS
Climate change is one of the biggest long-term issues facing the tourism industry and
it could lead to the loss of many destinations whose appeal depends on their natural
environment.
The consequences for the tourism sector:
 The growing awareness of the finite nature of most natural products – and the
need to conserve them – will place a premium on the remained “unspoiled”
destinations.
 The rising demand for Eco-tourism and nature based holidays will increase the
number of products on the market
 The provision of more information on product sustainability by suppliers will
help to increase tourists’ environmental awareness
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1.3.3. MACROECONOMIC TRENDS
There is projected a real growth in global per capita income of over 2% per year. As
the effect of globalization become more wide-spread, there will be a strengthening of
regions and renegotiation of political-economic relations between them. Services,
including tourism will become more important in the world economy (contribution to
GDP, employment and investments, etc.)
The consequences for the tourism sector:
 There will be more competitive global environment with tourists looking for more
economical travel experiences. Consumers will increasingly be able to find cheap
products over the Internet.
 Younger people’s values and travel expectations will be influenced by the growth
in globalization. Central to satisfying these expectations will be the need to
ensure that the information and accommodation provided are of the right quality
and are accessible through all the latest INTERNET/communication Canals.
 Globalization will also strengthen the number of “global nomads” or those who
have set up home and live in different countries from those in which they were
born. This, in turn, will stimulate VFR travel. Temporary migrants, such as
international students, will have the same effect.
 Growing mobility will affect tourism markets, as higher proportion of jobs are
filled by foreign labor.

1.3.4. CULTURAL TRENDS
The definition of culture is expanding all the time, thanks to an increased recognition
that “popular” culture, such as films, music and even sports can also be seen as an
expression of culture. Cultural tourism is growing in Europe, but there is little
evidence that to suggest that the festival market is expanding through increased
interest in culture among existing customers.
The consequences for the tourism sector:
 Cultural tourism motivations are shifting slowly towards a more general
interest in culture, rather than very specific cultural goals. This suggests a need
to combine cultural, leisure and entertainment products in the future.
 Cultural holidays are expected to increase and diversify due to Timisoara and
Zrenjanin efforts to become European Cultural Capital;
 Cultural events and festivals are expected to increase due to the fact that
the Canal area is suitable for this type of manifestations, either traditional,
either new events could possibly attract tourists.
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1.3.5. CONSUMER TRENDS
As people travel more, they also become more aware of the culture and environment
of the places they travel to, and reflect more on their own experience and lifestyle.
As tourism develops, so there seems to be a shift away from purely external travel
determinants (such as demography and climate) towards internal determinants, such
as desire for self-development and creative expression. As travel experiences become
richer, so travel experiences feed the desire for more travel. People are therefore
becoming career travelers, demanding an endless flow of new experiences, and are
looking for deeper experiences within the communities they visit.
This is also changing the relationship between host and guest. People are seeking
genuine experiences rather than staged ones. Tourists try and achieve “deeper” and
more “meaningful” experiences by changing their role – engaging in “volunteer
tourism” or “creative tourism”. The more people travel, the more cultural respect,
tolerance and understanding of cultural differences there should be.
The consequences for the tourism sector:
 Experienced travelers are well versed in the organizational aspects of their trips
and the reservation/booking systems that service them, and they will demand
higher quality experiences and service at all levels of expenditure.
 With fewer repeat visitors, it will be difficult for some destinations to build
loyalty. Furthermore, some destinations may find it increasingly hard to spread
tourism to new areas and combat seasonality if they have not got a core market
of repeat visitors to build on.
 Some tourists may want to get rid of their “tourist label”. Local communities cater
for this in their promotional activities.

1.3.6. LIFESTYLE TRENDS
For many people, travel is no longer a luxury and has become an accepted part of
life. This means that last-minute decision making, especially for short trips, will
become more prevalent. The freedom to travel will be extended by the trend towards
older parenting and the growth in single-person households. This trend is already
pushing the upper age limit of the “youth market” from 30 towards 35.
As medical services get more expensive in Europe, so Europeans will travel to other
more reasonably priced destinations for a wide range of medical services. Equally, the
high developed medical services available in Europe represent an opportunity to
develop incoming medical tourism in specific niche markets.
There will be a growing intra-European medical tourism market as a result of longer
waiting lists and insurance companies looking to cut costs.
Demand for well-being, health and fitness and stress management products is also
growing in the developed economies. However, competition is also growing in some
areas in Europe as private capital is injected into the upgrading of old style health and
spa facilities.
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The consequences for the tourism sector:
 Need to develop more niche products and to cater for those tourists who are
indulging their greater freedom for travel
 In the search for different experiences, consumers will increasingly look for
deepening experiential value and more intense experiences. One consequence of
this is likely to be growing demand for “safe danger” (for example adventure
travel and thrill experiences) or the development of new destination regions which
offer a “controlled edge”, such as diverse inner city neighborhoods.
 On the other hand, there will also be increasing demand for spiritual products
based on inner experiences. Concern with spiritual health will link into the current
health and spa products, and new markets are also likely to emerge. Health
products will also increasingly be added to other tourism and leisure products and
accommodation operations will develop more combined products in the area of
health and creative tourism.
 Smaller consumer travel budgets in some sectors of population will require new
initiatives in developing “budget” travel products.
Transport
The car remains the primary means of travel for tourists – travel by car in industrial
countries accounts for more than 70% of all tourism journeys.
Second homes – residential tourism
There will continue be a growth in the purchase of second homes for as ling as there is
relatively low-cost property available. To date, this trend has been dominated by
north-south movements, but the UK and German media are now increasingly featuring
properties in central and Eastern Europe.
The consequences for the tourism sector:
 Financing the purchase of these homes will generate a growth in the self catering
holiday rental market
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1.4. BEGA CANAL AREA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT – CONCLUSIONS
TIMISOARA
 Has the main tourism attractions and a diversified offer for tourism products,
accommodation, food and beverages, leisure and other tourism facilities.
 It is mainly positioned as Business and Transit tourism destination
 Being a candidate for European Cultural Capital in 2021 there is an
effervescence of cultural manifestations
 Ability of the residents to communicate in other languages (English, German,
Serbian, Hungarian, French, Italian)
 There is still an existing potential for new, yet unexplored niches (to be
identified during the SWOT Analysis).
 The lack of updated field databases in order to find new tourism products that
can be capitalized in the benefit of the target groups
 The insufficient capitalization and promotion of the tourism potential and the
tourism objectives through graphical qualitative materials
 Weak partnerships between public (the promoters) and private (the investors)
sectors
 The mistrust of the private investors in leisure on the Bega Canal on the support
offered by local authorities regarding the infrastructure (lack of landing
facilities, the grown vegetation, regulations, etc…)
COMMUNITIES ALONGSIDE BEGA CANAL
Actually Bega Canal is mostly characterized by the lack of tourism facilities, by the
degradation of Canal banks, factors that, in the absence of joint strategic vision and
joint investments, will further decrease the Canal’s tourism, aesthetic and life values.
 The bicycle track will be a strong asset in tourism development as long as the
communities will diversify their hospitality offer
 Natural environment suitable for tourism development: thermal waters, salty
formations, ponds and mini deltas, rare species of birds
 Preserved house and religious architecture, some of it older than 100 years
 Customs, traditions and handicraft with multicultural influences: Romanian,
Hungarian, Serbian, German, still in place: Ruga, folklore festivals and events
 Existence of renovated or new Cultural Houses, suitable for organizing indoor
events
 Friendly and hospitable residents
 The presence of historical and archaeological sits, testimony of the ancient and
continuous existence of population in the Bega Canal area
 Local traditions on gastronomy, growing herbs (coriander and mint) and livestock
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 The existence of foreign investors willing to invest in rural tourism –
accommodation, gastronomy, agro- tourism, events (Otelec)
 Local legends and stories about the navigation on Bega Canal told by elder who
lived those days (e.g. Otelec - pivnita de gheata - the ice cellar )
 Football teams and sports centers could lead to organizing cross-border
championships
 Existing cultural ideas (e.g. Free Art Zone by Artdendum Association) for creating
a cultural space alongside Bega Canal from Timisoara to Zrenjanin and the
Timisoara tradition of the International Street Art Festival organized by the
EnduRoMania Foundation and the Faculty of Arts and Design, which was started in
2011 and celebrating this year it's 4th edition
 Most of the communities do not have any accommodation facilities
 Reduced number of food and beverages facilities
 No tourism, leisure or souvenirs offers
 Progressive degradation of the art-cultural patrimony (e.g. Bobda)
 Low morale of the population, especially after the 2005 flood
 Lack of information of local authorities regarding the financing programs and the
growing importance of tourism for the Romanian-Serbian cross-border region
 Skepticism of the residents regarding private investments in tourism
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1.5. BEGA CANAL AREA SWOT AND POTENTIAL ANALYSIS
1.5.1. SWOT ANALYSIS
The reference area on the development and capitalization of the common touristic
potential Romania – Serbia, defined by the Bega Canal, stretches over a length of 44
km from Timisoara to the border with Serbia, 75 km in the province of Vojvodina and
includes two urban centers of the economic development of the cross border area Timisoara and Zrenjanin, targeting a population of over 500,000 inhabitants (334,000
in Timis), belonging to neighboring villages.The area has a water management system
that has been in its complexity, a novelty for XVIII Century Europe (the construction
began in 1728) and enabled the Banat region to be transformed into one of the most
productive areas in terms of agriculture. In 1760 it was built the double Bega-Timis
connection to Costeiu / Topolovat, which allowed the navigation on Bega Canal. In
1912 the modernization of the Bega Canal was completed (and put into operation the
hydraulic nodes Sanmihaiu Roman and Uivar and those on the actual territory of
Serbia) at the level it is today, which allowed the navigation of sailing vessels up to
500 tons. In 1958, due to political and economic situation in the region, the navigation
on the canal was stopped. This decision led to the degradation of the environment,
especially water quality.At present, the use of the Canal for navigation purposes or
cross border tourism is not possible due to two main reasons: the Sanmihaiu Roman
shield is not functional and there is no cross border point between Romania and Serbia
on the Bega Canal.
A revival of navigation on Bega Canal, even if only to the original parameters, would
mean the connection of Timisoara, and Banat, both to the Black Sea and the North
Sea, through the connection to the existing system of Canals in Serbia DTD (Danube
Tisa- Danube) and the Rhine-Main-Danube canal.
Currently the tourism in the area is insufficiently capitalized. According to statistics
available from the National Institute of Statistics, in 2013 Timis County has been
visited by over 250.000 tourists, with an average of 2,3 nights of overnight stays, in
163 tourism accommodation structures and at an occupancy rate of 25% . The main
forms of tourism are business and transit in Timisoara and to a lesser extent in the rest
of the county and the cities located along the Bega Canal.
Following the analysis of the current situation and the joint SWOT analysis in the cross
border area of interest and with the stakeholders’ participation, the following issues
were highlighted:
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STRENGHTS

WEAKNESSES

Geography
territory

Existence of Bega waterway which
connects Timisoara and Zrenjanin

Infrastructure

Poor navigation conditions and
infrastructure, and existing
sludge

Socio-econ.

2 administrative, economic and
cultural centers (Timisoara and
Zrenjanin) with developed
accommodation capacities

Infrastructure

Lack of tourism infrastructure
and services

Infrastructure

Bicycle track on Romanian and
initiative on Serbian side

Infrastructure

Poor event infrastructure in
the target area, and low
number of event visitors in
rural areas

Nature

Availability of thermal waters

Socio-econ.

Availability of labor force in
Romania

Nature

Protected natural areas (and natural
heritage)

Tourism/Administ
ration

Lack of cross-border
institutional structure for
promotion and development of
tourism in the Bega Canal area

Culture

Historical buildings/heritage

Tourism/Administ
ration

Lack of favorable policy
framework for tourism
development

Culture &
Entertainment

Ethnic diversity, cultural heritage
and gastronomy

Tourism

No unique touristic attractions

Entertainment

Existence of a large number of
different events

Tourism

Insufficient number of tourism
products including cross-border
ones

Sport

Sports/Fishing & hunting facilities,
especially on Serbian side

Tourism

Poor human resources in
tourism

Administration

Commitment of public authorities
and other non-state actors to work
in tourism

Tourism

Not recognized as a touristic
destination

Administration

History of good cross-border
cooperation

Tourism

Insufficient own financial
resources for tourism
development

Nature

Pollution

Tourism

Low awareness about tourism
resources and their
development potentials

Administration

Poor condition of historical
buildings
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Tourism

Growing global interest for unfamiliar,
new destinations

Administration

Unpredictable political, legal and
fiscal environment; discontinuity
of development policies

Tourism

Increasing demand for affordable
touristic activities in rural areas

Administration

The Decentralization process is not
complete

Tourism

Surplus of space (rural houses) to be
turned into accommodation capacities

Administration

Low interest of central level
authorities and institutions for
rehabilitation of the Bega Canal
area

Tourism

Growing interest of private sector to
invest in tourism (restaurants, camps,
guesthouses, etc.)

Tourism /
Administration

Global competition in the supply
of diversified tourism products loss of potential market due to
lagging behind the competition

Tourism

Growing interest of Civil Society
Organizations to support tourism
development

Tourism /
Administration

Lack of supportive legislation for
tourism investments and
development

Infrastructure

Connecting Timisoara and Zrenjanin
with the Danube - navigability on the
whole length of the Bega Canal

Nature

Climate change

Infrastructure

Timisoara planned investments in
water public transport

Socio – econ.

Ageing population and
depopulation of the Bega Canal
area

Sport

Long tradition of water sports in
Timisoara and Zrenjanin

Administration

Growing interest for opening a small
border crossing in the targeted area

Administration

Relatively good institutional thickness
in the targeted area

Administration

EU integration and EU funding

Administration

Bilateral cross – border cooperation

Culture

Regional cooperation in culture and
arts, candidacy for European Capital of
Culture (Zrenjanin 2020, Timisoara
2021)

Infrastructure

International transport connectivity
(Timisoara and Belgrade airport,
railway and road network, etc.)
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1.5.2. POTENTIAL ANALYSIS
Based on the current situation analysis, SWOT analysis and trends in national and
international tourism ensues the conclusion that there exists a relevant tourism
potential but little exploited alongside the Bega Canal. There are also some public and
private initiatives that demonstrate the availability of certain target groups for the
existing tourist offer but also for its development and diversification.
Tourism along the Bega Canal has a strong economic impact, because the
tourists/visitors contribute to sales figures, profit, job creation, income from taxes.
Direct effects are seen mainly in primary tourism sectors: accommodation facilities,
restaurants, transportation, entertainment and retail, but have an impact on other
businesses in the area that provide services or products for HORECA industry. In 2012,
4.461 persons were employed in the hotel industry in Timis County, there were over
600.000 overnights and the estimated tourism revenue was 162 million EUR.
Analyzing the economic impact of tourism for Bega Canal, according to the
methodology of WTO (World Tourism Organization), ensues that a 5% increase in the
number of tourists arriving in the area, can induce a direct and indirect economic
impact estimated at 8.1 million EUR yearly.
Taking into account the information presented above, it is recommended an
intensification of efforts of the local authorities in the development of tourism in the
area of Bega Canal and also for the private economic businesses to identify and
develop investment in the entertainment industry and leisure.
Further in this project will be defined the vision, the strategy, the strategic directions
and the strategic program and the joint action plan with the participation of relevant
stakeholders.
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BEGA CANAL TOURISM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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2. BEGA CANAL TOURISM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
2.1. BEGA CANAL TOURISM DEVELOPMENT VISION
” By 2030, Bega Canal is an internationally recognised tourism destination known for
outstanding experience in boating, sports and leisure, diverse cultures, integrated
communities and protected nature”
Slogan: „Just feeling good” „Să ne simţim bine”

2.2. BEGA CANAL TOURISM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
Following the SWOT analysis and the defining of the Bega Canal tourism vision, we
have identified 4 strategic directions and their related priorities.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION 1: INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT is the most significant
element of the Bega Canal Strategy. The key to a satisfying visitor experience is the
infrastructure - heritage and recreational resources and visitor information and
amenities united by a consistent, recognizable identity and a strong sense of place.
One of the aims of this Strategy is to restore the navigability of the Canal, which, in
turn will lead to the development of the tourism byproducts.
MAIN PRIORITIES:








Environment protection through the rehabilitation of the river bed, sediments
control, contamined residues evacuation, urban infrastructure amelioration by
canalization, water supply amelioration, waste management improvement,
pollution agents identification and elimination;
Navigation: increased boat usage of certain type on any section of the canal
would undoubtedly help in its appeal to residents and visitors and raise its profile
for commercial operators of various types. For this to happen it is imperative the
repairing and renovating of the locks, building of marinas, implementing a
signalization and landmark system, etc.
Connectivity: construction and rehabilitation of roads for easier access to the
Bega Canal’s attractions. Natural resources are the basis for most outdoor
recreation activity, and particularly for outdoors enthusiasts and eco-tourists. For
these visitors, the continuity and accessibility of natural resources – the ability to
find and move through trails, waterways, parks, and protected areas, perhaps for
long distances and without modern intrusions – is almost as important as the
environmental quality of the resources
Tourism: The capacity, location, and quality of tourism infrastructure within the
Bega Canal fall short of current needs. Availability of lodging, dining, retail,
information, and support services, such as recreational outfitting and rentals, is
limited to some areas. Therefore it is needed the construction of accommodation,
dining and camping facilities, pick nick areas, bicycle track, information centers,
recreation and culture facilities, etc.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION 2: TOURISM INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT: To compete in an
increasingly competitive tourism market, the communities and the administrations
alongside Bega Canal must become pro-active in defining tourism products and
creating cultural and other various events, pursuing tourism investment, especially of
the private sector and aim to achieve the quality of high standards. Communities
promote tourism ultimately to improve the quality of life for residents; the more
quality of life is improved, the more people will want to live and work in, and visit, a
community. Tourism, in turn, supports amenities for residents.
Main priorities:
 Tourism products: develop tourism products, diversify and upgrade the
tourism product experience. Diversification of the tourism product will
require capacity building and an identification of a range of incremental
tourism additions which collectively can improve the range of experiences
and extend the tourism season beyond the summer months. These additions
can include the development of sport tourism, as well as a greater emphasis
on historic, arts and culture tourism opportunities in the broader region.
 Sports: as traditional and regular activity of the area’s inhabitants, plays an
important role in the strategy, due to the fact that sports ussually positively
influence tourists attraction; the strategy emphasizes the increase of sports
practising amenities / facilities / opportunities within the Canal area for
performance and leisure objectives;
 Events: Special events and festivals can be categorized as attractions,
drawing visitors on a short-term basis. Events can often provide a degree of
urgency to draw visitors to a destination and also have the power to create
media attention and exposure. Many communities are realizing the potential
in developing major tourism events around historic milestones to grow
tourism awareness and visitation. If developed properly these types of
events can have lasting impact. Destinations are becoming increasingly
sophisticated in the way they strategically use the creation and organization
of diverse cultural and sports events that attract a large number of tourists.
 Develop the private sector and tourism services: in order to attract
ongoing tourism investment into the community the tourism sector must
provide attractive returns to businesses on their invested capital. It is
important to motivate the involvement and the tourism activity at a variety
of levels (business, political and community) aimed at supporting tourism
development initiatives in the Bega Canal area.
 Institutional support and policy development (master plan): The public
sector role in a successful destination should be to invest in setting the
stage and establishing the initial market to stimulate the private sector to
invest and it needs to become more proactive and private sector friendly
and to consider a range of targeted financial incentives to help stimulate
new investment (development) as well as improvements to existing built
resources.
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION 3: QUALITY TOURISM SERVICES INCREASE IN BEGA CANAL
AREA: most qualification services for the tourism sector still don’t comply, in general,
with the requirements and the demand of the tourist enterprises and the international
standards. This applies to both the formal and the non formal education offer. It was
identified a need for the improvement of the institutional, organizational and
regulatory parameters and the promotion of the qualification service providers and
increase of the education capacities.
Main priorities:
 Formal education (university, schools, high schools): development of the
qualification offers in compliance with needs and demand, capacity
development for teaching and management staff. Introduction of innovative
pedagogical concepts and learning stimulating environments in compliance
with the trends and standards in the EU as well as the use of information
and communication technologies.
 Vocational training (HORECA skills): Measures should be undertaken in
order to develop priority new vocational profiles/standards and the creation
of a vocational school for tourism. Improvement of the reputation and
attractiveness of vocations, i.e. vocational activities and demonstration of
employment possibilities in the tourism sector by early vocational counseling
in the educational system and measures that affect the public. Expansion of
the capacities of vocational schools for existing vocations and vocations to
be developed
 Exchange of experience and practice: The tourism enterprises often have
the same opinion about graduates of the formal education in tourism: that
the qualifications and competences of the graduates of these training
courses are inadequate and not sufficiently practice oriented. Therefore the
exchange of experiences and practice in tourism sector is of utmost
importance.
 Standardization and quality control: There is a need for the enforcement
of the development and quality standards by the hospitality sector. The
local administration needs to support the tourism investors in upgrading
quality of the provided services.
STRATEGIC DIRECTION 4: BEGA CANAL MARKETING ACTIVITIES: Bega Canal has to
become a recognizable and specific positioned destination at targeted segments. In
order to raise recognition and achieve the desired positioning of as a tourist
destination on selected outgoing markets among the selected target groups, a
consistent use of the brand of Bega Canal is to be provided. Tourism products need to
be clearly positioned and intensively and efficiently marketed on individual markets
within the frame of marketing activities. The Bega Canal is to be innovatively and
efficiently marketed in the virtual world as well, using modern marketing tools and
the integration of e marketing and classical marketing.
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Branding Bega Canal: A true destination brand is based on a promise to the
potential visitors about the distinctive and relevant experience they can
anticipate. Marketing the whole Bega Canal as a national and international
destination would be cost-effective; avoid duplication of effort; create
consistency of image, brand, and message; and create a much more
compelling destination with a higher expectation of economic success.
Ongoing promotion for tourism offer: organizing creative campaigns and
designed to draw visitors to both the site and social media platforms while
synchronizing the marketing message and brand value for maximum
effectiveness.
Promotion of tourism business opportunities in order to raise investment
awareness and interest to include improvements to tourism on the Bega
Canal.

Apart for the Strategic Directions as key areas to be treated by the Strategy, it is also
important to highlight the horizontal areas as cross-cutting issues that should be
taken in consideration by every priority:









Environmental protection
Multigeneration tourism
Youth
Gender
CBC
Integrated approach: integration within the value chain
Innovation and technology
Social Inclusion

These items are of equal significance for a balanced and sustainable development and
should become an integral part of the Strategy so that, even in the cases they are not
immediately visible, it can be concluded that they have been respected.
Environmental protection is a necessary modern day principle for balanced growth
and sustainable development. No action prescribed by the Strategy may endanger the
environment or jeopardize the preservation of existing natural resources. What is
more, all the activities should be directed towards nature protection - be it
marketing, tourism product development or infrastructure initiatives. The natural
resources of the Bega Canal must be managed in a sustainable manner always
protecting the ecological integrity.
Multigeneration tourism – medicine development determined the emergence of
families having 2 seniors generations. Families holidays nowadays include different
generations, fact which is shifting the attention towards all age groups tourists as a
factor of multiplying the economic impact of tourism activities.
Youth can be considered as a particularly important cross-cutting category since there
is no development without investing in the young, their education, participation
models, experience and skills. All the initiatives suggested to be undertaken by the
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Strategy need to pay special attention to the young, whether that is capacity building
of young tourism employees or supporting the young entrepreneurs. New jobs must be
created for young and over 45 years active population.
Gender sensitivity is a characteristic of every developed community and society, so a
Strategy aiming at paving the road for the Bega Canal towards an internationally
recognized destination is one of the prerequisites for its good image and viable
development. Gender issues need to be treated by every action of the Strategy,
ranging from supporting female business initiatives or preserving their arts and crafts
to encouraging their employment and education.
Cross-border cooperation is an underlying principle of the development of the Bega
Canal area. Any individual activities by the respective counties, cities and
municipalities will have smaller contribution to its development than the joint ones.
Cooperation among all administrative units of the area is equally important in the
spheres of infrastructure, destination profile creation, products and services
development, branding and marketing.
Integrated approach is another principle generally important, but especially
important for community development. Integrated approach implies cooperation and
networking on all levels, both between and among the individuals, organizations and
institutions. The leading philosophy of the approach, in a common benefit, coming
from complementarity, i.e. improving or emphasizing each other's qualities. This can
vary from two organizations of different profiles undertaking a common initiative
which brings benefits to them both, to diverse producers and service providers
networking and clustering for the sales of their products, goods or services.
Innovation and technology – tourism business sector is in a permanent battle of
reinvention in order to deal with consumer demands. The business’ lifecycle must
consider innovation and implementation of adequate technologies in order to maintain
and gain market positioning. Bega Canal area needs innovative tourism products in
order to become a tourism brand.
Social inclusion – strategy implementation will ease and consider social integration
and
tourism
facilities
access
of
disadvantaged
social
groups.
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2.3. BEGA CANAL AREA MULTIANNUAL JOINT STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Strategic Direction D1: DEVELOP THE INFRASTRUCTURE
GENERAL OBJECTIVE GO 1.1.: Renovation, rehabilitation, modernization and construction of the infrastructure for the transport and the intermodal knots
for improving connectivity
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.1.1.: Rehabilitation of 112 km of the Bega Canal for navigability, including pontoons, landing platforms, marinas, etc.
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Restoring the navigability
Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Development of technical and economic
study on the rehabilitation and
development of the shipping and
landing infrastructure of the Bega Canal
route Timisoara - border with the
Republic of Serbia, for the recovery and
development of the joint tourism
potential

Ro-Srb

CJT ADETIM

IPA Ro-Se
2007-2008

124000

Feasibility study,
rehabilitation
Romanian locks

Ongoing
project

2014

1

Implementation of the investment for
the infrastructure rehabilitation of the
Bega Canal navigation

Ro-Srb

CJT,
ABA
Banat - Ro,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

12.000.000

Sanmihaiu Roman
lock
rehabilitated,
navigable
canal
endowed
with
infrastructure and
dredging
equipment

Technical
economic
study in
execution

2015-2018

1
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Feasibility Study formulation for the
existing Canal infrastructure
customization, adaptation to the
tourism development needs

Ro-Srb

CJ T, PWMC
Vode
Vojvodina

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

Not
estimated

Feasibility Study

Project
fiche,
proposal

2015-2016

1

Implementation of the works for
adapting the existing infrastructure at
the immediate development needs of
the adjacent area of the Bega Canal

Ro-Srb

CJ
Timis,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine
Serbia

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

Not
estimated

According to the
study

Project
proposal

2017-2020

1

Identification and promotion of the
need to eliminate the pollution sources

Ro-Srb

ABA Banat –
Ro, Garda de
mediu,
Ag.
De protectie
a mediului

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

100000

Sources
pollution
identified

Project
proposal

2015

1

Preparation of Feasibility Study for the
reconstruction and revitalization of the
navigable Bega (Amendment Studies
2003) Main project of reconstruction
and revitalization of the navigable
Bega.

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

EU Funds,
APV

250000

Project
documentation
prepared

Project
idea

2015-2020

1

Development of project documentation
for the rehabilitation of ancient
facilities hydro-knot Klek and Itebej
(main building, hangars, houses locks)
under the previous protection of the
Institute for Protection of Cultural
Monuments, Zrenjanin with a proposal
for a tourist affirmation

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

IPA
APV

20000

Project
documentation
prepared

Project
idea

2015-2018

1

CBC

of
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Works on rehabilitation of the ancient
facilities hydro-knot Klek and Itebej
(main building, hangars, houses locks)
under the previous protection of the
Institute for Protection of Cultural
Monuments, Zrenjanin with a proposal
for a tourist affirmation

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

IPA CBC

600000

Repaired
knots
facilities

Study on the development of a marina
in Klek as one of the key prerequisites
promotion of tourism on the Bega Canal

Srb

Zrenjanin,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine

APV, RS, EU

40000

Development
of
technical
documentation for the construction of
the Marina in Klek

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

APV,
funds

Construction of Marina in Klek

Srb

Zrenjanin,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

Work on the reconstruction and
revitalization of the navigable Bega
(dredging and reconstruction hydroknots in Klek and Itebej): Profile for
navigation to 500t

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

-

EU

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Project
idea

2022

1

Finished study

Study
prepared

2014-2015

1

65000

Technical
documentation
prepared

Project
idea

2015-2017

2

3 mil

Marina in Klek

Project
idea

2020-2023

1

20.000.000

Reconstructed
and
revitalized
Bega Canal

Project
idea

2025

1

hydro
and
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Develop the necessary documentation
for the pier in Žitiste with moorings in
Torak and Srpski Itebej

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,m
unicipality,
Touristic
organisation
Zitiste, NGO,
Foreign
partners

APV,
funds

EU

30000

Project
documentation
prepared

Idea
(defined
with
spatial
plan
of
Zitiste)

2017

2

Construction and arrangement of the
pier in Žitiste with moorings in Torak
and Srpski Itebej

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,m
unicipality,
Touristic
organisation
Zitiste, NGO,
Foreign
partners

APV,
funds

EU

Not
estimated

Developed
and
arranged
pier
with moorings

Idea
(defined
with
spatial
plan
of
Zitiste)

2020

1

Purchase of leisure boats

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
TOŽ, NVO

EU Funds

100000

Boats purchased

Project
idea

2016

2

Purchase
of
recreational
vessels
(smaller boats, water bikes, etc.)

Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
TOŽ, NVO

EU Funds

35000

Vessels purchased

Project
idea

2018-2020

2
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Recording of watercourse Bega to
determine the extent of works on
dredging of Bega Canal

Ro-Srb

PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

APV,
funds

15000

Determined the
range of dredging
works on of Bega
Canal

Project
idea

2017

1

Preparatory work for the port on the
Begej

Srb

Zrenjanin,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine

Zrenjanin,
APV, RS, EU

250000

Ready
construction

for

Project
idea

2016-2020

1

Preparation of documentation
setting up tourist signs

Ro-Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
RDA
Banat, City
of Timisoara

Municipalit
y, EU funds

20000

Produced
documentation,
obtained approval
and license

Project
idea

2015-2017

1

Ro-Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
RDA
Banat, City
of Timisoara

Municipalit
y, EU funds

50000

Tourism
posted

Project
idea

2017

1

Signposting and tourist signs

for

EU

sings
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.1.2.: Implementation of minimum 5 new intermodal knots for the passengers transportation
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Improvement of connectivity
Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Study of the optimization of the
connectivity of the tourism objectives

Ro

CJ Timis,
ADETIM,
PMT, RATT,
City halls

local funds

100000

TOR

Project
proposal

2015

1

Implementation of the optimal
connectivity of the tourism objectives

Ro

CJ Timis,
ADETIM,
PMT, RATT,
City halls

local funds

3 mil

Parking lots,
transportation
and access

Project
proposal

2015-2020

2

Preparatory work for the pier on Begej

Srb

Zrenjanin,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine

Zrenjanin,
APV, RS, EU

250000

Pier prepared and
ready for
construction

Prepared

2016-2020

1

*Implementation of parking facilities
along the Bega Canal at the touristic
attraction points;
*Ensuring the access of the tourists to
the inter-modal public transport system
in the City of Timisora and the region;
*Integration of the public transportation
project of the City Hall using
specialized vessels (VAPORETTO) in the
Bega tourism development strategy
concept;
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.1.3.: Construction of 200 km of roads/streets/alleys/pathways rehabilitated/modernized to ensure the access of the tourists in
the Bega Canal area and to connect to the relevant tourism objectives
INTERVENTION PROPRITY: Improvement of connectivity
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Construction of access road Utvin – Canal
Bega 0,5 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Utvin

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

150000

0,5 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Sanmihaiu
Roman (SMR)– Canal Bega 0,5 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna SMR

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

150000

0,5 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Sanmihaiu
German – Canal Bega 3,0 km

Ro

CJ Timis
Comuna SMR,

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

900000

3,0 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Dinias – Canal
Bega 4,0 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Peciu Nou

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

1200000

4,0 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Rauti (Uivar)
– Canal Bega 1,0 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Uivar

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

300000

1,0 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Sanmartinu
Maghiar – Canal Bega 1,0 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Uivar

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

300000

1,0 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Realizare drum de acces Uivar – Canal
Bega 0,5 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Uivar

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

150000

0,5 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Pustinis
(Uivar) – Canal Bega 1,0 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Uivar

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

300000

1,0 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of access road Otelec –
Canal Bega 0,5 km

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comuna
Otelec

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

150000

0,5 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Modernization of existing county and
communal roads 59A, 59B, 591 si 593A

Ro

CJ Timis,
Comunele
SMR, Uivar,
Otelec,
Peciu Nou

PNDL, CJT,
Local
Budgets

15 mil

150 km of road

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Construction of the road to cross border
point Ro-SRB

Ro

CJ Timis

PNDL, CJT,
Local Budget

3 mil

10 km of road

Project
proposal

2015

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.1.4.: Rehabilitation of about 20 km of secondary canals and adjacent lakes and loops
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Restoring the navigability
Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/e
stimated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Study of adaptation of the existing
infrastructure at the immediate
development needs of the adjacent area of
the Bega Canal

Ro - Srb

ADETIM,
RDA Banat,
DA Banat

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

150000

Study

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015-2016

1

*Identification
and
analysis
of
the
possibilities of rehabilitation of the
secondary canals for leisure vessels and
access to the recreation locations
*Identification and analysis of the existing
lakes for water supply and the future
possibilities for leisure and recreation
*Analysis of alternative reloading systems at
the Timisoara Hydroelectric Power plant and
the hydro knot Sanmihaiu Roman in order to
increase the tourism traffic
*Elaboration of TORs
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/e
stimated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Implementation of the works for adapting
the existing infrastructure to the immediate
development needs of the adjacent area of
the Bega Canal

Ro - Srb

CJ Timis,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine
Serbia

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

Not
estimated

According to the
study

Project
proposal

2017-2020

1

Development of Urban and technical
documents for the regulation of the lake in
Žitište

Srb

Municipalit
y, TOŽ,
internation
al partners,
NGO

EU funds

5000

Produced
documentation

Project
idea

2015

2

Regulation of the lake

Srb

Municipalit
y, TOŽ,
internation
al partners,
NGO

EU funds

50000

Regulated zone
around the lake

Project
idea

2025

2

Arrangement of Begej lake loop 2- building
bicycle paths with additional assets

Srb

Zrenjanin,
Directorate
for
Planning
and
constructio
n of the
city

EU funds

550000

Lake re-arranged

Technical
document
ation,
ready for
funding

2015-

2

Preparation of technical documentation for
the construction of Bega river dikes at Lake
Loop 1

Srb

Zrenjanin,
Directorate
for
Planning
and
constructio
n of the
city

APV,
Ministry of
agriculture
and
environmen
tal
protection

100000

Documentation
prepared

Project
idea

2015-

2
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Preparation of technical documentation for
the construction of Bega river dikes at Lake
Loop 3

Srb

Zrenjanin,
Directorate
for
Planning
and
constructio
n of the
city

APV,
Ministry of
agriculture
and
environmen
tal
protection

100000

Documentation
prepared

Project
idea

2015-

2
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.1.5.: Implementation of the infrastructure works in order to connect the tourism route alongside the Bega Canal to at least 2
European tourism infrastructures (bicycle track, others)
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Improvement of connectivity, tourism
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Implementation of the cross-border check
point RO-SRB on the Bega Canal for bicyclists,
pedestrians and navigation;

Ro-Srb

Politia de
frontiera,
CJT, MAE,
MDRL

MAI, MDRL

200000

Cross border
check point
between RoSrb

Project
proposal

2015

1

Feasibility study for the connectivity of the
bicycle track to the EUROVELO network

Ro-Srb

CJT, Directia
de Drumuri,
riverside
authorities

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local
budgets

120000

Feasibility
study

Project
idea

2016-2018

3

Design and implementation of infrastructure
works for the connectivity to the EUROVELO
network

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADR
Banat, local
authorities,
ONG,
Universities

PNDL

6 mil

Bicycle track
connected to
EUROVELO
network

Project
idea

2019-2023

3
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Preparation of technical documentation for
bicycle tracks - connecting with EUROVELO

Srb

Zrenjanin,
Public
Enterprise
Directorate
for
Construction
and
Development
of the City of
Zrenjanin

Zrenjanin
APV, EU
funds

55000/year

Building
permit

Preparation
phase

2014-2016

2

Construction of bicycle track from Zrenjanin
to the state border with Romania

Ro-Srb

Zrenjanin,
Žitište,
PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
ABA Banat
Temišvar

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

2240000

Built and
functional
bicycle track
30 km long,

Prepared
technical
documenta
tion, ready
for works

2016

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.1.6.: Implementation of at least 3 modern systems for the payment of the transport services and access to tourism and cultural
services (Bega card, etc)
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Tourism
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Development of the Bega Tourism Card system
for the integrative use of the tranport
infrastructure combined with tourism offer

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
PMT,
Municipalitie
s, RATT,
CFR, Airport

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

100.000

Bega
Touristic
Card

Project
idea

2018-2020

3

Development and implementation of online
and smartphones / ipads apps for tourism
offer

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
PMT, ONG,
firme

POC
2014-2020

Neestimat

Smart apps

Project
idea

2018-2022

2
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE OG 1.2: Renovation, rehabilitation, modernisation and building of tourism private / public infrastructure
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE OS 1.2.1.: Renovation of a minimum 20 tourism / cultural objectives from the Bega Canal area
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: TOURISM
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Study for the rehabilitation of historical
buildings: *administrative buildings at the
locks and other operational buildings (CHE
Timisoara), belonging to Apele Romane
(COLTERM), the water towers in Timisoara,
the mausoleum and the abbey in Bobda

Ro

PMT, CJT,
ADETIM,
Ministerul
Culturii

POC 20142020

500000

TOR

Project
proposal

2015-2016

1

Rehabilitation of the historical buildings

Ro

PMT, CJT,
ADETIM,
Ministerul
Culturii

POC 20142020 POR
2014-2020

Unestimate
d

Rehabilitate
d buildings

Project
proposal

2016-2025

2

Technical documentation for the
reconstruction of buildings of historical and
cultural significance in the municipality of
Žitište

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
international
partners, NGO

JLS, APV,
EU funds

5000

Documentati
on produced

Project
idea

2018-2022

2

Reconstruction of buildings of historical and
cultural significance in the municipality of
Žitište

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
international
partners, NGO

EU funds

100000

Rehabilitate
d buildings

Project
idea

2022

3

*Formulation of TORs for the rehabilitation of
the buildings
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Technical documentation for the
reconstruction of the buildings under the
protection of the Institute for preservation of
cultural monuments - Ethno house in
Romanian style in Torku and Serbian style in
Sacalz (twin villages)

Ro-Srb

Zitiste,
Romanian
partners,
National council
of romanians in
Serbia, NGOs

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
Municipaliti
es, APV, EU
funds

30000

TORs

Project
idea

2015-2017

1

Reconstruction of the buildings under the
protection of the Institute for preservation of
cultural monuments - Ethno-house in
Romanian style in Torku and Serbian style in
Sacalz (twin villages)

Ro-Srb

Zitiste,
Romanian
partners,
National council
of romanians in
Serbia, NGOs

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
Municipaliti
es, APV, EU
funds

270000

Reconstructe
d buildings in
national
heritage

Project
idea

2017-2020

2
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.2.2.: Implementation of minimum 5 big sports infrastructure objectives
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Tourism
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Study for the setting up of a rowing course
and recreation between the locks of Itebej
and Uivar

RO-Srb

ADETIM, RDA,
Clubul Sportiv
Banatul

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POR 2014 2020

15000

TOR

Project
proposal

2015

1

Setting up of a rowing course and recreation
between the locks of Itebej and Uivar

RO-Srb

ADETIM, RDA,
Clubul Sportiv
Banatul

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POR 2014 2020

100000

Rowing track

Project
proposal

2016

2

Study for the development of a
multifunctional tourism common Ro-Srb base
nearby the cross border with a multiple
tourism offer (sports, adventure park,
recreation)

RO-Srb

ADETIM, RDA,
local
authorities

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POR 2014 2020, MDRL

200000

TOR

Project
proposal

2015

2

The development of a multifunctional
tourism common Ro-Srb base nearby the
cross border with a multiple tourism offer
(sports, adventure park, recreation)

RO-Srb

ADETIM, RDA,
local
authorities

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POR 2014 2020, MDRL

5 mil

Multifunction
al tourism
base

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Technical and economic study for the
implementation of a rowing course, in order
to improve the navigation and maintenance
of the Bega Canal to increase the common
Romanian – Serbian tourism potential

RO-Srb

ADETIM, RDA,
PMT, Clubul
Sportiv
Banatul

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

150000

TOR

Project
proposal

2015

1

Development of the rowing course, in order
to improve the navigation and maintenance
of the Bega Canal to increase the common
Romanian – Serbian Tourism Potential

RO-Srb

ADETIM, RDA,
PMT, Clubul
Sportiv
Banatul

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

2 mil

Rowing
course

Project
proposal

2016-2020

2

Project documentation for sport and
recreation area in the Srpski Itebej

RO-Srb

Minicipalities/
RDA“Banat”/f
oreign
partners

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

30000

Constructed
in urban
planning
documents

Project
idea

2020-2025

1

Technical documentation for the
construction of a sports and recreation
complex in Srpski Itebej

RO-Srb

Minicipalities/
RDA“Banat”/f
oreign
partners

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

250000

Technical
documentati
on finished

Idea
(defined
with spatial
plan of
Zitiste)

2025-2030

2

Furnishing and equipping of sports ponds
necessary facilities in order to develop
fishing tourism

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
Interantional
partners, NGO

APV, EU
funds

60000

Arranged and
equipped
space sports
pond

Project
idea

2018

2
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Touristic sports and recreation centre on the
lake in Čestereg

Srb

Žitište, RDA
Banat

EU funds

22500

Landscaped
parking lot
with a
boardwalk
and manjon
trim trail and
a mini
summer
house

Preliminary
design with
the
estimate
costs

2016-2020

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.2.3.: Building at least 35 recreation and leisure facilities
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Tourism
Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Identification and setting up of the fishing
and leisure locations

Ro

Local
authorities,
AJVPS, ABA
Banat

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

Unestimate
d

Fishing ponds

Project idea

2015

1

Setting up the “River Park Bega” –
playground for children

Ro

Local
authorities,
Tourism
Associations,
ONG

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

200000

Children
playground

Project idea

2015

2

Seeting up the indoor Aquapark and Spa in
Sanmihaiu Roman

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
Sanmihaiu
Roman City
hall, Private
investors

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
private
funding

6 mil

Indoor
Aquapark
and spa

Project idea

2016-2020

3

Setting up of the theme Jungle Park
„Johnny Weissmuller”

Ro-Srb

Torism
Cluster,
Sanmihaiu
Roman City
hall

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

2 mil

Theme park

Project
proposal,
Project fiche

2015-2018

2

Rehabilitation of the dendrologic Park
Bazos

Ro

ADETIM,
Remetea City
hall

Local
budget,
other
sources

Unestimate
d

Modernized
dendrologic
park

Project idea

2016-2018

2
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Technical documentation for the
construction of multi-cultural and multinational eco-camp in Torak

Srb

Minicipalities/
RDA“Banat”/f
oreign
partners
/NGOs

EU funds

25000

Technical
documentati
on finished

Project
proposal

2018-2020

3

The construction of a multicultural and
multinational eco-camp in Torak

Srb

Minicipalities/
RDA“Banat”/f
oreign
partners
/NGOs

EU funds

500000

Eco camp

Project
proposal

2020

3

Project documentation for economically tourist and recreational area in Žitište

Srb

Minicipalities/
RDA“Banat”/f
oreign
partners
/NGOs

EU funds

30000

Technical
documentati
on

Project idea

2015

1

Construction of economically - tourist and
recreational area in Žitište

Srb

Minicipalities/
RDA“Banat”/f
oreign
partners
/NGOs

EU funds

500000

Built
complex

Project idea

2025

3

Arrangement of ecological sports in
elementary school yard in Torku

Srb

International
partners/NGOs

EU funds

65000

Arranged
area

Prepared
technical
documentati
on

2020

3
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Support to the arrangement and
infrastructure equipment of picnic

Srb

Zrenjanin, PU
for
Construction
and renovation
and Public
Utility Čistoća
i Zelenilo

EU funds

100000
/year

Pick nick
area
arranged

Project idea

2016-2020

2

Producing the necessary documentation for
the regulation of the square in Žitište

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ, NGO

Municipalit
y, APV

30000

Produced
documentati
on

Project idea

2020

3

Regulation of the square in Zitiste

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ, NGOs,
international
partners

EU funds

500000

Square
regulated

Project idea

2025

3

Creating a landscape architectural
documentation for the landscaping of the
park in Žitište

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ, NGOs,
international
partners

EU funds

3000

Produced
documentati
on

Project idea

2015

1

Arranging park in Zitiste

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ, NGOs,
international
partners

EU funds

50000

Park
arranged

Project idea

2025

3
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Planning and equipping park areas in Torak
, Srpski Itebej , Novi Itebej I Žitiste

Srb

Municipality,
NGO, APV,
International
partners

EU funds

50000

Set up
benches,
bins, paths,
irrigation
systems,
video
surveillance

Preliminary
design with
the
estimated
costs

2015

1

Works on organizing and reassign swamps
in sports pond

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
Interantional
partners, NGO

APV,
municilpali
ty, Eu
funds

50000

Arranged
area with
sport ponds

Technical
documentati
on

2017

2

Setting "game - watchtower" along
watercourses of Bega CHANNEL

Ro-Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
Interantional
partners,
NGO, AJVPS
Timis

APV,
municilpali
ty, Eu
funds

8000

Sett up 10
waiting
watchover

In
accordance
with the
hunting plan
2014-2024
and
curriculum of
HO Žitište

2016

1

Setting hunting technical facilities

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
Interantional
partners,
NGO,

APV,
municilpali
ty

6000

Posted
feeding
areas and
small houses

In
accordance
with the
hunting plan
2014-2024
and
curriculum of
HO Žitište

2015

1

*Feeding the big game 5 pieces
*Feeding for small game 20 pieces
*Home to rare species of birds 50 pieces
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.2.4.: Creation of minimum 100 accommodation places and catering/restauration capacities for at least 500 people in the rural area
of the Bega Canal
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Tourism
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Establishment
of
a
Private-Public
Partnership
for
the
development,
management and monitoring of the
tourism development alongside the Bega
Canal. Examples of activities to be
performed by this organization are:
*Implementation of the results of the
Tourism Master Plan for the Bega Canal;
*Identifying owners of rural households
alongside the Bega Canal interested to
offer accommodation and meals for
tourists;*Support for conversion of surplus
housing space (especially in rural areas)
for tourists, respecting the rules of the
tourism legislation for this type of service;
*Training programs for the development of
tourism services in rural areas;*Organizing
meetings with potential investors from the
private sector to present the concept of
recovery and development of the tourism
potential of the Bega Canal and obtain a
cooperation
agreement
with
local
authorities to support the development of
tourism products and services;
*Develop
an
information/reservation
center for accommodation in villages
along the Bega Canal;

Ro-Srb

ADETIM, CJT,
RDA Banat,
Tourism Cluster,
local
authorities,
private
investors

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

500000

growth
number of
accommodati
on and
catering
facilities,
information/
reservation
centre,
trained
personnel

Project
proposal

2015

1
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Reconstruction of the Sumice Motel

Srb

Zrenjanin, PU
for Construction
and renovation
and Public
Utility Čistoća i
Zelenilo

City of
Zrenjanin,
APV, RS, EU

1 mil

Constructed
buildings

Project
idea

2017-2019

2

Completion of the construction and
equipping of a hunting lodge in Torak

Srb

Municipality,
hounting
organisation
Žitište.TOŽ,
International
partners

APV,
municipalit
y, EU funds

50000

Building
finished and
equipped

50% of
works done

2015

1

Building camp with infrastructure for
sport fishermen in Torak

Srb

Municipality,
TOŽ,
Interantional
partners, NGO

APV,
Municipalit
y, EU funds

27000

Builded and
arranged
camp

Preliminary
design with
the
estimate
costs

2016

2
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.2.5.: Creation of minimum 2 interactive thematic museums (Timisoara si Zrenjanin) and of 6 tourism information centres
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Tourism
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Development of a Bega Canal Museum
with an interactive dynamic hydraulic
model of the Water Resources
Management System of Banat and
general information regarding the
Bega Canal to be replicated at a
reduced scale in the Tourism
Information Centers

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
Hydrotechnic
Faculty, RDA
Banat, PWMC Vode
Vojvodine,
Zrenjanin, Žitište

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local
budgets,
other sources

1,2 mil

2 hydro theme
museums, 6
tourism info
centres,
information
and tourism
promotion
materials

Project
proposal,
Project
fiche

2015-2017

1

Forming a museum exhibition within
hydro-knots Klek and Itebej

Srb

Vode Vojvodine,
Zrenjanin, Žitište

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

40000

Hydro
museum,
exhibition

Project
idea

2018-2022

3

Additional reconstruction of building
"Museum of the banatian spirituality"
with additional elements for
conference tourism

Srb

Municipality, TOŽ,
Interantional
partners, NGO,
National council of
romanians in
Serbia, RS

PV,
municilpality,
Eu funds

60000

Building
reconstructed
and fully
equiped

Building
permits
and
provided
funds by
APV and
municipalit
y about 34
million RSD

2015

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 1.2.6. Completion of the bicycle track with public utilities
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Tourism
Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Comm
on Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/estim
ated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

Elaboration of tehnical-economical study
regarding the completion of the bicycle
track with public utilities

Ro

CJT, DA Banat,
local
administrations

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

50000

Study, TOR

Project
proposal

20152016

1

Implementation of completion the existing
bicycle track with public utilities

Ro

CJT, DA Banat,
local
administrations

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

250000

lighting of
camping and
parking
places,
urban
furniture,
utilities

Project
proposal

20162018

2
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Strategic Direction D2: BROADEN THE BEGA CANAL TOURISM OFFER
GENERAL OBJECTIVE GO 2.1.: Development of tourism products including innovative ones
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.1.1.: Organization of minimum 10 yearly events with over 5.000 participants
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Development of tourism products, events organizing
Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Comm
on Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

Planning and organizing the yearly cross
border Jazz festival

Ro-Srb

CJT, local
authorities,
Bega Blues
Band, Marius
Giura, RDA
Banat

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

Unestimat
ed

Bega Jazz
festival

Project
proposal

2015

1

Planning and organizing the yearly cross
border Rock festival

Ro-Srb

CJT, local
authorities, RDA
Banat

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

Unestimat
ed

Bega Rock
festival

Project
idea

2015

2
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.1.2.: Organization of minimum 50 yearly events with over 1.000 participants
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Development of tourism products, events organizing
Project (action)
Project
Institutions
Financial
type
sources
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb
Planning and organizing the yearly cross Ro-Srb
CJT, local
IPA Ro-Se
border Theatre festival
authorities
2014-2020,
sponsors

Budget/esti
mated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

Unestimate
d

Bega Theatre
festival

Project
idea

2015

2

Activity
traditional
character
in
accordance
with LSDS
Activity of
traditional
character

2015

1

2015

1

Planning and organizing the Chicken
fest

Ro-Srb

Municipalities,
TOŽ, NGO,
KPZ,APV

JLS,APV

100000

Chicken fest

Planning and organizing the Cheerful
bega Regatta yearly cross border
Theatre festival

Ro-Srb

JLS,APV, EU
Funds

5000

Cheerful Bega
Regatta

Planning and organizing the Begejada

Ro-Srb

JLS,APV

5000

Begejada

Activity of
traditional
character

2015

1

Continuation of local manifestations

Ro-Srb

JLS, TOŽ, NGO –
navigable
organisation,
APV, Young
office,
international
partners
JLS, TOŽ, NGO –
navigable
organisation,
APV, Young
office,
international
partners
municipality,
TOŽ, NGO,
cultural
educational
society

municipality,
APV, EU funds

55000

More than30
manifestations/
per year

Regular
annual
activity

20152030

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.1.3.: Organization of minimum 10 yearly sports events
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Development of tourism products, events organizing
Project (action)
Project type Institutions
Financial
Ro/Srb/Com
sources
mon Ro - Srb

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)
200000

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Innovative
tourism
product

Project
proposal,
Project
ficheFisa
de proiect

2015-2020

2

Planning and organizing the cross border
sports mobility event for bicycles,
motorbikes, 4x4, ATVs and Buggys

RO -Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
RDA Banat,
Fundatia
EnduRoMania

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

Planning and organizing the cross border
Bega Marathon between Timisoara and
Zrenjanin

RO -Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
Atletic Club
Maraton
Timisoara

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

150000

Cross border
marathon

Project
proposal

2015

2

Planning and organizing the cross border
„BEGA IRON MAN” competition (running,
cycling and kayak-ing) Itebej and Otelec

RO -Srb

Sports
Associations,
firms

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

150000

Iron Man
competition

Project
idea

2015

2

Planning and organizing the cross border
rowing competition

RO -Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

150000

International
competition

Project
idea

2016

2

Planning and organizing the Kayak/Canoe
cross border competition

RO -Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

200000

International
competition

Project
idea

2016

3

Planning and organizing the Dragon Boat
cross border competition

RO -Srb

Sports
Associations,
Clubul Sportiv
Banatul, firms
Sports
Associations,
Clubul Sportiv
Banatul, firms
Sports
Associations,
Clubul Sportiv
Banatul, firms

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

200000

International
competition

Project
idea

2016

3
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Project (action)

Project type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Planning and organizing a cross border Sport
Fishing competition

RO -Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

80000

Arranged
ponds for
sports fishing

Project
idea

2015

3

Planning and organizing an international a
Nordic Walking event between Itebej and
Otelec

RO -Srb

AJVPS Timis,
Fishing
Associations in
Serbia
Local
authorities,
Fundatia
EnduRomania

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

50000

Induction of
Nordic Walking
as sport in the
area

Project
idea

2015

3
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.1.4.: Creation of minimum 10 tourism routes (itineraries)
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Development of tourism products
Project (action)
Project type Institutions
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro - Srb

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

Creating an intercultural itinerary
(Romanian, Serbian, German, Hungarian
villages)

Ro-Srb

Local
authorities,
ONGs, Cultural
associations

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local budgets

15000

Intercultural
tourism
product

Project
proposal

2016

2

Planning a cross border GEOCACHING
network for GPS navigation amateurs

Ro-Srb

Local budgets,
sponsors

20000

Permanent
Geocaching
area

Project
proposal,
Project
fiche

2015

3

Feasibility study for the implementation
of a rental system for electric driven
bikes and tricycles for elders and
disabled people

Ro-Srb

Local
authorities,
private firms,
Fundatia
EnduRoMania
Asociatia
Handicapatilor
Locomotor
Timisoara

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

200000

Electrical
bicycle rental
system

Project
proposal

2016

3

Tourist attractions - rides - Bega-bus the boat katamaran- From Srpski Itebej
to Klek and identical to the Romanians

Ro-Srb

EU funds, RS,
APV,
municipality

15000

Branded
tourism
attraction

Project
idea

2015

1

Identification of "WWII bunkers" and
producing necessary documentation

Srb

EU funds, RS,
APV, JLS

15000

2015

1

Srb

EU funds, RS,
APV, JLS

100000

Finished
documentatio
n and a list all
facilities
prepared
Branded
tourism
attraction

Project
idea

Revitalization of the "bunkers" from the
period before World War II

Municipality,
TOŽ,
International
partners –
Timisoara
Municipality,
TOŽ,
International
partners –
Timisoara
Municipality,
TOŽ,
International
partners –
Timisoara

Project
idea

2016

2
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.1.5.: Organization of 6 permanent art exhibitons
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Development of tourism products, events organizing
Project (action)
Project type Institutions
Financial
Ro/Srb/Com
sources
mon Ro Srb
Planning and implementation of "Bega FotoRo-Srb
Fundatia
IPA Ro-Se
Vision" – yearly photography exhibition in
EnduRoMania,
2014-2020
Timisoara and Zrenjanin dedicated to Bega
Facultatea de
Canal related images
Arte, RDA Banat

Budget/e
stimated
value
(Euro)
30000

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

On the move
Photo
exhibition

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015-2020

1

Implementation of the Free Art Zone –
cultural Romania – Serbia, „construction of a
common art zone between Romania and
Serbia, alongside 119 km on the Bega canal
shores between Timișoara and Zrenjanin.”

Ro-Srb

Artdendum,
UAP, UAZ
(Zrenjanin),
Facultatea de
arte, Fundatia
EnduRomania

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
bugete
locale,
administratia
fondului
cultural
national

75000

3 sits
furnished
with land art
and
sculptures,
workshops,
conferences,
website

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015-2017

2

Planning, organizing and development of the
International Cross border Street/Mural Art
Festival

Ro-Srb

Fundatia
EnduRoMania,
Facultatea de
Arte

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
bugete
locale,
administratia
fondului
cultural
national

100000

100 mural
art works

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015

1
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GENERAL OBJECTIVE GO 2.2.: Development of local/regional tourism policies
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.2.1.: Elaboration of the Master Plan for tourism development
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Institutional support
Project (action)

Elaboration of the Master Plan for tourism
development on Bega Canal

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb
Ro-Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/estim
ated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

CJT, ADETIM,
RDA Banat, local
authorities, firms

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local
budgets

150000

Master Plan
for tourism
development

Project
idea

2015-2016

1

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 2.2.2.: Motivation of the private sector to be involved in tourism activities
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Develop the private sector
Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Com
mon Ro Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

Analysis, development and motivation of
the private investors for the
implementation of tourism products

Ro-Srb

Private investors,
local authorities

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,

Unestimate
d

Tourism
products,
tourism offers

Project
proposal

2015

1
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Strategic Direction D3: ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF THE TOURISM SERVICES IN THE BEGA CANAL AREA
GENERAL OBJECTIVE GO 3.1.: Strenghtening, improvement and diversification of the training and development of the Human Resources in tourism
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 3.1.1.: Foundation of 2 centres for intensive training in toursim services (Timisoara, Zrenjanin)
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Formal education, vocational training
Project (action)
Project
Institutions
type
Ro/Srb/C
ommon
Ro - Srb
Development of a system for identification of
Ro-Srb
CLDPS/Asociatia de
the specific tourism education needs of the
promovare a
cross border area
turismului/Inspecto
ratul scolar al
Judetului Timis,
Tourism Cluster,
firms, training
providers

Implementation of minimum 2 Intensive
Professional Training and Competence in
Tourism centres.

Ro-Srb

ADETIM, RDA
Banat, Training
providers, Tourism
Associations,
CLDPS, ONGs, firms

Financial
sources

Budget/e
stimated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POSDRU,
PNDR,
PODCA, POR

200000

Training
needs in
tourism
identificatio
n system

2015

1

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POCU 20142020

2 mil

2 Intensive
Professional
Training and
Competence
in Tourism
centres.

Developm
ent of a
system
for
identifica
tion of
the
specific
tourism
education
needs of
the cross
border
area
Implemen
tation of
minimum
2
Intensive
Profession
al
Training
and
Competen
ce in
Tourism
centres.

2016-2018

2
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/C
ommon
Ro - Srb
Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/e
stimated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

TOŽ, municipality,
Universities

APV/municip
ality

10000/ye
ar

Educated
personnel

2015

1

Education of the local population about the
need for classification of accommodation and
tourism development

Srb

TOŽ, municipality,
Tourism
organisations

APV/municip
ality

15000/ye
ar

2016

2

Approaching the possibility of further
education in the field of tourism (educational
workshops, children up to 8th grade)

Srb

Municipality,
primary schools
and high schools

Municipal
budget and
interantional
funds

10000/ye
ar

Project
idea

2015-2030

1

Implementation and development of the dual
educational professional system in tourism

Ro

Inspectoratul
Scolar Timis,
CLDPS, ONG,
DeutschWirtschafts
Klub, Professional
high schools, firms

POCU 20142020

500000

Educated
locals in the
process of
classification
of
accommodat
ion
capacities
Increased
interest for
tourism
directions
and
education
4
curricullums,
50
students//ye
ar

Improving
knowledg
e of
tourism
personnel
(seminars
and
workshop
s)
Project
idea

Project
idea

2015

1

Improving knowledge of tourism personnel
(seminars and workshops)
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/C
ommon
Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/e
stimated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Promotion, support, training and development
of fisheries

Srb

Zrenjanin,
Agricultural Expert
Service, the
Association of
Farmers

Zrenjanin,
APV, RS

5000/year

Diversified
primary
production

Ready for
funding

2014-2020

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 3.1.2.: Participation of the tourism operators and personnel in exchanges of experience and practice
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Exchanges of experience and practice
Project (action)
Project
Institutions
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro
- Srb

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Planning and implementation of an
international exchange of experience and
practice in various tourism jobs

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
CLDPS,
Highschools,
Vocational schools,
Tourism Cluster,
Tourism promotion
associations, firms,
local authorities,
Inspectoratul
Scolar Timis

POCU 20142020, IPA RoSe 2014-2020

500000

Over 100
participants/
5
occupations

Project
idea

2015-2018

1

Study tour in the areas of a developed
rural tourism

Ro-Srb

TOŽ, municipality,
RDA “Banat” and
international
partners

POCU 20142020, IPA RoSe 2014-2020

1800/pers

Strengthenin
g capacity
and
partnerships

Project
idea

2017

3

The development of rural tourism through
the exchange of experiences on good
practices examples

Ro-Srb

TOŽ, municipality,
RDA “Banat” and
international
partners

POCU 20142020, IPA RoSe 2014-2020

1800/pers

Promotion of
tourism,
Strengthening
capacity and
partnerships

Project
idea

2017

3
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Strategic Direction D4: CONDUCT ONGOING MARKETING ACTIVITIES
GENERAL OBJECTIVE GO 4.1.: Promotion of tourism offer and investment opportunities in tourism in the Bega Canal area
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 4.1.1.: Promotion of tourism offer
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Brand creation, ongoing tourism offer promotion
Project (action)
Project
Institutions
type
Ro/Srb/C
ommon
Ro - Srb

Financial
sources

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

Bega Canal brand creation

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM, RDA
Banat, Tourism
Cluster, local
authorities, Timsioara
Capitala Culturala
Europena

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local
budgets

250000

Bega Canal
brand

Project
idea

20152017

1

Elaboration and implementation of the
yearly program for the tourism
promotion of the Bega Canal area

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM, RDA
Banat, Tourism
Cluster, local
authorities, Timsioara
Capitala Culturala
Europena

IPA Ro-Se
20142020,POR,
local
budgets

1 mil

Project
idea

20152030

1

Branding "Banat home" in Torak with
wooden church

Srb

municipality, TOŽ,
International partners

RS, APV,
municipalit
y

10000

Participation at
min 3
international
tourism fairs,
organization of
a tourism fair,
creation of an
interactive
website
Branded tourist
attraction of
cultural
heritage

Project
idea

2015

2
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Project (action)

Project
type
Ro/Srb/C
ommon
Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Visiting and participation in fairs
promoting tourism in the country and
abroad

Ro-Srb

municipality, TOŽ,
International partners

RS, APV,
municipalit
y and
internation
al funds

Budget/esti
mated value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefra
me

Priority

promoting the
area, gaining
experience and
improving the
capacity of
tourism
workers

Project
idea

2017

2
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 4.1.2.: Production of advertising written, audio and video materials and dissemination at national and international level
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Ongoing tourism offer promotion
Project (action)
Project
Institutions
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro
- Srb
Elaboration and implementation of a
Ro-Srb
Tourism
program to be promoted on modern
associations,
tourism promotion channels
Tourism Cluster,
local authorities,
Chambers of
commerce
Elaboration and dissemination of the
Ro-Srb
Tourism
electronic newsletter “Canal Bega”
associations,
Tourism Cluster,
local authorities,
Chambers of
commerce
Elaboration and production of promotion
materials: maps, brochures, tourism
guides, etc

Ro-Srb

Tourism
associations,
Tourism Cluster,
local authorities,
Chambers of
commerce

Preparation and production of brochures historical tourist guide Banat alongside
Bega Canal area

Ro-Srb

Tourism
associations,
Tourism Cluster,
local authorities,
Chambers of
commerce

Financial
sources

Budget/es
timated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

MCTI, EU
funds

500000

Project
idea

2015-2030

2

IPA 20142020, local
budgets,
Tourism
Ministry, POC
2014-2020,
POCA 20142020
IPA 20142020, local
budgets,
Tourism
Ministry, POC
2014-2020,
POCA 20142020
IPA 2014-2020

200000

ongoing
tourism
promotion on
modern
communicati
on channels
Bega Canal
newsletter

Project
idea

2015-2030

3

500000

Promotion
materials

Project
idea

2015-2030

1

5000

A brochure in
Serbian,
Romanian
and English
languages

Project
idea

2016

2
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Project (action)

Creating a tourist map of the municipality

Project
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro
- Srb
Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/es
timated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Municipality, TOŽ,
RDA Banat,

APV ,
municipality

5000

Tourism map
produced

Project
idea

2015-2017

1
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE SO 4.1.3.: Promotion of investment opportunities in the Bega Canal area
INTERVENTION PRIORITY: Promotion of business opportunities
Project (action)
Project
Institutions
type
Ro/Srb/Co
mmon Ro Srb
Elaboration and implementation of a
program for motivating the local and
foreign investors to invest in the Bega
Canal area

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
Tourism Cluster,
Tourism
Promotion
associations,
ONG,s,
Chambers of
commerce, RDA
Banat, local
authorities

Financial
sources

Budget/es
timated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timefram
e

Priority

Local budgets,
PNDR, POR

150000

over 1000
brochures with
investment
opportunities in
Romanian,
Serbian and
English language
disseminated,
organizing
minimum 5
promotion
workshops

Project
idea

2015-2018

2

TOZ- Tourism Organisation Zitiste
JLS – Local governments
JP- Public Company
APV – Autonomus Province of Vojvodina
NVO – NGO (non governmental organisation)
KPZ - Cultural and Educational Community
PU-Public Utility Čistoća i Zelenilo
CJT- Timiș County Council
APM-Environment Protection Agency
PMT-Timisoara City Hall
ADETIM-Timis County Economic and Social Development Agency
RDA Banat-Regional Development Agency Banat
NOG-Navigation Organisation
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3.
BEGA CANAL TOURISM STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
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3. BEGA CANAL TOURISM STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
3.1. INSTITUTIONAL AND FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK FOR STRATEGY
IMPLEMENTATION
This Strategy of Tourism Development and capitalization of Bega Canal’s tourism
potential within the Romanian-Serbian cross-border cooperation area represents a
support instrument that could provide the premises of a future sustainable economic
and social development, summarizing the interests and the options of the tourism in
the cross-border area.
The Strategy is a fundamental mean to support the practical endeavours and actions
of the institutions and of the administration leaders that want to undertake a function
in the local development by implementing the strategic directions proposed by this
administration.
The complexity and the diversity of the objectives that cover the large variety of
areas that directly or indirectly influence the development of tourism in the area of
Bega Canal are generating the necessary inter-institutional synergy conditions and are
also guiding the companies and the active NGOs from the area to collaborate with the
decision-making factors in view of a sustainable expansion in tourism.
An inter-institutional agreement is anticipated in order to facilitate the
implementation of the strategy and of the strategic program. By this agreement the
relevant institutions from the cross-border cooperation area of the Bega Canal
undertake to collaborate ad to bring their contribution to the implementation of the
The Common Action Plan regarding the capitalization and the development of
Bega Canal tourism potential according to the direct competences and interests
identified for each activity / project and for the elaboration of the documentation
necessary to access of the founding needed to develop the investment objectives
included in the aforementioned Plan.
Within the inter-institutional agreement, the parties agree to provide together the
decision-making and working operative framework according to the means,
competences and interests of each party fully observing the legal frame for the
accomplishment of the Strategy objectives. The parties also assign the specialised
operative structures for the coordination of the promoting activities and for the
facilitation of the Common Action Plant implementation.
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The relevant institutions having competence, responsibilities and direct interests in
implementing the Common Action Plan that have been identified during the
elaboration process of the Strategy and that are taken into consideration in view of
implementation of the Common Action Plan for the capitalization and development
of the Bega Canal’s tourism potential, beside the local public administration, are the
following:
Local public authorities from Timis County, Romania:
 Timis County Council
 Timisoara City Hall
 Sânmihaiu Roman Mayor’s Office
 Uivar Mayor’s Office
 Otelec Mayor’s Office.
Local public authorities from Voievodina, Serbia:
 Autonomous Province of Vojvodina-APV
 Zdrenjanin Town Hall
 Zitiste Mayor’s Office.
Specialized Institutions and Organizations from Timis County, Romania:
BANAT RIVER BASIN ADMINISTRATION from Timisoara is a legal entity branch of the
National Administration „Romanian Waters ", that administrates almost all water ways
of two administrative-territorial units: Timiş Waters Management System
(headquarters in Timisoara) and Caraş-Severin Waters Management System
(headquarters in Reşiţa) are carrying on their activity.







Water Directorate Banat (DA Banat) is administrating the basins of several
rivers: Aranca, Bega, Bega veche, Timiş, Bârzava, Moraviţa, Caraş, Nera, Cerna
and partially of Danube
The total administrated surface is 18.320 km 2, the length of the hydro network
6.296 km.
4 hydro-knots (Coştei, Topolovăţ, Sânmihaiu Român, Sânmartinu Maghiar)
43 storage lakes, from which 27 are non-permanent storage lakes
Banat hydro basin is including from administrative point of view the counties
Timiş and Caraş-Severin (integrally), Arad, Gorj and Mehedinţi (partially)

The goal of BANAT RIVER BASIN ADMINISTRATION is to ensure the unitary and
sustainable administration of surface and underground water sources, their protection
against exhaustion and degradation and also the rational and balanced distribution of
these resources.
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Objectives:
 Administration, operation and maintenance of the water administration system
infrastructure, being in charge with its management.
 Administration, operation and maintenance of minor riverbeds, lakes and ponds
basins in their natural or harnessed state, assets of DA Banat.
 Administration, operation and maintenance basin system infrastructure
dedicated to hydrologic and hydro-geological monitoring and of the water
resources quality monitoring system.
 To carry on the tasks as basin operator of the natural or harnessed surface
water sources, whoever may be the owner of the facility, and of the
underground water sources of any kind and of the related installations and
their natural potential, excepting the living aquatic resources, according to the
law, excepting those expressly stipulated by the specific regulations into force.
 To assign the right to use of surface and underground water resources in all
their usage forms, with their natural potentials, excepting the living aquatic
resources, according to Waters’ Act no 107/1996 with the subsequent
modifications and additions.
 Protection against flooding at basin level by undertaking management works of
the water courses under its administration, administration of the materials
stock and of the dedicated defence means; administration, maintenance and
operation works of public state property and own water management systems.
 Approval and permits issuing of works and activities carried on water from
point of view of water management.
 Implementation of the European Directives concerning waters within the water
district.
ADETIM - Timiş County Economic and Social Development Agency has been
founded in 1995 by Timis County Council in partnership with Timisoara City Hall and
the Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture Timisoara, by the Decision of
Timis County Council no 11/ May 11, 1995, on the grounds of the Local Public
Administration Act no 69/1991. Since May 2008 the Agency is organized and is
functioning as public service under the subordination of Timis County Council,
entirely financed from the Timis County budget.
The Agency is one of the main organizational instruments created by the Timis
County Council for the economic development of the county. As Interface between
the local public administration and the private sector, and also as a promotion
centre of the best economic development policies, methods and practices, ADETIM is
specialized in county economic development.
The goal of ADETIM is to identify the problems that are blocking the economic
development of Timis County, to propose adequate solutions and to initiate projects
that could solve these problems.
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The objectives aimed by ADETIM are the following:
 To initiate programs and projects to ensure solving of economic and social
problems in the interest of the local community;
 Identification of ways and means to carry on the programs and the prognosis of
economic and social development of the county and to improve the public
infrastructure;
 To support the implementation process of the local communities development
programs;
 To support the activity of small and medium size enterprises and freelancers;
 To stimulate the development of the national capital and to attract foreign
capital;
 To promote the image and the business and cooperation opportunities at
county and local level and identification of new national and foreign financing
sources in order to capitalize the local economic potential;
 Stimulation of creation and implementation of public-private partnership
mechanisms.
APDT Timis – Association for Tourism Promotion and Development Timis has been
founded during the month of December 2014 and it is a Romanian private non-profit
legal entity.
The founding members of the association are: Timis County Council together with 33
communes of Timis County.
The goal of the Association is to promote the tourism and the cultural potential, also
the tourist attraction points from Timis Coutny and BANAT REGION, from our country
and abroad, by increasing the tourist flux and ensuring a harmonious interaction
between the tourism and the social and environmental factors.
Objectives of the Association:






Inventory of the main tourism ressources
Elaboration of tourism development proposals
Attracting programs and financing in view of raising teh quality of tourism
within Timis County and Banat Region
Creation and promotion of a Banat tourism brand
Organisation of cultural and art events in view of capitalizing the tourism
potential of Timis County.

CLUSTURBANAT - Tourism Cluster Association Banat has been founded in July 2014
and it is a Romanian private non-profit legal entity.
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The founding members of the association are: Timis County Council ADR West,
Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture, University of West Timisoara,
Economic and Social Development Agency of Timiş County – ADETIM, Timişoara City
Hall and companies that are managing Buziaş and Călacea resorts, agencies, tour
operators and companies providing personnel training services or events services.
The main goal of the association TOURISM CLUSTER BANAT is to bring its
contribution by social dialogue and involving the political responsibility of the
stakeholders to harmonization of policies, strategies and of practical actions in
agricultural field taking into consideration the complex, general and specific
requirements of the economic, social and cultural environment on regional, county
and local level.
The declared purpose of the association is consisting in supporting the tourism
development in view of assisting the raise of the association’s competitiveness, and
also of each member separately, on the national and international market.
Objectives of the Association:
 To create and promote a harmonious interaction framework between all the
involved factors carrying activities in subsectors of tourism business.
 To support the promotion and the accomplishment of common interest
projects.
 To support the integration of the educational offer with the actual need of the
business environment from the tourism field.
 To create optimum tools and channels in order to efficiently administrate the
information and the opportunities in this field.
 To promote and to support legal initiatives aiming to correct, complete or, as
the case, to regulate several high interest aspects of this field.
 To identify collaboration opportunities in view of obtaining financial support by
various programs, partnerships, banking tools and/or operations; elaboration of
financial forecast and of business plans.
 Identification of funds generating sources in order to develop the organization.
TIMIŞOARA – European Cultural Capital – Association is a non-profit, nongovernmental, apolitical and independent organization, founded in 2012, having a
profound cultural, training and educational mission. The Association has over 100
members, among which: Timisoara City Hall, the Institution of Timis County Prefect,
Timis County Council and other local and county authorities, representatives of the
business environment, of the universities, cultural institutions, artistic organizations
and associations, cultural and social organizations, representatives of mass-media etc.
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The goal of the organization:
The Association has the purpose to ensure the program Timisoara 2021 European
Cultural Capital. Therefore, the Association will elaborate the candidacy file until
2015 and shall make all the necessary endeavors in order to reach this goal. After the
evaluation period, 2015-2016, the Association has the purpose to prepare the program
for the year 2021, events planning, to ensure the coordination and the
implementation of the necessary measures in order to carry on these measures, and
also raising of funds necessary for the organization, promotion and accomplishment of
the program. After 2021, the Association will have the purpose to support and develop
cultural projects in the community interest, in view of ensuring sustainability.
Objectives of the Association:
 to prepare the program Timisoara 2021 European Cultural Capital in view of
meeting the eligibility requirements;
 to plan and to ensure the implementation of the events included and/or
associated to the program;
 to promote the program event in mass-media;
 to promote the program on national and international level;
 to attract the support of all stakeholders;
 to organize fund raising activities in order to ensure the financing of the
program implementation and promotion and national and international level;
 to collaborate with any other institutions, associations, foundations clubs etc in
view of promoting and implementing the program,
 to grant prizes and scholarships;
 To valorize the architectural patrimony;
 To carry on activities in order to promote Timisoara as high quality
architecture city;
 After 2021 to bring its contribution to the sustainability of the program by
projects in the community interest.
CCIAT-CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY TIMIŞOARA is the entity that
continues the activity and succeeds to the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Timisoara, founded by Austrian Imperial Patent on March 26, 1850 and has been
recreated in 1990 as the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Timisoara. CCIAT is an
important promoter of the local economic development by the persistent cultivation
of local partnership. The affiliation to well-known national and international similar
organisms, the international contacts developed, is granting to the Chamber the
quality of major partner in launching and developing projects on local, regional,
cross-border and international level.
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The goal of CCIAT is to represent the interests of its members, of the business
community, in the relations with national and international authorities and organisms,
in order to develop and to consolidate a functional market economy. Moreover it has
the purpose to become an active pole by providing specialized and professional
services to the present and future members, in a competent, balanced and efficient
way.
Objectives of CCIAT:
 To provide the necessary services to the business environment for a
competitive and sustainable development;
To support the local public administration authorities in view of sustainable
economic and social development of the area
 To collaborate with public authorities, institutions, organizations and
governmental, non-governmental and private organisms, on national and
international level and carries on the agreed activities;
with the organisms of the Public Administration and also activities resulting
from the signed conventions in the interest of the business community and of
the local development;
ADIVEST – Association for Intercommunitay Development for Emergency Situations
is a private law Romanian legal person, non-profit, apolitical, non-union and nonsectarian entity. The association has begun its activity on June 25, 2009 for
undetermined period.
The founding members of the Associations are Arad County, Caraş-Severin County,
Hunedoara County and Timiş County.
The goal of the association is to improve the answering capacity in emergency
situations on the level of each county from the West Region, by reducing the
intervention time for providing qualified first aid and for emergency situations.
Objectives of the Association:






Amelioration of the integrated system for emergency situation by jointly
acquiring equipment for interventions under emergency situations and jointly
supplying public service of intervention under emergency situations;
Improvement of equipment endowment of the operational basis for
intervention in emergency situations;
Preventing and facilitating interventions in case of calamities;
Implementation of projects having national, international or mixed financing
that could facilitate the functioning of a regional coordination and intervention
system in case of emergency situations.
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Association for Intercommunitary Development “Timisoara Growth Pole” has been
founded in February 2009 in view of facilitating the cooperation between the
administration regional units that are its members. It also aims to jointly carry on
development projects of local and regional interest and to jointly provide public
services.
The founding members of the associations are Timisoara City, Timis County and 14
rural administration units: Becicherecu Mic, Bucovăţ, Dudeştii Noi, Dumbrăviţa,
Ghiroda, Giarmata, Giroc, Moşniţa Nouă, Orţişoara, Pişchia, Remetea Mare, Săcălaz,
Sînmihaiu Român, Şag, all of them being located in the proximity of the city of
Timisoara and its influence area.
The goal of the Association is to facilitate the cooperation between and member
administration units in order to jointly carry on development projects of local and
regional interest and to jointly provide public services.
Objectives of the Association:
Raising of the economic and social role of the Timisoara urban center by a polycentric
approach in order to stimulate the balance development of the West region.
 Reduction of discrepancies between the localities
 Capitalization of the local economic potential
 Development of the tourism in this area
 Protection and development of the cultural patrimony
ROSENC - Cluster for Renewable Energies is a Romanian non-governmental
association, non-profit legal entity founded in 2011 in Timisoara.
The partners: it has 26 founding members, 4 associated members and 30 members
that have adhere later.
The goal of the Association is to promote Romania, the West region and Timis
County on long term, as leader in the field of renewable energy, power efficiency and
of the new sustainable energies and participation to the international networks as
partner or project coordinator in order to raise the competitiveness of the
organizations from the association.
The specificity of this Cluster association is the fact that its members are pertaining
to the three environments: private, Research-Development and Public.
Objectives
 Promotion and elaboration of the management policies and use of renewable
energies.
 Promotion of competition and of sustainable development in the area of
research at the level of non-conventional energies.
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Local Action Group (GAL) - „Banat-Vest” is a public-private partnership, reuniting 60
members (physical and natural persons from the private and public environment and
from the associations’ field). The partnership has been created within the Axis 4 –
Leader of the National Program of Rural Development.
GAL is authorized to implement the Local Development Plan of the area, covering the
town of Jimbolia and 10 neighbourhood communes in the western side of Timis
County, alongside the Serbian border. The partnership is reuniting the town of
Jimbolia and 10 neighbourhood communes: Cărpiniş, Cenei, Checea, Comloşu Mare,
Gottlob, Iecea Mare, Lenauheim, Otelec, Săcălaz and Uivar. The entire area is
including 23 localities.
The area covered by GAL “Banat-Vest” has 88087 ha, i.e. 10.13% of Timis County total
surface and 0.37% of the surface of Romania.
Specialized Institutions and Organizations from Vojvodina, Serbia:
Regional Agency for Socio-Economic Development - Banat is a regional development
institution with leading role of coordinator of development activities in Banat. It is
one of twelve development agencies in Serbia, established in order to contribute to
building of sustainable capacities aimed at socio-economic development in Banat
through creation of firm partnership of Banat municipalities.
Regional Trade Chamber Zrenjanin is an independent, expert business association of
firms, banks and the other legal entities and entrepreneurs that conduct business
activities in Municipalities: of Middle Banat, an organization which represents their
members’ interests through branch associations and centers.
“Vode Vojvodine” “Vode Vojvodine” from Novi Sad, has authority on the water
resources in Vojvodina. The basic activities of the enterprise include water use (water
supply of inhabitants, irrigation, water supply of industry, navigation, fishery,
recreation and tourism), water protection (pollution sources, waste water treatment
plant) and protection from waters (flood and ice protection, drainage and protection
from Hydropower “Đerdap” backwaters).
Provincial Secretariat for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development
The Provincial Secretariat for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development
is a constitutive part of the Executive Council of the Autonomous Province of
Vojvodina. The Provincial Secretariat for Environmental Protection and Sustainable
Development has an attitude that specifies characteristics of Vojvodina as
multicultural, multi-ethnic, territorially, geo-morphologically and hydrologically
distinctive region in Serbia, impose need for specific approaches in establishment of
sustainable development strategy. Its attitude is that functioning of the centralized
system for monitoring and inspection was bad.
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Vojvodina Investment Promotion is official regional investment promotion agency
with a mandate to provide support to foreign investors and facilitate their business in
Vojvodina.
Development Fund of the AP Vojvodina The Development Fund of the Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina focuses its activities on long-term and short-term crediting of
profitable programs which shall be aimed at development of the Autonomous Province
of Vojvodina.
Secretariat for Economy, employment and gender equality Sector of Tourism and
Regional Economic Cooperation participate in preparation of tourism programs in
order of increasing tourism offer of AP Vojvodina. It monitors and analyzes
development of sectors of tourism, trade and prices. It is involved in categorization of
tourism facilities.
The Financial Framework and the Financing Resources had in view for Strategy
Implementation
The local and county efforts for tourism development can be ranged and integrated
within the policies regarding the social and economic regional development and
development /county landscaping.
In order to elaborate the vision and the tourism development priorities of Bega Canal
area, the direct connection with the European and national policy, as defined by the
programmatic document, has been taken into consideration and could be sustained by
the European instruments of the economic and social cohesion policy, instruments
materialized in European, national and local financing programs
The main financing programs taken into consideration for the financing of the
strategic program and of the Common Action Plan for the capitalization of the tourism
potential and development of the tourism and recreation offer of the Bega Canal are
synthetically presented in the report, and also the data available until now.
IPA Cross-border Cooperation Program Romania-Republic of Serbia 2014-2020
Thematic Priority - Promoting Employment, labour mobility and social and
cultural inclusion across the border through, inter alia: integrating cross-border
labour markets, including cross-border mobility; joint local employment
initiatives; information and advisory services and joint training; gender equality;
equal opportunities; integration of immigrants’ communities and vulnerable
groups; investments for public employment services; support investments in
public health and social services.
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The indicative actions to be supported under the thematic priority are
”Employment and labour mobility”:
 Set up of joint initiatives and smart growth mechanisms including cross border
networks for the identification of potentials of employment, including in the
innovative sectors and the removal of obstacles to the access to adequate
education, training and ultimately to the labor market by the target group
including disadvantaged groups.
 Set up of joint initiatives, including integrated services targeting young people, to
promote their access to the labour market;
 Set up of cross border initiatives for the capitalization of potentials and
facilitation of cross border mobility in the local labor markets.
 Joint initiatives, cooperation, exchange of information/experience, coordination
of activities and services among professional associations for the promotion of
employment, vocational training and entrepreneurial initiatives, especially among
young unemployed, women, disadvantaged groups.
 Development of cross-border services for adult trainings, assistance to job
seekers, assistance to returning emigrants for the re-integration in the local labour
market.
”Social and cultural inclusion”:
 Set up of cross-border frameworks, and networks for the strengthening of the
cross-border cultural exchange;
 Design cross-border actions for social, educational and cultural inclusion through
innovative solutions such as social enterprises, voluntary organisations, special
interest groups etc.
 Investments in infrastructure and equipment for cross-border actions for sport,
education and cultural activities, to facilitate and promote social inclusion.
 Joint actions for a better participation of all social groups, actors and users in the
design and delivery of cultural services, educational services, childhood education,
and services of general interest.
 Set-up of joint planning groups for cooperation between public services
organizations;

Thematic Priority - Protecting the environment, promoting climate change
adaptation and mitigation, risk prevention and management through, inter alia:
joint actions for environmental protection; promoting sustainable use of natural
resources, resource efficiency, renewable energy sources and the shift towards a
low-carbon economy; promoting investments to address specific risks, ensuring
disaster resilience and developing disaster management systems and emergency
preparedness.
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The indicative actions to be supported under the thematic priority b), Priority Axis 2:
“Environmental protection and sustainable use of natural resources”
 Set up of cross-border frameworks, platforms and networks for the exchange of
experience and the identification of needs for entities involved or interested in
environmental protection;
 Development of joint training and actions, including awareness programmes for
relevant organisations and the general public, including educational institutions in
the field of environmental protection and use of natural resources;
 Establishment and enhancement of cross border partnerships and networks in the
field of natural resources, biodiversity, technologies for environmental protection,
for the identification and transfer of innovations tailored to the local needs.
 Establishment and enhancement of cross border partnerships and networks in the
field of energy efficiency, renewable energy, such as usage of geothermal hot
springs, water, sun and wind power, including investments in infrastructure and
equipment based on common and tailored technical solutions;
 Investment in infrastructure and equipment for environmental protection and use
of natural resources;
 Establishment of networks and partnerships for joint training actions for public
entities and local communities in the field of environmental protection,
enhancement of pollution control strategies and systems; conduction of joint
trainings and maintenance of interoperability including the purchase of compatible
equipment;
 Joint initiatives and investments in infrastructure and equipment for the
implementation of technologies for the control of pollution and rehabilitation of
rivers and brown fields and industrial areas with common problems on the two
sides of the border;
 Restoration of natural areas (e.g. woods and river banks) to prevent floods and
landslides;
 Joint activities for the protection of endangered species
“Environmental risks management and emergency preparedness”


Development of joint structures and partnerships for the integration of the
involved entities on initiatives in relation to the EUSDR (Danube River Basin
Management, ICPDR initiatives, European Floods Alert System etc.), including
investments in infrastructure and equipment;



Establishment and enhancement of cross border liaison in the environmental
planning of the involved entities including joint risk mapping of accident risk
spots, risk assessment and evaluation exercises;
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Thematic Priority
- Promoting sustainable transport and improving public
infrastructures by way of, inter alia: reducing isolation through improved access to
transport, information and communication networks and services; investing in
cross-border water, waste and energy systems and facilities
Indicative actions to be supported under thematic priority
“Mobility and transport infrastructure and services”
 Establishment and enhancement of cross-border partnerships of the relevant
authorities for the planning physical infrastructure;
 Joint studies for the preparation of cross-border infrastructure investments with
emphasis on multimodal solutions;
 Construction/ rehabilitation/ widening of the cross-border crossing points and/ or
the road infrastructure leading to the cross-border crossing points;
 Improvement/ acceleration of procedures linked to mobility of persons and goods
within the eligible area;
 Construction/ rehabilitation/ widening of cross-border roads connecting
settlements alongside the border and/or small remote villages with main road,
which leads to the border;
 Construction/ rehabilitation/ widening of roads linking to the national/
international systems as well as to economic sites of cross-border interest;
 Construction/ rehabilitation/ widening Rehabilitation/ widening of roads
connecting settlements within the eligible area;
 Creation, rehabilitation/ modernization of information/promotion centres on
cross-border economic cooperation;
 Development and implementation of an integrated and environmentally friendly
cross-border transport connections;
 Creation of public cross-border cooperation networks;
 Creation or modernization of cross-border logistics facilities/ centres;
 Development of inter-modal transport services within the eligible area;
 Development of transport on the Danube and on other rivers within the eligible
area, including investments in infrastructure and purchase of equipment for ports
and water related mobility
 Construction/ rehabilitation/ widening of the road infrastructure and cross-border
crossing points;
“Public utilities infrastructure“
 Set up cross-border frameworks, platforms and networks for the exchange of
experience
and
the
identification
of
needs
for
public
services
organizations/service providers Development and implementation of locally
adapted solutions for investments in public utilities infrastructure (e.g. smallscale water treatment, access to ICT, renewable energy) within the areas facing
similar challenges on both sides of the border;
 Creation of necessary internet infrastructure for cross-border cooperation
networks;
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Studies for cooperation with the scope of better resources usage for improving
public services/utility delivering;
Support cooperation among public services organizations;

Thematic Priority - Encouraging tourism and cultural and natural heritage.
Indicative actions to be supported under thematic priority:
“Investments for the growth of the demand of local tourism networks and
promotion of innovative tourism activities”












Organization of knowledge transfer, exchange of good practice examples,
networking and development of innovations for protection of natural and cultural
heritage and sustainable tourism;
Development of a cross-border regional image, brand and joint marketing
initiatives,
Development of distinct tourism products (e.g. monasteries, Roman heritage,
wine routes, etc.) and integrated tourism services;
Joint implementation of actions recording and promoting shared traditional
features (music, language, folklore, etc.) including joint cultural events (festivals
conferences, etc.) in relation to the aforementioned indicative actions.
Investments in cross-border infrastructure for tourism services (tourist centres,
welcome centres, info-points, service centres in the touristic sector)
Investments in the touristic sector for the provision of innovative services,
including infrastructure, for specific forms of tourism, like cultural tourism,
thematic tourism, etc.
Promotion of tourism infrastructure and touristic objectives;
Development and rehabilitation of specific tourism routes, including installation
of road signs and bilingual tourist information signs;
Construction/ rehabilitation/ widening of access infrastructure to tourism
attractions e.g. tourist roads within tourism areas, roads providing access to these
areas, walking and cycle paths, facilities for adventure tourism;
Investments in upgrading and rehabilitation of natural and cultural sites (e.g:
religious monuments, traditional buildings and settlements, historical and
archaeological sites, etc).
Development, modernization of infrastructure of tourism attractions/ objectives;

“Capacity building initiatives for the improvement of quality and innovation of
tourism services and products”





Establishment of partnership for research and studies on natural and cultural
heritage in the area;
Support of the creation of common brand and the improvement of quality
standards of the services offered’
Support for the development of cross-border tourist offers;
Trainings for the improvement of tourism services;
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Regional Operational Program 2014-2020 (RO)
Thematic Priority – Diversification of local economies by sustainable development
of tourism
Indicative actions:






Construction and extension of the recreational locations, including related
utilities
Landscaping of public use natural tourism objectives and creation and
modernisation of related infrastructures of public use.
Building / modernization of observation, film, shooting points.
Building of tourist cycling tracks
Marketing and promotion activities.

National Program of Rural Development 2014-2020

Thematic Priority – Encouraging of Small Enterprises’ Development
Financing Actions





Creation and preservation of jobs in rural area
Raise of added value in non-agricultural activities
Reduction of the agriculture reliance level
Encouraging of handcrafts and of other traditional activities.

Thematic Priority – Encouraging of Tourism Activities Development
Financing Actions




Investments in accommodation and catering infrastructure
Investments in recreational activities
Investments in small scale infrastructure as information centres and installation of
tourism information signs.
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3.2. JOINT ACTION PLAN FOR STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
Project (action)

Relationshi
p with
Strategic
Directions

Project
type
Ro/Srb/C
ommon
Ro - Srb

Institutions

Financial
sources

Budget/est
imated
value
(Euro)

Key results

Current
stage

Timeframe

Priority

Development of technical and
economic study on the
rehabilitation and development of
the shipping and landing
infrastructure of the Bega Canal
route Timisoara - border with the
Republic of Serbia, for the
recovery and development of the
joint tourism potential
Study on the development of a
marina in Klek as one of the key
prerequisites promotion of tourism
on the Bega Canal

SD1, GO
1.1, OS
1.1.1

Ro-Srb

CJT ADETIM

IPA Ro-Se
2007-2008

124,000

Feasibility
study,
rehabilitatio
n Romanian
locks

Ongoing
project

2014

1

SD1, GO
1.1, OS
1.1.1

Srb

Zrenjanin,
Vode
Vojvodine

APV, RS,
EU

40000

Finished
study

Study
prepared

2014-2015

1

Common strategic project for the
implementation of the
investment for the infrastructure
rehabilitation of the Bega Canal
navigation

SD1, GO
1.1, OS
1.1.1

Ro-Srb

CJT, ABA
Banat - Ro,
Voda
Voievodina Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

12,000,000

Sanmihaiu
Roman lock
rehabilitated
, navigable
canal
endowed
with
infrastructur
e and
dredging
equipment

Technical
economic
study in
execution
(Ro)
finaliszed
(Se)

2015-2018

1
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Preparation of Feasibility Study for
the reconstruction and
revitalization of the navigable
Bega (Amendment Studies 2003)
Main project of reconstruction and
revitalization of the navigable
Bega.
Development of technical
documentation for the
construction of the Marina in Klek

SD1, GO
1.1, OS
1.1.1

Srb

Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

EU Funds,
APV

250000

Project
documentati
on prepared

Project
idea

2015-2020

1

SD1, GO
1.1, OS
1.1.1

Srb

Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište

EU Funds,
APV

65000

Technical
documentati
on prepared

Project
idea

2015-2017

2

Identification and promotion of the
need to eliminate the pollution
sources

SD1, GO
1.1, OS
1.1.1

Ro-Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

100000

Sources of
pollution
identified

Project
proposal

2015

1

Implementation of the crossborder check point RO-SRB on the
Bega Canal for the bicyclists,
pedestrians and for the navigation;

SD1, GO
1.1., SO
1.1.5.

Ro-Srb

ABA Banat –
Ro, Garda de
mediu, Ag. de
protectie a
mediului,
Vode
Vojvodine,
APV,
Zrenjanin,
Žitište
Politia de
frontiera, CJT,
MAE, MDRL

MAI, MDRL

200000

Cross border
check point
between RoSrb

Project
proposal

2015

1

Preparation of technical
documentation for bicycle paths connecting with EUROVELO

SD1, GO
1.1., SO
1.1.5.

Ro-Srb

Zrenjanin,
Public
Enterprise
Directorate for
Construction
and
Development
of the City of
Zrenjanin,
CJT, ADR vest

Zrenjanin
APV, IPA
Ro-Se 20142020

55000/year

Building
permit

Preparation
phase (Srb)
Project
idea (Ro)

2014-2016

2
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Technical documentation for the
reconstruction of the buildings
under the protection of the
Institute for preservation of
cultural monuments - Ethno house
in Romanian style in Torku and
Serbian style in Sacalz (twin
villages)

SD1, GO
1.2., SO
1.2.1.

Ro-Srb

Zitiste,
Romanian
partners,
National
council of
romanians in
Serbia, NGOs,
local
authorities
Zitiste,
Romanian
partners,
National
council of
romanians in
Serbia, NGOs

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
Municipaliti
es, APV, EU
funds

30000

TORs

Project
idea

2015-2017

1

Reconstruction of the buildings
under the protection of the
Institute for preservation of
cultural monuments - Ethno-house
in Romanian style in Torku and
Serbian style in Sacalz (twin
villages)

SD1, GO
1.2., SO
1.2.1.

Ro-Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
Municipaliti
es, APV, EU
funds, local
budgets

270000

Reconstructe
d buildings in
national
heritage

Project
idea

2017-2020

2

Study for the development of a
multifunctional tourism common
Ro-Srb base nearby the cross
border with a multiple tourism
offer (sports, adventure park,
recreation)

SD1, GO
1.2., SO
1.2.2.

RO-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
RDA“Banat”,
other partners

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POR 2014 2020, MDRL

200000

TOR

2015

2

SD1, GO
1.2., SO
1.2.2.

RO-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
RDA“Banat”,
other partners

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POR 2014 2020, MDRL

5 mil

Multifunction
al tourism
base

Idea
defined
with spatial
plan of
Zitiste
(Srb),
Project
proposal
(Ro)
Project
proposal

The development of a
multifunctional tourism common
Ro-Srb base nearby the cross
border with a multiple tourism
offer (sports, adventure park,
recreation)
Elaboration of the Master Plan for
tourism development on Bega
Canal

2016-2020

2

SD2, GO
2.2., SO
2.2.1.

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
RDA Banat,
local
authorities,
firms

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local
budgets

150000

Master Plan
for tourism
development

Project
idea

2015-2016

1
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Establishment of a Private-Public
Partnership for the development,
management and monitoring of
the tourism development
alongside the Bega Canal.

SD1, GO
1.2., SO
1.2.4.

Ro-Srb

ADETIM, CJT,
RDA Banat,
Tourism
Cluster, local
authorities,
private
investors

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

500000

Project
proposal

2015

1

Unestimate
d

growth
number of
accommodat
ion and
catering
facilities,
information/
reservation
centre,
trained
personnel
Bega Jazz
festival

Planning and organizing the yearly
cross border Jazz festival

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.1.

Ro-Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

Planning and organizing the yearly
cross border Rock festival

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.1.

Ro-Srb

Planning and organizing the yearly
cross border Theatre festival

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.2.

Ro-Srb

Planning and organizing the
Begejada

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.2.

Ro-Srb

Planning and organizing the cross
border sports mobility event for
bicycles, motorbikes, 4x4, ATVs
and Buggys

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.3.

RO -Srb

CJT, local
authorities,
Bega Blues
Band, Marius
Giura, JLS,
TOŽ, NVO,
KPZ,APV
CJT, local
authorities,
JLS, TOŽ,
NVO, KPZ,APV
CJT, local
authorities,
JLS, TOŽ,
NVO, KPZ,APV
JLS, TOŽ, NGO
– navigable
organisation,
APV, Young
office,
international
partners, local
authorities
CJT, ADETIM,
RDA Banat,
Fundatia
EnduRoMania

Project
proposal

2015

1

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

Unestimate
d

Bega Rock
festival

Project
idea

2015

2

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

Unestimate
d

Bega Theatre
festival

Project
idea

2015

2

JLS, APV,
IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

5000

Begejada

Traditional
event

2015

1

Innovative
tourism
product

Project
proposal,
Project
fiche

2015-2020

2

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

200000
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Planning and organizing the cross
border Bega Marathon between
Timisoara and Zrenjanin

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.3.

RO -Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
Atletic Club
Maraton
Timisoara
Fundatia
EnduRoMania,
Facultatea de
Arte, RDA
Banat

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
sponsors

150000

Cross border
marathon

Project
proposal

2015

2

Planning and implementation of
Bega Foto-Vision – yearly
photography exhibition in
Timisoara and Zrenjanin dedicated
to Bega Canal related images;

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.5.

Ro-Srb

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020

30000

On the move
photo
exhibition

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015-2020

1

Implementaion of the Free Art
Zone – cultural Romania – Serbia,
„construction of a common art
zone between Romania and Serbia,
alongside 119 km on the Bega
canal shores between Timișoara și
Zrenjanin.”

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.5.

Ro-Srb

Artdendum,
UAP, UAZ
(Zrenjanin),
Facultatea de
arte

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
bugete
locale,
administrat
ia fondului
cultural
national

75000

3 sits
furnished
with land art
and
sculptures,
workshops,
conferences,
website

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015-2017

2

Planning, organizing and
development of the International
Cross border Street/Mural Art
Festival

SD2, GO
2.1., SO
2.1.5.

Ro-Srb

Fundatia
EnduRoMania,
Facultatea de
Arte

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
bugete
locale,
administrat
ia fondului
cultural
national

100000

100 mural
art works

Project
proposal,
Project
Fiche

2015

1

Analysis, development and
motivation of the private investors
for the implementation of tourism
products

SD2, GO
2.2., SO
2.2.2.

Ro-Srb

Private
investors,
local
authorities

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,

Unestimate
d

Tourism
products,
tourism
offers

Project
proposal

2015

1
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Development of a system for
identification of the specific
tourism education needs of the
cross border area

SD3, GO
3.1., SO
3.1.1.

Ro-Srb

Planning and implementation of an
international exchange of
experience and practice in various
tourism jobs

SD3, GO
3.1., SO
3.1.2.

Ro-Srb

Bega Canal brand creation

SD 4, GO
4.1, SO
4.1.1.

Ro-Srb

CLDPS/Asociat
ia de
promovare a
turismului/Ins
pectoratul
scolar al
Judetului
Timis, Tourism
Cluster, firms,
training
providers, RDA
Banat
CJT, ADETIM,
CLDPS,
Highschools,
Vocational
schools,
Tourism
Cluster,
Tourism
promotion
associations,
firms, local
authorities,
Inspectoratul
Scolar Timis,
TOŽ,
municipality,
RDA “Banat”
CJT, ADETIM,
RDA Banat,
Tourism
Cluster, local
authorities,
Timsioara
Capitala
Culturala
Europena

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
POSDRU,
PNDR,
PODCA,
POR

200000

Training
needs in
tourism
identificatio
n system

Project
idea

2015

1

POCU 20142020, IPA
Ro-Se 20142020

500000

Over 100
participants/
5
occupations

Planning
and
implement
ation of an
internation
al
exchange
of
experience
and
practice in
various
tourism
jobs

2015-2018

1

IPA Ro-Se
2014-2020,
local
budgets

250000

Bega Canal
brand

Bega Canal
brand
creation

2015-2017

1
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Elaboration and implementation of
the yearly program for the tourism
promotion of the Bega Canal area

SD 4, GO
4.1, SO
4.1.1.

Ro-Srb

Elaboration and production of
promotion materials: maps,
brochures, tourism guides, etc

SD 4, GO
4.1, SO
4.1.2.

Ro-Srb

Elaboration and implementation of
a program for motivating the local
and foreign investors to invest in
the Bega Canal area

SD4, GO
4.1., SO
4.1.3.

Ro-Srb

CJT, ADETIM,
RDA Banat,
Tourism
Cluster, local
authorities,
Timsioara
Capitala
Culturala
Europeana,
TOŽ,
municipality,
RDA “Banat”
Tourism
associations,
Tourism
Cluster, local
authorities,
Chambers of
commerce,
TOŽ,
municipality,
RDA “Banat”

IPA Ro-Se
20142020,POR,
local
budgets

1 mil

Participation
at min 3
international
tourism
fairs,
organization
of a tourism
fair, creation
of an
interactive
website

Project
idea

2015-2030

1

IPA 20142020, local
budgets,
Tourism
Ministry,
POC 20142020, POCA
2014-2020

500000

Promotion
materials

Project
idea

2015-2030

1

CJT, ADETIM,
Tourism
Cluster,
Tourism
Promotion
associations,
ONG,s,
Chambers of
commerce,
local
authorities

Local
budgets,
PNDR, POR

150000

over 1000
brochures
with
investment
opportunities
in Romanian,
Serbian and
English
language
disseminated
, organizing
minimum 5
promotion
workshops

Project
idea

2015-2018

2
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4. MONITORING, EVALUATION AND UPDATING
The success of any participation strategic planning process depends on a large number
of internal and external factors of the planning process. We consider that the most
important of these factors in terms of methodology are:
— Research and documentation base of the object of the strategic planning,
including the availability and/or the assumption of the existence of relevant
statistics and studies;
— Ability to facilitate the involvement of as many responsible stakeholders as
possible, affected and/or interested in the topic and the general objective of
the future strategy;
— Ability and expertise to mix analytical detailed aspects in a complementary and
inter-independent manner, without altering the vision, cohesion and unity of
the strategy.
In the case of the strategy regarding the Bega Canal area, the first factor of the
research and documentation resources has represented a real challenge, especially
from the point of view of the necessary statistic data that shall reflect the situation
limited at the level of the Bega Canal, and not on national, Romanian or Serbian
level, but unitary data on the level of the entire cross-border area. The vulnerabilities
of this factor have been either overcome or compensated by series of visits on the
field, alongside the Bega Canal, and also by series of punctual discussions either with
representative of various authorities that are involved, of with several technicians or
specialists preoccupied by the Bega Canal.
The involvement of the stakeholders has been successful from the early stages of the
strategic planning, especially of the public authorities and public institutions
competent in this field. This is more than delightful as it turned to be the key factor
on which implementation of the strategy will depend upon. The reason is that the
strategy is based, from conditional point of view, on a multiple, diverse, complex,
interdependent infrastructure, starting from the transport and accommodation
facilities up to the leisure and entertainment infrastructure and organization of
educational and cultural events.
Even if the involvement of the stakeholders is vital to every process of strategic
planning, it raise the risk to catch multiple, diverse and often divergent subjective,
specific and detailed points of view. Therefore quite often, the object-orienting,
generalization and harmonization of stakeholders’ points of view, according to the
predefined and agreed upon vision, could generate process blockages.
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From this point of view, the current situation of Bega Canal and the novelty of the
strategy approaching perspective strictly correlated with tourism, is mainly a
potentiating factor. On the one hand, regarding the necessary large infrastructures
there were no divergent opinions, and on the other hand, regarding the specific
potential tourism products, not having any prior preoccupations such a context, the
ideas gathered from the stakeholders have been diverse and welcomed, from original
festivals and mural and photographic art events, to cross-border marathon and rowing
track, beside, of course the bicycle track.
In order to implement the strategy, based upon the stakeholders analysis, the
formalizing of the dedicated institutional framework has been proposed, formed of
series of authorities, institutions and organizations involved and interested in the
capitalization of the tourism potential of Bega Canal area. These shall form a crossborder consortium, founded on the basis of a signed collaboration agreement that
shall be lead and coordinated by the consortium leaders, one for each involved state –
Romania and Serbia.
Monitoring and evaluation process of the strategy implementation degree shall be
lead and coordinated by the consortium leaders for the strategy implementation,
respectively the leader of the Romanian part and the leader of the Serbian Part.
They shall draw up annual joint reports of monitoring and assessment that shall be
presented to all consortium members, within the dedicated annual conferences. The
reports shall be based upon:
Common Action Plan of the Strategy and
On the biannual reports of each consortium member.
The biannual reports of consortium members shall approach the specific tasks of
every member, according to the Common Action Plan and shall reflect the
accomplishment and implementation degree based upon specific project indicators
and, eventually, on the general indicators of the strategic directions, as they have
been defined in the project sheets and, respectively, in the Common Action Plan and
the Strategic Plan.
According to the Common Action Plan, the specific final indicators of the projects
are:
Project

Project
area

Development of technical and
economic study on the rehabilitation
and development of the shipping and
landing infrastructure of the Bega
Canal route Timisoara - border with
the Republic of Serbia, for the
recovery and development of the joint
tourism potential

Ro-Srb

Key project results

 Feasibility study,
rehabilitation Romanian
locks

Final
deadline

2014
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 Sanmihaiu Roman lock
rehabilitated, navigable
canal endowed with
infrastructure and dredging
equipment

2014-2015

Srb

 Finished study

2015-2018

Preparation of Feasibility Study for the
reconstruction and revitalization of the
navigable Bega (Amendment Studies
2003) Main project of reconstruction
and revitalization of the navigable
Bega.

Srb

 Project documentation
prepared

2015-2020

Development of technical
documentation for the construction of
the Marina in Klek

Srb

 Technical documentation
prepared

2015-2017

Identification and promotion of the
need to eliminate the pollution sources

Ro-Srb

 Sources of pollution
identified

2015

Implementation of the cross-border
check point RO-SRB on the Bega Canal
for the bicyclists, pedestrians and for
the navigation

Ro-Srb

 Cross border check point
between Ro-Srb

2015

Preparation of technical
documentation for bicycle paths connecting with EUROVELO

Ro-Srb

 Building permit

2014-2016

Technical documentation for the
reconstruction of the buildings under
the protection of the Institute for
preservation of cultural monuments Ethno house in Romanian style in Torku
and Serbian style in Sacalz (twin
villages)

Ro-Srb

 TORs

2015-2017

Reconstruction of the buildings under
the protection of the Institute for
preservation of cultural monuments Ethno-house in Romanian style in
Torku and Serbian style in Sacalz
(twin villages)

Ro-Srb

 Reconstructed buildings in
national heritage

2017-2020

Strategic project for the
implementation of the investment for
the infrastructure rehabilitation of the
Bega Canal navigation

Ro-Srb

Study on the development of a marina
in Klek as one of the key prerequisites
promotion of tourism on the Bega
Canal
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Study for the development of a
multifunctional tourism common RoSrb base nearby the cross border with
a multiple tourism offer (sports,
adventure park, recreation)

RO-Srb

 TOR

2015

The development of a multifunctional
tourism common Ro-Srb base nearby
the cross border with a multiple
tourism offer (sports, adventure park,
recreation)

RO-Srb

 Multifunctional tourism
base

2016-2020

Elaboration of the Master Plan for
tourism development on Bega Canal

Ro-Srb

 Master Plan for tourism
development

2015-2016

Establishment of a Private-Public
Partnership for the development,
management and monitoring of the
tourism development alongside the
Bega Canal.
Planning and organizing the yearly
cross border Jazz festival
Planning and organizing the yearly
cross border Rock festival

Ro-Srb
Ro-Srb
Ro-Srb

 growth number of
accommodation and
catering facilities,
information/reservation
centre, trained personnel
 Bega Jazz festival
 Bega Rock festival

2015

Planning and organizing the yearly
cross border Theatre festival

Ro-Srb

 Bega Theatre festival

2015

Planning and organizing the Begejada

Ro-Srb

 Begejada

2015

Planning and organizing the cross
border sports mobility event for
bicycles, motorbikes, 4x4, ATVs and
Buggys

RO -Srb

 Innovative tourism product

2015

Planning and organizing the cross
border Bega Marathon between
Timisoara and Zrenjanin

RO -Srb

 Cross border marathon

2015

Planning and implementation of Bega
Foto-Vision – yearly photography
exhibition in Timisoara and Zrenjanin
dedicated to Bega Canal related
images

Ro-Srb

 On the move photo
exhibition

2015-2020

Implementaion of the Free Art Zone –
cultural Romania – Serbia,
„construction of a common art zone
between Romania and Serbia,
alongside 119 km on the Bega canal
shores between Timișoara și
Zrenjanin.”

Ro-Srb

 3 sits furnished with land
art and sculptures,
workshops, conferences,
website

2015
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Planning, organizing and development
of the International Cross border
Street/Mural Art Festival

Ro-Srb

 100 mural art works

2015-2020

Analysis, development and motivation
of the private investors for the
implementation of tourism products

Ro-Srb

 Tourism products, tourism
offers

2015-2017

Development of a system for
identification of the specific tourism
education needs of the cross border
area

Ro-Srb

 Training needs in tourism
identification system

2015

Planning and implementation of an
international exchange of experience
and practice in various tourism jobs

Ro-Srb

 Over 100 participants / 5
occupations

2015

Bega Canal brand creation

Ro-Srb

 Bega Canal brand

2015

Elaboration and implementation of the
yearly program for the tourism
promotion of the Bega Canal area

Ro-Srb

 Participation at min 3
international tourism fairs,
organization of a tourism
fair, creation of an
interactive website

2015-2018

Elaboration and production of
promotion materials: maps, brochures,
tourism guides, etc

Ro-Srb

 Promotion materials

2015-2017

Elaboration and implementation of a
program for motivating the local and
foreign investors to invest in the Bega
Canal area

Ro-Srb

 Over 1000 brochures with
investment opportunities in
Romanian, Serbian and
English language
disseminated, organizing
minimum 5 promotion
workshops

2015-2030

Development of technical and
economic study on the rehabilitation
and development of the shipping and
landing infrastructure of the Bega
Canal route Timisoara - border with
the Republic of Serbia, for the
recovery and development of the joint
tourism potential

Ro-Srb

 Feasibility study,
rehabilitation Romanian
locks

2015-2030
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Strategic project for the
implementation of the investment for
the infrastructure rehabilitation of the
Bega Canal navigation

Ro-Srb

 Sanmihaiu Roman lock
rehabilitated, navigable
canal endowed with
infrastructure and dredging
equipment

2015-2018

The consortium leaders shall supervise the elaboration and the handing over process
of the biannual reports and will draw up the annual general report.
The annual general report of monitoring and assessment shall reflect, in its first
part, the consolidated indicators of strategy implementation, and, complementary, in
the second part, the efficiency and performance indicators of the strategic
implementation process, as:
 Number of initiated projects during the reporting period and their weight
between the projects of the Common Action Plan;
 Number of fulfilled projects and their weight in:
 Total projects of the Common Action Plan;
 Total projects initiated during the reporting period;
 Total of the planned to accomplish projects, according to the Common
Action Plan;
 Value of the projects initiated during the reporting period and their weight
between the projects of the Common Action Plan;
 Value of the accomplished projects and their weight in the total of the projects
initiated during the reporting period;
 Presentation as structure, for each project of the accessed financial sources, with
aggregation of total sources and presentation of proper recommendations for the
future projects;
 Analysis and presentation of causes that have generated eventual delays in
carrying on the projects and/or of various phases of carrying on the Common
Action Plan;
 Analysis of the organization, functioning and cooperation of consortium;
 Recommendation and proposals of measures addressed to the consortium
regarding the subsequent phases of the strategy implementation.
The list of efficiency and performance indicators of the strategic implementation
process is not complete, being opened to any modification or additions of the leaders
but also of any member of the strategy implementation consortium.
The Calendar of the monitoring and evaluation process
implementation degree is summarized in the table here below.

of

the

strategy
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Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

General annual report of
monitoring and evaluation

Jan

Biannual reports of the
consortium members

Biannual reports of the
consortium members

Type of report
Month

Annual
conference
of the
consortium
members

Oct

Nov

Dec

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Strategy updating process represents the materialization of the process results
following the monitoring and assessment of the implementation degree. Therefore,
within the delay of planning the Common Action Plan, respectively between 2014 and
2020, we propose the following strategy updating phases:
a) 2018 moment – is the opportune moment to assess the major infrastructure
projects of the strategy and to propose any eventual new measures / projects to
maximize their impact, according to the terms of the general objective of the
strategy to maximize the capitalization of the tourist potential of the Bega Canal
area;
b) 2020 moment – is the balance moment of the Common Action Plan and the start
moment of the common Action Plan 2020 – 2030.
The strategy updating process is implying series of thematic workshops involving the
stakeholders, on the grounds of the Common Action Plan regarding the Strategy
Updating proposed by the consortium leaders, and approved by its members, within
the annual conference from the year prior to the strategy updating year (2017 and
2019).
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Annual
conference
of the
consortium
members
Month

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

2015
2016
Common Action Plan
regarding the Strategy
Updating

2017

2018

Preparing
actions

Workshops for strategy updating,
involving the stakeholders

Approval of
the updated
strategy

Common Action Plan
regarding the Strategy
Updating

2019

2020

Strategy
Updating

Preparing
actions

Workshops for strategy updating,
involving the stakeholders

Strategy
Updating

Approval of
the updated
strategy

The annual conferences 2018 and 2020 will mark the results of the workshops
dedicated to the strategy updating process and the final conclusions regarding the
updating, agreed upon by the members of the consortium together with the involved
stakeholders.
The consortium leaders shall update, as the case, the related strategic documents
according to the agreed conclusions regarding their updating.
Good communication between the consortium members as well as in the relations
with the stakeholders, both for the Romanian and Serbian part is representing a key
requirement of the strategy good implementation.
Therefore the consortium leaders shall elaborate an annual common communication,
dissemination and awareness program regarding the implementation of the strategy.
The plan shall be submitted for the approval of the consortium members, during the
previous annual conference.
By the end of each year, during the annual conference, the consortium leaders shall
also present the annual common activity report that shall include references
regarding the accomplishment level of the communication, dissemination and
awareness plan and that shall be different from the annual monitoring and assessment
report of strategy implementation.
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